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Chapter 1

Introduction

Organic spintronics is a research area working at the intersection of spintronics and organic

electronics. The main objective of organic spintronics is the best possible combination of

promising advances that so far have been separately achieved in both fields and of the clear

advantages over established technologies.

Spintronics can be regarded as entirety of all kinds of research activities and technological

applications exploiting the charge carriers’ spins and spin-polarised currents for the purpose

of information processing and storage. In the last decade the first spintronics-operated infor-

mation technology devices have been developed to market maturity leading to a, generally

speaking, remarkably increased efficiency. The most prominent examples in this context pre-

sumably are data storage and memory applications making use of magnetoresistance (MR)

effects, e.g. hard disk read-and-write heads and the magnetic random access memory.

The implementation of organic semiconductors (OSCs) into spintronics devices holds the

prospect of adding several additional and enriching advantages to them. Compared to in-

organic semiconductors, organic compounds which likewise already are successfully imple-

mented in some everyday objects, e.g. organic light emitting diodes, usually are cheaper

(considering purchase costs and the required processing equipment) and offer a high flexibil-

ity and tunability of their physical and chemical properties. Furthermore, at the advent of

organic spintronics it has frequently been argued that OSCs may be the ideal candidates for

pushing forward semiconductor spintronics because of the low spin orbit coupling resulting in

a good spin-transport performance in these light molecular-weight materials. This reasoning,

however, has been rendered questionable in the past years.

The observation of spin-dependent phenomena in lateral and vertical transport struc-

tures by Dediu et al. and Xiong et al. in 2002 and 2004 [Dediu02, Xiong04], respectively,

can be considered as the starting point of organic spintronics initiating a lot of subse-

quent research activities. These comprise, on one side, investigations in actual transport

devices, mostly with respect to either MR in vertical organic spin valves (OSVs) with two

ferromagnetic electrodes, i.e. spin-valve functionality [Wang05, Majumdar06b, Xu07, San-

tos07,Dediu08,Schoonus09,Lin10,Nguyen10], or intrinsic effects related to the OSC material

in vertical devices with non-magnetic electrodes like, for instance, organic magnetoresis-

tance [Francis04,Desai07,Bloom07,Bergeson08]. On the other side, fundamental studies of
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the properties and spin dynamics at inorganic-organic interfaces have been successfully un-

dertaken such as the demonstration of spin-injection into an OSC [deJong03,Zhan08,Drew09,

Cinchetti09,Boehme09].

However, despite the extensive investigation of a variety of materials and material combina-

tions, in a specific experiment usually the question concerning the physics behind an observed

spin-valve effect remains more or less open: on the one hand, the origin of a spin-valve signal

in an OSV can be actual spin injection into the OSC, subsequent diffusive spin transport and

electrical spin detection (giant magnetoresistance) [Dediu02,Xiong04,Nguyen10,Nguyen12].

On the other hand, also effects based on a spin-polarised current tunneling through the OSC

layer, e.g. tunneling magnetoresistance [Santos07,Xu07], can play a role. Whereas both sce-

narios are separately sustained but not unambiguously proved by a large amount of results,

they are only seldom investigated in explicit comparative studies [Yoo09,Lin10]. It is notewor-

thy that this rather unsatisfying situation similarly has been present in the field of inorganic

spintronics as well, where several experimental results have been misinterpreted as a proof of

spin injection, diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection in semiconductor-based

devices, e.g. in [Monzon99].

Therefore, one main objective of the present work is to establish a characterisation pro-

tocol that allows for a complete understanding of the physics behind the MR effect that is

observed in vertical OSVs. Most structures under investigation comprise an n-type OSC

that, so far, has not been investigated with respect to spintronics applications, namely

N,N’-bis(Heptafluorobutyl)-3,4:9,10-Perylene Diimide (PDI). This material exhibits rather

outstanding characteristics concerning its stability in ambient conditions and charge carrier

mobility, thus giving prospect to well-performing devices. Another open issue in the field

of organic spintronics which should be addressed by this work is the quite common lack of

results obtained in lateral transport structures, which is presumably due to the fact that the

fabrication of such devices is considerably more challenging than this of standard vertical

OSVs. Hence, in this context, first technological requirements have to be met before empha-

sis can be put on device characterisation and the results’ interpretation.

This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 comprises all fundamentals necessary for

an understanding of this work, which includes the theoretical background of, for instance,

spin-valve functionality (MR effects) and charge transport mechanisms in OSCs, as well

as an introduction to the materials under investigation. All relevant results obtained in

vertical transport structures are summarised in chapter 3 that itself consists of four parts.

First, extensive investigations undertaken for conventional OSVs based on PDI are presented

(chapters 3.2 and 3.3). As the results thereof are indicative of a dominating role of tunneling

processes for both charge transfer and MR, the relevance of tunneling is probed in another

type of structures, so-called single-sided spin valves with only one ferromagnetic electrode.

Similarly as in analogous experiments in inorganic devices, these experiments result in the

observation of the tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR, chapter 3.4). So far,

this effect virtually never has been taken into account when interpreting data obtained in

OSVs, thus motivating its investigation in structures employing one of the standard OSCs in

organic spintronics, Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium (AlQ3), as well. Examined in their
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entirety, all results for PDI-based devices yield a conclusive picture of the charge transport

and the spin-valve signal’s origin which can be described by the model presented in chapter

3.5.

Next, in chapter 3.7 another effect with a high potential of being exploited in multifunctional

devices, often referred to as resistive switching (RS) effect, is demonstrated in AlQ3-based

TAMR structures. Here, RS is carefully analysed by, amongst other techniques, applying

TAMR as a tool for the investigation of the functional interface between one of the electrodes

and the organic interlayer. Equally as for the MR in conventional spin valves, also for this

effect a governing role of tunneling processes is experimentally proved.

In chapter 4 all relevant information concerning lateral OSVs can be found. After a detailed

description of the fabrication process, results of preliminary studies and magnetotransport

investigations are presented. Again, a model explaining the observed MR effect and its

peculiarities is provided. The key conclusion that has to be drawn from the experiments with

this device geometry is similar to the one for the vertical OVSs, namely that tunneling effects

are presumably dominating the charge transfer and MR.

Finally, a summary of the work is given in chapter 5 with a special focus on the novel findings

and their potential further exploitation.





Chapter 2

Fundamentals and Theory

2.1 Spintronics and Magnetoresistance Effects in Spin-Valve
Structures

As already mentioned in the introduction to this work, research in spintronics is related to

the investigation of spin-dependent (transport) phenomena. In this context, an electrical cur-

rent’s spin polarisation PI can be considered a key figure. Assuming two possible orientations

of the charge-carriers’ spin, namely up and down (↑ and ↓), P is defined as:

P =
I↑ − I↓
I↑ + I↓

(2.1)

The detection of tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) by Jullière in 1975 [Jullière75] and

the observation of spin injection from a ferromagnetic into a non-magnetic metal by John-

son and Silsbee in 1985 [Johnson85] can be quoted as founding results of spintronics. The

latter finally resulted in the realisation of devices exploiting the giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) effect, which was achieved a few years later only by Baibich et al. and Binasch et

al. [Baibich88,Binasch89].

Magnetoresistance (MR) effects are usually observed and investigated in a so-called spin

valve which can be considered the canonical spintronics device. Its structure can be reduced to

three functional components, two ferromagnetic electrodes (FM) and a non-magnetic spacer

layer (NM) in between which are arranged in an either lateral or vertical configuration. The

working principle of a spin valve is based on the fact that its resistance depends on the

relative magnetisation of the ferromagnetic electrodes (also named spin-valve state in the

following) which can be either parallel or anti-parallel. It is worth noting that there are

two possible realisations of the spin-valve structure. In the first one, the actual spin valve,

one electrode’s magnetisation is fixed, e.g. by coupling to an antiferromagnetic layer, and

the second electrode’s magnetisation is free, i.e. it can be changed by an external magnetic

field, whilst in a so-called pseudo-spin-valve the magnetisation of both electrodes’ is free. All

spintronics-related fundamentals will be outlined on the basis of the latter as this type of de-

vice is mostly investigated in the field of organic spintronics. Thus, for the sake of simplicity,

pseudo-spin-valves will be referred to as spin valves hereafter.
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Figure 2.1: a: Schematic structure of a vertical (pseudo-)spin-valve device consisting of two ferromag-
netic electrodes (FM) with different coercive fields and a non-magnetic spacer layer (NM) sandwiched
in between. The NM is an organic semiconductor in the case of an OSV. b: MR trace of an OSV
exhibiting a negative spin-valve effect. c: Ideal magnetisation behaviour of an OSV device comprising
two electrodes with different coercive fields. The large arrows in the top of the panels indicate the
sweep direction for H||, and the small ones near the plots represent the current magnetisation-state of
the device’s electrodes.

The schematic structure of a vertical organic spin valve (OSV) in which the non-magnetic

spacer layer consists of an organic semiconductor (OSC) is depicted in Fig. 2.1a. As the

two ferromagnetic electrodes usually are made of different materials, they exhibit different

coercive fields Hc,i allowing for the preparation of a parallel and anti-parallel magnetisation

alignment. As aforementioned, the resistance R of a spin-valve device is correlated to this

alignment and therefore can be modified by an external magnetic field applied in the sample

plane (H ||). The blue curves in Figs. 2.1b and c show the behaviour of R and the com-

plete structure’s magnetisation M for a H || sweep from negative to positive saturation. The

relative magnetisation of the electrodes’ is represented by the small arrows. Starting in the

parallel alignment at negative fields with the device resistance RP, the magnetisation of the

magnetically softer electrode is reversed at low positive H|| (Hc,1) yielding the anti-parallel

spin-valve state (RAP). In the case of OSVs mostly RAP < RP is observed which usually is

referred to as a negative or inverted spin-valve effect. When the coercive field Hc,2 is reached,

the device is set back to the highly resistive parallel state again. Mostly, the signal is sym-

metric with respect to µ0H|| = 0mT , i.e. for the opposite sweep direction (orange curves in

Figs. 2.1b and c) an analogous behaviour is obtained. The amplitude MR of the effect is

calculated as follows:

MR =
RAP −RP

RAP
(2.2)

In a very simplified picture, the electrodes can be considered as spin polariser/injector

and analyser/detector and the spacer layer as the layer which is transporting a spin-polarised

current. In order to obtain spin-valve functionality, in this scenario therefore the thickness

dspacer of the spacer layer (assuming a vertical device structure) must not surpass the spin-
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diffusion length lsf of the material under investigation (see next chapter).

In the following chapters three types of MR effects that can cause spin-valve behaviour are

briefly presented. It should be noted here that the models which will be introduced together

with these effects usually are consulted to explain a positive spin-valve signal, whereas in

OSVs commonly a negative one is observed. However, the fundamental principles of these

models are necessary for the understanding of the existing approaches to an explanation of

this alleged deviation, which will be addressed later (chapter 2.2.2).

2.1.1 Giant Magnetoresistance - GMR

In general, the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect can be observed in two different geome-

tries. In structures for the investigation of the so-called current in-plane GMR (cip-GMR) the

spin-polarised current is driven parallel to the functional layer stack . Most of the founding

research has been done in fully metallic cip-GMR devices [Baibich88,Binasch89], whilst GMR

in the alternative geometry, the current perpendicular-to-plane GMR (cpp-GMR), has been

experimentally realised a few years later only [Pratt91]. As the focus of organic spintronics

is definitely on vertical OSVs like the one shown in Fig. 2.1a, the origin of GMR will be

discussed considering this geometry and on the basis of a rather simplified and phenomeno-

logical approach in the following.

FM
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FM
top

NM

rFM, r
FM,rNM

r
¯FM, r

¯FM,rNM

a b

FM
bottom

FM
top

NM

rFM, rNM r
FM,

r
¯FM, rNM r
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Figure 2.2: Two channel representation of a vertical spin valve (consisting of a ferromagnetic bottom
and top electrode and a non-magnetic spacer in between) according to the Mott model which is based
on separate channels for charge carriers with spin ↑ and ↓. The total device resistance depends on the
relative magnetisation of the electrodes indicated by the large arrows in the electrodes (parallel state
in a, anti-parallel state in b).

In this approach, often referred to as Mott model, a spin valve is described as a two

channel device with separate conduction channels for charge carriers (electrons hereafter)

with spin momentum ↑ and ↓, respectively, as indicated in the equivalent circuit diagrams

in Fig. 2.2. The two channels, each of which is a serial connection of three resistors corre-

sponding to the spin-valve components depicted 2.1a, are connected in parallel. Evidently,

in this picture, the resistivity ρNM of the non-magnetic spacer can be considered identical for

both spin channels. ρFM,↑/↓ of a ferromagnetic electrode, on the contrary, depends on the

orientation of the electrons’ spins with respect to the electrode’s magnetisation as indicated
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by the differently sized resistors in Fig. 2.2. Already in 1936, Mott and Wills [Mott36] found

a clear theoretical description of this phenomenon which is caused by a low (high) scattering

probability for electrons with a spin momentum aligned parallel (anti-parallel) to a ferromag-

netic layer’s magnetisation. The different scattering probabilities usually are expressed by

the spin-dependent scattering rates τFM,↑/↓, which can be stemming from intrinsic properties

and processes as they have been considered by Mott and Wills, e.g. the band structure in

transition metals, and from extrinsic sources like impurities [Fert68]. From the diagrams in

Fig. 2.2 it becomes obvious that the differences in ρFM,↑/↓ of the single electrodes result in

different total device resistances for the parallel (Fig. 2.2a) and anti-parallel (Fig. 2.2b) spin-

valve state when a spin-polarised current is driven through the whole structure. Normally,

GMR yields a positive spin-valve signal, i.e. RAP > RP .

As aforementioned, the electrodes can be regarded as spin injector and detector and the

spacer layer as carrying a diffusive spin-polarised current in this model, in which a potential

loss of spin polarisation in the non-magnetic material is not taken into account. In reality,

however, the spin lifetime in any material has to be regarded as finite. Hence, in order to be

able to detect a spin-polarised current at the detector electrode of a GMR structure the spin

information must not be lost in the non-magnetic layer. This requisite thus is determining an

upper limit of the spacer layer thickness dspacer. For a more detailed analysis and theoretical

description of GMR the reader is referred to the work of Valet and Fert [Valet93].

It is worth mentioning here that the application of semiconductors in GMR devices is not

feasible in a straightforward manner. Due to the so-called conductance mismatch an efficient

injection of a sufficiently highly spin-polarised current from a ferromagnetic metal contact

into a semiconductor layer is not possible in the regime of diffusive transport [Schmidt00] in

which GMR usually is occurring [Valet93]. However, on the one hand, in the case of inorganic

semiconductors this problem can be surmounted by the introduction of a spin-dependent in-

terface resistance [Rashba00, Fert01]. On the other hand, it is questionable whether the

concept of conductance mismatch can be transferred one-to-one to organic spintronics de-

vices, i.e. metal-OSC contacts. This is mainly because of the significantly different physics

behind charge injection into and charge transport in these materials which will be extensively

discussed in chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Consequently, it is very likely that also spin injection

into OSCs is based on other mechanisms than those playing a role for this process in their

inorganic counterparts.

2.1.2 Tunneling Magnetoresistance - TMR

TMR has been initially observed in 1975 by Jullière at low temperatures in a magnetic tun-

nel junction (MTJ) consisting of two ferromagnetic electrodes and a germanium-based tunnel

barrier in between [Jullière75]. It has regained substantial research interest at the beginning

of the 1990s due to its room temperature existence in structures comprising other barrier

materials [Miyazaki91]. As the resistance of an MTJ depends on the relative magnetisation

of the electrodes as well, MTJs are another realisation of a spin valve. Thus, the origin of a

spin-valve signal caused by TMR can be explained in a similar way as in the case of GMR

being the underlying mechanism.
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of TMR causing a spin-valve signal in an MTJ on the basis of the electrodes’
DOS. Assuming spin conservation during tunneling the total current can be treated as sum of separate
currents for both spin momenta (↑ / ↓, blue/orange). a: In the parallel spin-valve state electrons with
spin ↑ are majority charge carriers (large arrows in the spin panels) in both electrodes. Consequently
the tunneling current is high and the device resistance low. b: The spins of the majority and minority
charge carriers are oppositely oriented for both electrodes in the anti-parallel configuration yielding a
lower tunneling current and thus a higher device resistance than for the parallel alignment.

The model introduced by Jullière [Jullière75] and summarised in Fig. 2.3 is based on

spin-conserving tunneling between the two ferromagnetic electrodes. Similarly as in the two-

spin-channel model for GMR, the spin-polarised tunneling current between the two electrodes

of an MTJ can be treated separately for the two spin directions ↑ and ↓ (blue and orange

curves/arrows). In this scenario, the current flowing through an MTJ is mainly determined

by the ferromagnetic electrodes’ density of states near the fermi energy (DOSEF
, see also

Equ. 2.4). The charge carriers in a specific electrode can be classified as majority or minority

as depicted by differently sized arrows in the bottom panels of Fig. 2.3. This classification

is based on the spin-dependent DOSEF
(top panels of Fig. 2.3) which is high (low) when

the charge carriers’ spins are aligned parallel (anti-parallel) with respect to the electrode’s

magnetisation. This phenomenon is originating from ferromagnetic exchange coupling in the

d -bands of ferromagnetic transition metals, which usually are used as electrode materials in

actual devices.

Fig. 2.3a shows the situation for the parallel spin-valve state. In both electrodes electrons

with spin ↑ are the majority charge carriers, i.e. on both sides of the tunnel barrier DOSEF,↑
is equally high. In consequence the spin-↑ contribution to the total current, I↑,P , is rather

large. Electrons with the opposite spin momentum, on the contrary, can only provide a small

current contribution I↓,P as they are minority charge carriers in both electrodes. Thus, the

rather high total tunneling current and the consequently low device resistance RP in the

parallel spin-valve state can be regarded dominated by I↑,P. In the case of an anti-parallel

magnetisation alignment (Fig. 2.3b) the spin orientation of majority and minority charge
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carriers is different in the two electrodes, respectively. As a result, I↑,AP, I↓,AP and the total

tunneling current are smaller and hereby the device resistance RAP higher than in the parallel

configuration.

In the Jullière model the maximum magnitude TMR of the spin-valve effect can be

described using the charge carriers’ spin polarisations Pi in the ferromagnetic electrodes

[Jullière75]:

TMR =
2P1P2

1− P1P2
(2.3)

Equ. 2.3 only describes the influence of P1 and P2 on TMR. Obviously, there are several

additional factors which can cause a reduction of the effect size, amongst them the height

and thickness of the tunneling barrier which both are decisive for the tunneling resistance

and consequently for TMR [Moodera99]. Impurities in the barrier [Tsymbal99] and magnon

excitations [Tsui71] at the interface between the electrode and the barrier can diminish the

effect as well. The latter likewise mostly are taken into account when the dependence of

the TMR ratio on the applied bias voltage Ubias is discussed, which usually exhibits a sharp

maximum at low Ubias and strongly drops with increasing Ubias [Jullière75].

Spin-valve signals originating from TMR can be either positive (RAP > RP) or nega-

tive (RAP < RP). As discussed above, a positive signal can be derived from the Jullière

model in a straightforward manner. For a negative MR, by contrast, further ingredients are

necessary which, for instance, can be bonding effects at the interface between the electrode

and the barrier [DeTeresa99] modifying the electrodes’ DOS or phenomena occurring inside

the barrier [Tsymbal03] influencing the charge carriers’ spin polarisation during the tunneling.

As will be discussed in chapters 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 tunneling processes may provide substan-

tial contributions to the charge transfer in organic transport structures. Hence, TMR is of

particular interest for the interpretation of magnetotransport results in vertical OSV devices.

2.1.3 Tunneling Anisotropic Magnetoresistance - TAMR

As pointed out above, both TMR and GMR require devices with two ferromagnetic elec-

trodes for spin-valve functionality. Another effect named tunneling anisotropic magnetore-

sistance (TAMR), on the contrary, can mimic spin-valve behaviour in structures with only

one ferromagnetic electrode and a non-magnetic counterelectrode (so-called single-sided spin

valves). The effect has first been observed in (Ga,Mn)As-AlOx-Au tunnel junctions [Gould04,

Rüster05a]. The necessary prerequisites for TAMR and the physics of the spin-valve effect in

single-sided spin valves will be outlined in this chapter on the basis of the findings and the

theoretical approach of Gould et al.

Generally speaking, there are two ingredients which together are causing a spin-valve-like

signal in TAMR devices and both have to be ascribed to the ferromagnetic material under

investigation. First, the tunneling current (described by the tunneling conductance Gtunnel)

extracted from the ferromagnetic electrode is anisotropic, i.e. it depends on the relative ori-
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entation of the electrode’s magnetisation Mrel with respect to its crystalline axis. Second,

the magnetisation dynamics of this electrode in an external in-plane magnetic field H || has

to comprise so-called two-step magnetisation reversal processes [Cowburn95].

The anisotropy of Gtunnel can be explained on the basis of an anisotropic DOSFM
EF

in

materials exhibiting magnetocrystalline anisotropy and a sufficiently large spin-orbit coupling.

Due to spin-orbit coupling the DOSFM
EF

in k-space is correlated to Mrel and therefore changes

with Mrel. As a result, Gtunnel depends on Mrel:

Gtunnel ∝ DOSFM
EF

(Mrel) · T ·
(
1−DOSNM

EF

)
(2.4)

The tunnel matrix element T as well as DOSNM
EF

, which is the DOS in the non-magnetic

electrode, can be considered constant. The relation expressed in Equ. 2.4 can provide a good

qualitative understanding of the conductance anisotropy. However, for a good quantitative

agreement of theory and experiment it usually is necessary to assume a partial conservation

of the in-plane momentum during the tunneling process [Gould04]. This can be the case for

epitaxial barriers and rather clean interfaces, for which the tunneling probability of charge

carriers with a momentum parallel to the barrier-normal direction (kz) is higher than for

those with a large in-plane momentum. Consequently, instead of the total DOSFM
EF

only a

fraction thereof, namely this comprising states with large kz, is relevant for Gtunnel in Equ.

2.4. With this approach differences of Gtunnel in the range of several % up to hundred’s of %,

depending on the barrier’s quality (e.g. interface cleanliness), can be explained for devices

with an electrode made of the diluted magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As.

(Ga,Mn)As, as well as LSMO grown on STO(001), a material frequently used as electrode

in vertical OSVs, exhibits a biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy (see chapter 2.4.4). The

physics behind the DOS anisotropy itself is not completely unraveled, however, a phenomeno-

logical theoretical description and analysis is feasible by the introduction of an additional,

rather weak, uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along one of the strong easy axes. Such a sym-

metry breaking can be originating from the films’ morphology which may be substantially

influenced by so-called step-flow growth when substrates exhibiting a miscut are used. This

explanation is given for (Ga,Mn)As in [Rüster05a] and likewise may hold true for LSMO on

STO(001) [Mathews05].

As aforementioned, also the ferromagnetic electrode’s magnetisation dynamics in an ex-

ternal in-plane magnetic field H || is relevant for the occurrence of a spin-valve-like signal in

a TAMR device. This dynamics is exemplarily sketched in Fig. 2.4a for a crystalline ferro-

magnetic layer with a biaxial magnetoctrystalline anisotropy and a H || sweep (blue arrow)

from negative to positive fields in a direction off the easy axes (orange lines).

The magnetisationM of materials with a magnetocrystalline anisotropy is always oriented

such that the energy of single domains is minimal according to the theory of magnetisation

rotation introduced by Stoner and Wolfarth [Stoner48]. Therefore, at the beginning of the

sweep M is rotating towards one of the easy axes (step 1 and easy axis easy1 in Fig. 2.4a).

However, at small positive fields a deviation from the Stoner-Wolfarth-behaviour can be ob-

served for a material with a combined uniaxial-biaxial anisotropy. This deviation can be
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Figure 2.4: Two-step magnetisation reversal and origin of the spin-valve-like signal in a TAMR
device. a: If an in-plane magnetic field H || is swept along a direction off the easy axes of a material
with a biaxial anisotropy, the magnetisation may be reversed in two 90◦ steps instead of one 180◦ step.
b: In combination with an anisotropic tunneling conductance the two-step magnetisation reversal can
lead to a spin-valve-like signal in magnetotransport studies.

explained by the model of Cowburn et al. [Cowburn95] which suggests that a magnetisation

reversal via two 90◦ steps (steps 2 and 3 in Fig. 2.4a) instead of one 180◦ step takes place

if energetically favourable. Hence, within a certain interval of H||, limited by the fields Hc,1

and Hc,2, respectively, at which the 90◦ switchings occur, M is oriented along easy2. Finally,

at a sufficiently high positive magnetic field M is rotated from easy1 towards the direction

of H || again (step 4 in Fig. 2.4a).

It is obvious that a combination of these two phenomena in one material which is part

of a tunnel junction can evoke a spin-valve-like behaviour. This interplay is schematically

depicted in Fig. 2.4b, where the magnetisation dynamics is referred to by the step numbers

used above and the insets show the direction of M with respect to the easy axes for distin-

guished points on the MR trace. Assuming that the device resistance is low (high) when M

is oriented along the axis easy1 (easy2) due to the anisotropic Gtunnel, a positive spin-valve

signal with the two distinct resistive states RL and RH can be expected. The amplitude of

TAMR usually is calculated as:

TAMR =
RH −RL

RL
(2.5)

Two characteristics features of a spin-valve-like signal originating from TAMR can be

extracted from the representations in Fig. 2.4 in a straightforward manner. First, the width

of the RH interval in Fig. 2.4b is decreased (increased) when the orientation of H|| is shifted

towards (away from) easy1, i.e. the positions of the Hc,i strongly depend on the orientation

of H || denoted by the angle φ. Second, if the field is oriented near the other easy axis (easy2)

as indicated by the dotted arrow in Fig. 2.4a, the sign of the effect is inverted. Besides

other experiments (see chapter 3.4), the observation of these features in magnetotransport

measurements can be regarded as indication for TAMR.
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Finally, it should be noted that TAMR must not only be considered as a further effect

causing spin-valve-like MR behaviour but also can be exploited as a probing tool. Since

TAMR is a tunneling based effect, its observation in a specific experiment thus is an unam-

biguous proof of the charge transfer being dominated by tunneling processes. In this context,

it is also worth keeping in mind that a positive TAMR result must not be interpreted with

respect to the tunneling current’s spin polarisation. This is because for TAMR, in contrast

to TMR or GMR, the spin polarisation does not need to be (partially) conserved during the

charge carriers transition between the electrodes.

2.1.4 The Hanle Effect

Despite the facts that a lot of effort has been put into the investigation of OSVs and that

the observed MR effect is very often ascribed to GMR, a decisive and robust proof rarely is

provided in a specific experiment. One possibility to identify GMR as underlying mechanism

of a spin-valve signal is the investigation of a phenomenon originating from spin precession

which usually is referred to as the Hanle effect.

Before the physics behind this effect is outlined, it should be explicitly stated that the ori-

gin of any MR effect caused by GMR consists of three components: electrical spin injec-

tion from the first electrode, diffusive spin transport through the spacer layer, and electri-

cal spin detection in the second electrode. Although several techniques have been estab-

lished which can be used to gain evidence for the first two components in organic devices as

well [Cinchetti09,Drew09,Nguyen12], the entirety of the aforementioned three processes can

only be regarded as more or less strongly indicated by a few experiments, e.g. by the inves-

tigation of two materials in an OSV which only differ concerning the incorporated hydrogen

isotopes [Nguyen10]. Therefore, so-called Hanle experiments in OSVs are very promising as

they are targeting the proof of electrical spin detection.

The Hanle effect [Johnson85, Johnson88] itself is originating from the very basic phe-

nomenon of the precession of the charge carriers’ (electrons for this consideration) spins in

a magnetic field H⊥ that is applied perpendicular to the spins’ orientation (perpendicular

geometry). The precession can be described as Larmor precession with the frequency ωL

which depends on H⊥, the electron rest mass me and the electron spin g-factor:

ωL =
egµ0H⊥
2me

(2.6)

Thus, the spin s (phase φ0 at time t = 0) becomes time-dependent and can be described

by:

s =
1

2
~
(

cos (φ0 + ωL · t)
sin (φ0 + ωL · t)

)
(2.7)

Hereafter, a vertical OSV in a distinct magnetisation and consequently resistance state is

assumed. This remanent spin-valve state is prepared by sweeping the in-plane magnetic field

H || in a suitable manner, whilst the current flow is perpendicular to the sample plane. For

the Hanle experiments H || is turned off after the preparation sweep. When GMR is causing

the spin-valve signal of this device, the current has to be spin polarised as illustrated in Fig.
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2.5a, which shows the device in the anti-parallel spin-valve state and at zero (in-plane and

perpendicular) magnetic field. If no processes reducing the spin polarisation occur, a single

electron’s spin is conserved during the time ttrans which is needed for the travel through the

organic spacer layer.

As already stated above, a non-zero H⊥ causes a precession of the electrons’ spins as

illustrated in Fig. 2.5b. For the electron on the left hand side of Fig. 2.5b this precession

results in a spin rotation by ∆φ ≈ 180 ◦ and hereby changes the spin’s orientation with

respect to the electrodes’ magnetisation. Obviously, this is equivalent to the transition from

the anti-parallel to the parallel spin-valve state as the electron’s spin is now aligned parallel

to the top electrode’s magnetisation. According to the basic picture of GMR outlined in

chapter 2.1.1, thus any spin rotation due to the precession in a non-zero H⊥ is reflected in

the MR traces that are obtained by measurements in the perpendicular geometry.

a b

H = 0,
^

H = 0II H = 0,
^

H = 0II

j

Figure 2.5: Spin precession in a vertical OSV device induced by the application of a perpendicular
magnetic field H⊥. The charge carriers are injected into the OSC layer from the bottom electrode.

Obviously, ∆φ depends on ttrans and the magnitude of H⊥. Whereas the latter can be re-

garded as a global parameter, ttrans may be significantly different for single electrons. This is

indicated in Fig. 2.5 by the juxtaposition of two electrons on two alternative paths for which

ttrans differs by a factor of ∼ 2 (it is assumed that ttrans is proportional to the number of steps

in this picture). Actually, such significant variations in ttrans, also referred to as incoherent

charge transport, are very likely in organic devices as will be discussed in chapter 2.2.1. As
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a consequence thereof, the spin polarisation is strongly diminished or even completely lost

when the electrons reach the second electrode due to the averaging of the ∆φ of all electrons’

spins. This behaviour is known as spin dephasing and is reflected in MR measurements in

the perpendicular geometry as quench of the spin-valve signal, i.e. as disappearance of the

resistance difference between the anti-parallel and parallel configuration [Lou07,Tombros07].

As illustrated in Fig. 2.6a for a negative MR effect (RAP < RP), already at small H⊥ spin

dephasing causes a modification of R towards an intermediate state Rint.

If, on the contrary, the charge and spin transfer is rather coherent, the variations in ttrans
are small. Thus, the variations in the single electrons’ ∆φ are equally small and the spins’

precession can be regarded as coherent as well. Consequently, so-called Hanle oscillations as

shown in Fig. 2.6b, periodic changes between the anti-parallel and parallel spin-valve state,

can be observed at small H⊥ [Huang07]. This periodic signal is superimposed by the quench

of the spin-valve effect due to the spin dephasing. A total loss of spin polarisation is only

observed at sufficiently high H⊥ equivalent to several full precessions in this case.
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Figure 2.6: Modification of a negative spin-valve signal (RAP < RP ) due to the spins’ precession in a
perpendicular magnetic fieldH⊥. Measurements in the perpendicular geometry usually are performed
after the preparation of the either parallel (blue curves) or anti-parallel (orange curves) remanent spin-
valve state. a: In the case of incoherent charge transport only spin dephasing is reflected in the MR
trace. b: Hanle oscillations, periodic changes between the anti-parallel and parallel spin-valve state,
are observed when coherent charge transport is dominating. These oscillations are superimposed by
the spin-dephasing signal which is broader in this case.

It should be borne in mind that the effects caused by a perpendicular magnetic field only

occur for the aforementioned sequence of spin injection, transport and detection in a spin

valve. If one of these ingredients for GMR, e.g. the electrical detection in one of the ferromag-

netic electrodes, is missing, as a logical consequence the spins’ precession cannot be reflected

in the corresponding magnetotransport measurements. Experiments in the perpendicular

geometry have been successfully applied in the field of inorganic spintronics to prove spin

injection, diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection [Lou07,Tombros07,Huang07].

Likewise, they can be employed as a powerful tool to gain strong and unambiguous experi-

mental for the presence or absence of GMR in OSV devices as demonstrated by Riminucci

et al. [Riminucci13] and the author of the present work (chapter 3.3, [Grünewald13b]).
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2.2 Organic Semiconductors - OSCs

Organic semiconductors (OSCs) are a class of organic materials which exhibit semiconducting

properties. Compared to their inorganic counterparts they have to be treated differently in

many aspects, amongst them also concerning the description and modeling of the charge

transport. Existing models and peculiarities will be introduced in chapter 2.2.1. With respect

to the use of OSCs in spintronics applications intrinsic MR effects that can be originating

from the OSC layer in an actual device, e.g. the so-called organic magnetoresistance (OMAR,

chapter 2.2.3), have to be considered as well. Finally, in chapters 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 the materials

under investigation will be briefly presented.

2.2.1 Charge Transport in OSCs

A first difference between inorganic and organic semiconductors exists concerning their clas-

sification as either n- or p-type. Whereas for the former this distinction is undertaken on the

basis of the respective material’s doping with donors or acceptors, OSCs are labeled n-type

(p-type) when electrons (holes) can be injected more easily into the material under consid-

eration than the respective other charge carrier species [Klauk06].

Another, more important, difference has to be stated with respect to the theoretical ap-

proaches describing the charge transport. In inorganic semiconductors the charge transport

normally is explained by theories based on the band structure, which is formed by delocalised

electronic states in the respective material [Sze06]. As in OSCs, on the contrary, the energetic

landscape is mostly influenced by the molecular orbitals and polaronic states, this approach

cannot be directly transferred to organic materials.

The molecular orbitals can be determined, for instance, by the linear combination of

atomic orbitals (LCAO) theory. Analogies to the band structure in inorganic materials can

be drawn with respect to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO, equivalent to the

valence band) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO, equivalent to the con-

duction band). These orbitals are mainly formed by delocalised π-orbitals. The LUMOs

of neighbouring molecules usually are overlapping and can provide free energetic states for

the charge transport. It is obvious that this overlap decisively depends on the molecules’

ordering, i.e. the crystalline quality of the OSC layer under investigation.

Thus, in highly homogeneous monocrystals the charge transport indeed can be considered

band-like. The decisive energy bands are narrower than those in inorganic materials due

to the relatively weak intermolecular interaction (van-der-Waals interaction). As aforemen-

tioned, they are constituted by the HOMO and the LUMO which usually are described by a

Gaussian (see Fig. 2.7a). However, this scenario represents an exceptional case as OSC layers

in actual devices mostly are amorphous or polycrystalline. As a result, alternative theories

for the description of charge transport in such OSC layers are necessary.

In amorphous or polycrystalline layers, energy levels originating from polaronic states

equally have to be taken into account in addition to those constituted by the molecular

orbitals. Polarons are quasi-particles consisting of a charge carrier and a polarisation or de-

formation, respectively, of the molecule where the charge carrier is localised. These particles
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usually are formed when charge carriers are travelling through an OSC layer [Horowitz98]

and therefore have to be regarded as another species contributing to the charge transfer.

Generally speaking, it can be stated that the occurrence of polaron formation leads to a de-

crease of the charge carrier mobility in a specific material as a polaron needs to overcome its

binding energy in order to move from one localised state, i.e. from one molecule, to another.

Thus, polaronic states can be considered to be trap states. Moreover, polaronic states cause

a broadening of the LUMO and HOMO and provide additional states in the gap between

these orbitals. The role of the latter two phenomena with respect to charge injection into

and charge transfer through OSC layers in actual devices will be outlined in more detail in

chapter 2.2.2.

Additionally, statistically distributed trap states stemming from defects, grain boundaries

and impurities in OSC layers with a rather low crystalline quality can appear in the energetic

landscape. They are commonly classified as energetically deep or shallow traps. Depending

on the distribution and the nature of these additional trap states in an OSC layer different

models are available for the description of the charge transport.

In the case of a polycrystalline morphology and predominantly shallow traps the the-

ory of multiple trapping and release (MTR), a model initially proposed for amorphous sili-

con [Le Comber70], can be used for OSC materials as well [Horowitz98]. In this model, the

charge transporting layer is assumed to be composed of crystalline regions in which band-like

transport occurs. At the boundaries between these crystallites or grains shallow traps are

formed from which trapped charge carriers can be released by thermal activation.

If, on the contrary, in a device the OSC layer is rather amorphous than polycrystalline, an en-

ergetically broad distribution of additional trap states is influencing the energy levels formed

by the molecular and polaronic states. Charge carriers crossing such a layer are constantly

trapped in shallow or deep traps between which they are transferred via thermally activated

tunneling processes. Depending on the depth of the starting trap of such a tunneling step,

the thermal energy allows for a short- or a long-range hop. Therefore, this mechanism also

is referred to as variable range hopping (VRH) [Mott69,Brown94].

Both, MTR and VRH, suggest that the charge transfer in OSC materials is taking place

rather incoherently, i.e. the time single carriers need to travel a given distance through an

OSC layer may vary significantly, which, for instance, is important regarding experiments

in the perpendicular geometry as discussed in the previous chapter. Furthermore, both ap-

proaches and any modifications of them, e.g. the model proposed in [Horowitz00], suggest a

decrease of the charge carrier mobility µ at low temperatures. So far, mostly they have been

successfully applied to describe the charge transfer in organic field effect transistors (OFETs),

i.e. lateral transport devices which are very often optimised in order to obtain the highest µ

possible, e.g. by a suitable substrate treatment prior to OSC deposition improving the growth

of the OSC layer (see, for instance, [Oh07]). However, in vertical devices like organic light

emitting diodes and OSVs such optimisations are only seldom feasible and, in consequence,

the OSC layers in these structures should be considered amorphous in the aforementioned

sense. Additionally, the role of charge injection and contact resistance, respectively, is more

eminent in vertical devices due to the increased ratio of contact area and charge transfer
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distance, which is rather small in OFETs with a channel length in the µm-scale. For these

reasons the charge transport in vertical devices usually is classified differently and described

by other, though partially similar models which will be presented hereafter.

Basically, vertical devices can be regarded as a serial connection of three resistors, one for

each charge injection interface electrode-OSC and one for the OSC layer itself. If the latter

dominates the total device resistance, the charge transport is considered bulk or space-charge

limited, whilst in the opposite case the device is operated in the so-called injection limited

regime. Bulk limited charge transfer can be described as an injection process followed by a

mechanism well comparable to VRH [Bässler93]. In a specific device this transport mecha-

nisms very often shows up in the room-temperature I/V curves as a diode-like characteristic

with very low currents at small bias and a sharp increase when a threshold voltage, often in

the ≫ 1V regime, is surpassed (see, for instance, [Francis04, Lin10]). As suggested by the

underlying VRH model and the dominance of the OSC layer’s resistance contribution to the

total device resistance, the latter is expected to increase dramatically in such devices when

the temperature is decreased.

For the contrary scenario, injection limited charge transfer, the temperature dependence of

the device resistance is dominated by the injection mechanism at the Schottky-like contacts

between the OSC and the electrodes. The most common injection mechanisms are thermionic

emission and tunneling processes. Which mechanism is prevailing depends on the several pa-

rameters, amongst others the temperature and the injection barrier height Φinj. In a simplified

picture, Φinj can be regarded as the difference of the energy levels, i.e. this of the LUMO

(HOMO) for electrons (holes) on the OSC side and the work function W on the electrode side

(see Fig. 2.7a). Thermionic emission is mostly observed at room temperature and relatively

low Φinj [Sze06], whereas tunneling processes primarily take place at high injection barriers

and/or at low temperatures [Parker94]. Davids et al. [Davids97] propose a device model for

organic light-emitting diodes according to which the transition from injection by thermionic

emission to tunneling injection occurs at Φinj ≈ 0.3− 0.4 eV . Similarly as bulk limited also

injection limited transport and charge transfer dominated by tunneling is reflected in a given

device’s I/V curve, which in this case exhibits a higher current at low bias voltage resulting

in a rather parabolic trace for the device resistance [Stratton62,Parker94,Baldo01].

Obviously, Φinj can be tuned by choosing suitable combinations of electrode and OSC

material [Mermer05b,Golmar12], which, however, is not feasible for all kinds of structures,

e.g. when the choice of materials is limited by other prerequisites. Such a prerequisite is,

for instance, the necessity of ferromagnetic electrodes in spin valves. It is very likely that

in the devices of the present work the charge injection is dominated by tunneling processes.

On the one hand, this is evident from the fact that most experiments are conducted at low

temperatures. On the other hand, rather large Φinj (see Tab. 2.1) for electrons and holes

in the electrode-OSC combinations under investigation can be expected on the basis of the

energy levels listed in Tab. 2.2.

It is also worth mentioning here that the classification of OSCs as n- and p-type material

shortly addressed at the beginning of this chapter also depends, to a certain extent, on the

electrode-OSC combination in an actual device and thus has to be considered less rigorous
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than in the case of inorganic materials.

OSC electrode material

LSMO Co Al Cu

Φinj,e− [eV]
AlQ3 1.8-2.0 n.i. n.i. 1.6
PDI 0.8-1.05 1.35 0.65 n.i.

Φinj,h+ [eV]
AlQ3 0.8-1.0 n.i. n.i. 1.2
PDI 1.6-1.8 1.3 2.0 n.i.

Table 2.1: Injection barrier heights Φinj,e− and Φinj,h+ for electrons and holes of all material combi-
nations that are actually investigated during this work (n.i. denotes ’not investigated’). The Φinj are
calculated from the values listed in Tab. 2.2.

material W [eV ] ELUMO [eV] EHOMO [eV] source

LSMO 4.7− 4.9 - - [deJong03]

AlQ3 - 2.9 5.7 [Lee98]
PDI - 3.85 6.5 [Oh07], [Scholz09]

Co 5.2 - - [Springer05]
Al 4.5 - - [Springer05]
Cu 4.5 - - [Springer05]

Table 2.2: Work functions W of all electrode materials and energy levels corresponding to the
molecular orbitals of all OSCs under investigation in vertical structures. The values are given with
respect to the vacuum energy.

2.2.2 The Role of Organic-Inorganic Interfaces

In recent years, a lot of experimental and theoretical analysis dealing with organic-inorganic

interfaces and injection of charge and spins into OSCs, partially with special respect to spin-

tronics applications [Barraud10, Sanvito10, Zhan12], has been undertaken. Obviously, such

analysis is also motivated by rather puzzling results, e.g. the observation of MR effects at

bias voltages at which according to the energy levels and the alleged resulting Φinj not even a

current should be measurable [Xiong04,Majumdar06a,Wang07,Dediu08]. Since similar find-

ings will be presented in the course of this work as well, some of the effects that can occur

at organic-inorganic interfaces will be outlined in this chapter.

One of the basic phenomena observed at these interfaces is the formation of dipoles. Al-

ready in 2001 Baldo and Forrest [Baldo01] have emphasised their importance for the charge

injection process. According to Baldo and Forrest, the dipole moments may cause a shift

and broadening of the molecular orbitals (HOMO/LUMO), eventually further reducing Φinj

(see Fig. 2.7b). This phenomenon can be ascribed to an increased disorder in dipole layer,

i.e. in the first few monolayers of the OSC. Another obvious effect of interfacial dipoles

is a shift, either a decrease or an increase, of Φinj due to a modification of the electrode’s
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Figure 2.7: Energy levels in a vertical device and influence of interfacial effects. Possible conduction
paths for an electron are represented by black arrows. a: Energy levels of a device without any voltage
applied and any effects occurring at the interfaces. The energy levels in amorphous OSC layer usually
are broadened due to trap and polaron states near the LUMO and HOMO, which can be described by
a Gaussian. For the sake of clarity, only the potential paths of an electron injected into the LUMO is
illustrated in b and c. b: According to Baldo and Forrest [Baldo01], an interfacial dipole can cause a
shift and a broadening of the LUMO in the first monolayer of the OSC, which is significantly lowering
Φinj. c: Energy levels according to an approach proposed by Zhan and Fahlman [Zhan12] based on
the formation of hybridisation-induced states (HISs) at the interface between the electrode and the
OSC layer. A splitting and lowering of the LUMO can reduce Φinj. Conduction through the bulk OSC
layer via polaron states between the HOMO and LUMO are equally suggested by Zhan and Fahlman.

work function by ∆W . For instance, in one of the archetypical OSV material combinations,

LSMO-AlQ3-Co, a reduction of Φinj by ∼ 0.9 eV (∼ 1.4 eV) at the LSMO-AlQ3 (Co-AlQ3)

interface has been proved by Zhan et al. [Zhan07,Zhan08]. It is suggested that this interfacial

dipole, which similarly is found in other metal/oxide-OSC systems as well [Zhan12], is very

likely originating from an intrinsic dipole moment of the AlQ3 molecules.

As likewise stated by Zhan and Fahlman in their review [Zhan12], hybridisation-induced

states (HISs) may additionally influence the energy landscape near the interface. The in-

vestigation and characterisation of these states requires rather sophisticated measurement

techniques like near edge x-ray absorption fine structure or ultraviolet photoelectron spec-

troscopy and therefore cannot be provided in the framework of this work. HISs usually are

caused by chemical interaction between the electrode material and the organic molecules and

thus mainly have to be taken into account when the two materials are not separated by any

kind of physical barrier like, for instance, a tunnel barrier [Dediu08].

Zhan and Fahlman are quoting two types of interaction. On one side, a reconstruction of

molecules may occur in the first monolayer of the OSC due to chemisorption processes via

covalent bonding between the electrode surface and the respective molecule or single atoms

thereof. On the other side, in some materials systems a strong interaction between the π-

orbitals in the OSC layer and the d -bands in an adjacent ferromagnetic electrode equally can

cause the formation of HISs. Irrespective of their origin, HISs generally are located in the

first few monolayers of the OSC layer and near the fermi level of the (metal) electrode. This

may result in a quasi-ohmic contact at this interface, i.e. a substantially reduced injection
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barrier (see Fig. 2.7c).

Moreover, Fig. 2.7c comprises energy levels in the bulk OSC layer which are originating from

polaronic states. As already stated before, these states do not only cause a broadening of

the LUMO and the HOMO but also can be situated in between these rather distinguished

levels. According to Zhan and Fahlman, a reduced Φinj due to HISs in combination with this

scenario can be used to explain why injection limited devices can be operated at bias voltages

which are well below the nominal Φinj that can be estimated from the energy levels of the

electrode and OSC materials (see Tab. 2.2).

Another feature of HISs which has been identified in various experiments is a possible

modification of the spin polarisation Pcc of charge carriers passing the HISs. Due to the

interaction of molecular orbitals with the spin-polarised d -bands of a ferromagnetic material

the former can obtain a spin polarisation as well (spin-polarised HISs, [Lach12]). Conse-

quently, Pcc of a current injected from these states into the bulk OSC may be substantially

modified. Recently, also spin-dependent trapping has been proved as mechanisms influenc-

ing Pcc at the AlQ3-Co interface [Steil13]. Such modifications obviously cannot only be an

increase or decrease of Pcc but also a sign inversion as shown by Schulz et al. [Schulz11],

who have modified HISs by adding a LiF barrier to the interface in an AlQ3-based OSV and

hereby obtained a sign change of the spin-valve signal. Thus, the fact that usually a negative

MR effect is observed in OSV structures despite the materials under investigation suggest a

positive signal may be ascribed to the presence of HISs at, at least one of, the interfaces.

An alternative model providing an explanation for a negative MR effect has been proposed

by Barraud et al. [Barraud10] and equally underlines the role of organic-inorganic interfaces.

Similarly as the concept of spin-polarised HISs, it takes into account probable modifications

of the energy levels at the interface by effective spin polarisations P ∗. According to Barraud

et al., the P ∗ mainly depend on the ratio of Φinj and the broadening of the energy levels in

the interfacial layers which is originating from the coupling of the OSC’s molecules to the

electrodes. By adding the P ∗ to the Jullière model [Jullière75] the apparent discrepancy

concerning the sign of the spin-valve signal can be explained by this approach, which even

allows for a positive and negative MR effect observed in structures of identical composition

depending on their size. Whereas nm-scaled devices as those investigated by Barraud et al.

normally probe the local energetic landscape, most of the reports in the literature employ

results for large area junctions. In such devices the statistical average of P ∗ is reflected in

MR measurements which therefore may yield different results.

Another important issue that has to be addressed in the context of interfaces in vertical

transport structures is the one of so-called ill-defined interfaces. This keyword is often brought

up with respect to the modification of a OSC layer’s morphology by depositing a metal on top

of it. The diffusion of metal atoms into the OSC layer and/or the formation of metal clusters

inside this layer may result in a dramatic decrease of the effective layer thickness [Dürr03,

Xiong04]. This reduction may occur to such an extent that direct tunneling [Santos07,

Barraud10] or charge transfer via a small number of subsequent tunneling steps (multiple step

tunneling, MST, [Schoonus09]) becomes probable even if initially the OSC layer’s thickness
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has been so large that, in the first instance, charge transport dominated by tunneling cannot

be considered a realistic scenario. This issue is often circumvented by the insertion of a thin

(≪ 3 nm) oxide barrier between the OSC layer and the top electrode. Such an interlayer

does not only act as a mechanical barrier but also, as already stated above, can result in

interface modifications [Schulz11] and/or prevent chemical interactions between the OSC

and the electrode [Dediu08].

2.2.3 OMAR - An intrinsic Magnetoresistance Effect

In 2004 Francis et al. [Francis04] have discovered a large MR effect at room temperature in

vertical organic devices with non-magnetic electrodes, the so-called organic magnetoresistance

(OMAR). Although the underlying effect can often be likewise measured as a modulation of

the electroluminescence, photocurrent or fluorescence [Wagemans11], the following presenta-

tion of typical results and the effect’s main characteristics will be limited to the MR.

Most of the results put forth since the first demonstration of the effect suggest that, in

contrast to the spin-valve effect, OMAR does not depend on the orientation of the applied

magnetic field H ext with respect to the sample plane. Typically, OMAR exhibits a weak

temperature dependence only and has a magnitude of several % at room temperature. MR

traces recorded in OMAR structures with non-magnetic electrodes (as outlined below the sit-

uation may be different in structures with a ferromagnetic component) always are symmetric

with respect to µ0Hext = 0mT (see, for instance, [Francis04]). Starting from zero magnetic

field the traces comprise a monotonic increase/decrease of R; a deviation from this monotonic

behaviour has only been found in a few exceptional cases, e.g. in [Nguyen10]. The MR signal

can be described by either a Lorentzian

MR ∝ (µ0Hext)
2

(µ0Hext)
2 +B2

0

(2.8)

or a non-Lorentzian function

MR ∝ (µ0Hext)
2

(|µ0Hext|+B0)
2 (2.9)

depending on the OSC under investigation. B0 denotes a material parameter and can

be interpreted as half width at half/quarter maximum in Equ. 2.8/2.9 [Mermer05a]. The

effect’s sign, which can be both positive (increase of R with increasing Hext) and negative

(decrease of R), is determined by the OSC material and certain measurement conditions, e.g.

the applied bias voltage Ubias and/or the temperature [Mermer05a].

As already stated, dedicated OMAR devices usually do not comprise ferromagnetic elec-

trodes. If, however, a ferromagnetic layer is present in an OMAR device, the fringe fields

B fringe potentially originating from this layer may also affect the MR. In this case the charge

carriers’ spins are influenced by a superposition of the intrinsic, random local hyperfine field

Bhf, B fringe and H ext. As demonstrated by Wang et al. [Wang12], this can lead to a spin-

valve-like, i.e. hysteretic, contribution to the MR traces in devices in which the ferromagnetic
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layer is not even in direct contact to any of the electrodes or the OSC layer itself. It is impor-

tant to note here, that this behaviour is observed, similarly as pure OMAR, at elevated Ubias

only. Especially when a relatively high Ubias is applied during magnetotransport measure-

ments, OMAR therefore has to be borne in mind not only as possible origin of a background

signal in an OSV’s MR trace but also as a side effect that can mimic spin-valve functionality.

Most of the experimental results and theoretical approaches addressing the effect’s ori-

gin suggest that OMAR is strongly related to the charge transport in the bulk OSC layer.

Thus, OMAR usually is observed at high bias voltages (|Ubias| ≫ 1V) in structures em-

ploying thick OSC layers where the charge transfer is dominated by hopping mechanisms

like VRH [Francis04, Desai07, Bergeson08,Wang12, Cox13]. In the past years several mod-

els have been brought up concerning the microscopic mechanisms behind OMAR, none of

which has been finally and unambiguously proved by experimental results up to now. For

a more detailed description of these theories, which is not necessary for the understand-

ing of the present work, the reader is referred to the literature here, e.g. to the review of

Wagemans and Koopmans [Wagemans11], the publications cited above and others as [Bob-

bert07,Schoonus09,Harmon2012,Alexandrov2012].
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2.3 Resistive Switching Effects

Resistive switching (RS) is usually employed as an umbrella term for any kind of phenomenon

comprising a remanent change of a device’s resistance R, which is mostly induced by the ap-

plication of a voltage or current pulse. RS has been first observed by Hickmott in 1962 [Hick-

mott62] in metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures. Being a good candidate for novel memory

applications, RS has been more intensively investigated since the late 1990s. RS has been

demonstrated in devices comprising a huge variety of materials and material systems with a

relatively strong focus on oxides, reaching from binary compounds to all kinds of perovskite

oxides. Thus, likewise the understanding of the physics behind the RS effect has been sub-

stantially enhanced [Bruchhaus10], even though the available (phenomenological) models are

often rather tightly related to a specific material or material system.

A short introduction to RS will be given in chapter 2.3.1, particularly with respect to

terminology and classification. One fundamental approach explaining RS in (perovskite)

oxides likewise will be presented there. An overview of RS effects in structures containing

OSC layers, e.g. vertical OSVs, will be given in chapter 2.3.2.

2.3.1 General Overview

As aforementioned, RS describes a remanent change of R. Hereafter, a change between two

distinct states, the high resistance (HRS, RHRS) and low resistance (LRS, RLRS) state, which

is induced by a voltage pulse (Upulse) will be considered. A figure of merit which is frequently

used to quantify a RS effect is the so-called ON/OFF ratio RHRS/RLRS.

A first distinction of RS effects can be done on the basis of the polarities of Upulse re-

quired for the transitions HRS→LRS and LRS→HRS. Mostly, so-called bipolar behaviour is

observed, i.e. a positive Upulse has to be applied for LRS→HRS and a negative Upulse for the

reset operation HRS→LRS or vice versa. If, on the contrary, only the magnitude of Upulse

is decisive and the polarity is the same for both transitions, the switching is regarded as

unipolar or non-polar [Bruchhaus10].

A second criterion that can be employed for the classification of an RS effect is its origin.

Just considering the localisation of the microscopic mechanisms causing the change of R, this

allows, in the first instance, for a rough distinction between localised and distributed effects.

An example for the former is RS evoked by the formation and rupture of highly conductive

filaments in the insulating layer, whilst all kinds of effects occurring at the whole interface

between the insulator and one of the electrodes are summarised in the class of distributed RS.

A more detailed analysis, as done in the review by Bruchhaus and Waser [Bruchhaus10],

can be achieved on the basis of the actual microscopic processes involved yielding a variety

of theoretical approaches nearly as large as the variety of materials and material systems un-

der investigation. A lot of these approaches elucidate the relevance of the insulating layer’s

stoichiometry with respect to its oxygen content for the observed RS effect in the case of

oxide-based devices. The oxygen content of an oxide can be controlled during the growth

of the respective layer [Rajeswari98,Dho03,deJong05] and/or modified during the actual RS
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experiment, e.g. by electrochemical processes. Such processes, for instance, can be redox re-

actions removing oxygen ions from the lattice and hereby leading to the formation of oxygen

vacancies VOs [Baikalov03,Sawa04,Waser07,Yang09]. However, despite the frequently good

agreement between experimental results and the theoretical explanations, only seldom a clear

and consistent experimental proof for the microscopic mechanisms and reactions proposed

within the framework of a specific model is provided. One of the exceptional cases in this

context is the clear experimental evidence for the generation of VOs in vanadium dioxide by

the application of an electric field recently reported by Jeong et al. [Jeong13].

It is worth noting that the oxygen removed from the lattice during such reactions can

either remain in the material and equally contribute to or support the switching effect

[Dong07,Hasan08] or escape the system as oxygen gas. For the former case, in which the RS

usually is reversible without any external oxygen supply, the structure must comprise some

sort of oxygen reservoir or allow for oxygen atom/ions at interstitial sites as demonstrated,

for instance, in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3- and MnO2-based devices [Dong07,Yang09].

Many models proposing a governing role of VOs are not only based on the assumption that

the VO concentration in the material under investigation is modified but also often involve a

motion of these defects in an applied electric field. Such scenarios are sustained by the facts

that VOs are positively charged with respect to oxygen ions on lattice sites and that their mo-

bility can be regarded as a relatively high compared to this of other defects [Waser90]. Thus,

a motion of VOs, for instance, can promote the formation or rupture of conducting paths in

an insulating matrix [Yang09]. Likewise, they also may be attracted to or repelled from the

interface between the insulating layer and one of the electrodes and hereby change this inter-

face. One example for such a modification is the enhancement and reduction, respectively, of

the injection barrier at the metal-insulator contact in Ti/Pr0.7Ca0.3MnO3 structures [Sawa04].

Finally, it should be noted that the interpretation of results obtained for a specific device

and (electrode and insulator) material combination has to be conducted carefully and should

be sustained by suitable control experiments. The necessity of such a thorough analysis and

procedure already gets evident from the above basic introduction to only a small selection of

the proposed theoretical approaches explaining RS.

2.3.2 Resistive Switching in OSC-based Structures

In the field of organic electronics the phenomenon of RS has equally gained increased sci-

entific interest in the past decade again motivated by the potential application in memory

devices [Cho11]. A lot of OSC materials have been investigated in metal-OSC-metal struc-

tures (also referred to as MIM structures hereafter for the sake of simplicity), where one of

the metal electrodes is often made of Al. As aforementioned, a complete understanding of

any RS effect in inorganic MIM structures is hard to achieve resulting in a lack of robust

experimental proof for many promising theoretical approaches. A similar general reasoning

applies for organic RS devices, for which quite frequently an even more careful and scepti-

cal procedure is mandatory. This becomes evident, for instance, considering the fact that

in many cases the RS very likely is originating from the Al-OSC interface where either an

Al-O compound [Mahapatro04,Lee08] or even a thin Al2O3 layer [Waser07] may be formed.
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Eventually, as stated in the review by Waser and Aono [Waser07], there is only scarce ex-

perimental evidence for RS that can be unambiguously and exclusively attributed to the

respective organic material under investigation.

Amongst the OSC materials for which RS has been reported so far also one of the ma-

terials used for the present work, namely AlQ3, can be found. The respective experiments

can be classified on the basis of the devices under investigation. On one side, bipolar RS has

been demonstrated in organic MIM structures where the effect is assumed to originate either

from the Al-OSC interface mentioned above [Mahapatro04,Lee08] or from a modification of

the AlQ3-layer by adding MoO3 nanpoarticles/-clusters during fabrication [Chang10]. On

the other side, likewise bipolar RS has been observed in OSV devices with ferromagnetic

electrodes [Hueso07,Prezioso11,Prezioso12].

The integration of RS effects in OSVs is of particular interest as it is deemed a very

promising approach towards the realisation of multifunctional devices and their implemen-

tation into logic gates [Prezioso12]. As shown by Prezioso et al. [Prezioso11, Prezioso12],

the amplitude of the MR effect in their devices, which is ascribed to GMR in these specific

experiments, is strongly correlated with the device resistance. The latter can be modified by

the application of a bias voltage in the −1.5 − +3.0V regime within the range of a few tens

of kΩ (MR > 10%) up to a few MΩ (no measurable MR) [Prezioso12]. Prezioso et al. cite

two possible scenarios explaining the apparent interplay of GMR and RS.

On the one hand, the formation of trapping domains in the AlQ3 layer due to the applied

bias voltage as proposed by Rozenberg et al. [Rozenberg04] may significantly elongate the

distance a charge carrier and spin has to travel between the electrodes. As a result, the

device resistance is increased and the spin polarisation at the spin-detecting electrode is de-

creased [Prezioso11]. This explanation is resembling the so-called Coulomb blockade, which

also is quite often referred to in the context of organic RS devices [Simmons67,Bozano04],

though substantially different from it. In the case of Coulomb blockade space-charge-induced

strong local electric fields hamper further charge injection. The formation and charging of

trapping domains, on the contrary, mainly influences the amount and length of the paths

through the OSC layer which are available for the injected charge carriers, which eventually

results in an increase of the resistance.

On the other hand, according to Prezioso et al., the transport in the OSV devices may mainly

occur through highly conductive filaments that are vertically penetrating the complete AlQ3

layer and are connected in parallel. In this picture the RS behaviour can be caused by a

voltage induced opening (closing) of single filaments [Prezioso12]. Although both scenarios

provide a good phenomenological description of the observed effects, GMR and RS, they are,

like most of the models proposed for inorganic MIM structures, not decisively sustained by

further experimental evidence.

Hence, similarly as for inorganic MIM structures also for organic RS devices a variety of

theoretical approaches is available. Therefore it is worth emphasizing once more that control

experiments and a careful analysis of experimental results are mandatory for a complete

understanding of any RS effect.
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2.4 Materials under Investigation

In chapters 2.4.1-2.4.3 the OSC materials which are employed in any devices investigated in

this work are briefly presented. Fundamental characteristics of one of the electrode materi-

als, namely the half-metallic oxide LSMO, are outlined in chapter 2.4.4 as they are equally

essential for the interpretation of many of the observed effects.

2.4.1 Tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium - AlQ3

AlQ3 is a small molecular-weight n-type OSC which has gained technological relevance es-

pecially due to its application in organic light emitting diodes. Furthermore, it is also one

of the most frequently investigated material in the field of organic spintronics. Usually it

is employed either as thick spacer layer in spin valves where the MR effect is ascribed to

GMR [Xiong04, Majumdar06b, Hueso07] or as thin tunnel barrier in TMR devices [San-

tos07]. Moreover, studies in OSVs with thick spacer layers have revealed the seemingly

inconsistent result of a spin-valve effect that is originating from tunneling processes al-

though the AlQ3-films’ thickness is in the range of ∼ 100 nm and more [Vinzelberg08,Rim-

inucci13,Grünewald13b].

As shown by, for instance, time-of-flight (TOF, [Spear57]) measurements AlQ3 exhibits,

like most of the n-type OSCs, a rather low electron mobility of µAlQ3
≈ 1 · 10−6 cm2/Vs

(value for room temperature) which strongly depends on the temperature and the applied

electric field [Kepler95]. Another drawback of many n-type materials, which also applies to

AlQ3, is a rather high sensitivity to ambient conditions, especially moisture. This obviously

can be circumvented in industrial applications, however, often hampers the investigation of

these materials if this issue is not addressed in an appropriate manner [Grünewald07].

It has been outlined in chapter 2.2.1 that the injection barrier for electrons Φinj,e− can

be roughly estimated from the work function of the electrode material and the LUMO of

the OSC material under investigation. The latter is located at ∼ 2.9 eV with respect to the

vacuum energy [Lee98] in the case of AlQ3 suggesting a rather high Φinj,e− (> 1.6 eV, see

Tab. 2.1) which, however, is probably not a realistic value as likewise discussed previously

(chapter 2.2.2). Experiments with this material are undertaken motivated by the facts that

it is, as already stated, one of the standard materials in organic spintronics research and

that particular issues, e.g. the occurrence of TAMR in devices comprising AlQ3 layers, so far

virtually not have been addressed yet.

AlQ3, a commercially available material that is used as-received without any further pro-

cessing or purification (purity 99.995% according to the supplier Sigma-Aldrich), is deposited

by thermal evaporation (organic molecular beam deposition, OMBD, see appendix A) under

high or ultra-high vacuum (HV/UHV) conditions. If the substrate is kept at room tempera-

ture during this procedure, the resulting AlQ3 layers are amorphous and rather flat exhibiting

a rms roughness in the range of only a few nm [Tang87,Dediu08]. At elevated substrate tem-

peratures Tsub, however, the latter is increased and the layer’s morphology becomes rather

granular [Bergenti07]. Preliminary studies [Grünewald07] have shown that working, i.e. non-
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shorted, vertical devices can only hardly be achieved when the AlQ3 films are too rough.

Therefore, the samples investigated in this work, as most of those in the literature, comprise

AlQ3 layers which are deposited with the substrate at room temperature.

2.4.2 N,N’-bis(Heptafluorobutyl)-3,4:9,10-Perylene Diimide - PDI

N,N’-bis(Heptafluorobutyl)-3,4:9,10-Perylene Diimide, often referred to as PTCDI-C4F7 in

the literature and named PDI hereafter, is a rather new n-type material which has been

provided by the group of Prof. Frank Würthner (Institut für Organische Chemie, Universität

Würzburg). It is part of a series of molecules based on a perylene diimide core with different

bay and imide substituents which has been synthesised and investigated by the groups of Prof.

Frank Würthner and Prof. Zhenan Bao (Stanford University) [Schmidt09]. With respect to

spintronics applications, the investigations concerning the charge carrier mobility and the

stability of the material under ambient conditions are of particular interest. These studies

have shown that PDI is a promising material which may overcome the aforementioned com-

monly known drawbacks of n-type OSC compounds. The electron mobility in this material

is very high (µPDI ≈ 0.1 − 0.6 cm2/Vs at room temperature) and is only hardly diminished

when a device is stored in air for a long period of time [Steinbacher07,Oh07]. However, it

should be emphasised that the value of µPDI reported by Oh et al. is determined by OFET

characterisation and therefore cannot be directly compared to the value given for AlQ3 in

the previous chapter. This will be discussed more extensively in chapter 3.3.1.
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Figure 2.8: Molecular structure of the organic compounds under investigation. a: Tris(8-
hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium - AlQ3. b: N,N’-bis(Heptafluorobutyl)-3,4:9,10-Perylene Diimide -
PDI.

As PDI does not comprise any bay substituents, the single molecules are flat and can be

consequently arranged in close distance to each other in thin films. Actually, x-ray diffraction

experiments reveal a very regular molecular arrangement in thin layers in which the molecules

are tilted by ∼ 45 ◦ with respect to the substrate [Oh07]. This and additional effects caused

by the heptafluorobutyl (C3F7) chains acting as imide substituent can explain both eminent

features of PDI, its high charge carrier mobility and stability. On one side, the close and

parallel packing provides a large overlap of the π-orbitals of neighbouring molecules which

usually promotes the charge transport in OSC materials as already mentioned in chapter

2.2.1. On the other side, the C3F7 groups at the end of the molecules form a kinetic barrier

on top of the PDI layer which hampers the diffusion of any deteriorating substance like air,
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oxygen or moisture to the core of the layer where the charge transport is actually taking

place [Oh07]. Additionally, also the rather low LUMO level of ∼ 3.9 eV relative to the vac-

uum energy can be ascribed to the influence of the imide substituent. As a consequence of a

low LUMO level, not only Φinj for electrons may be expected to be relatively low compared

to AlQ3 (. 1.4 eV, see Tab. 2.1) but also oxidation to be suppressed [Jones04].

Furthermore, the investigations of Oh et al. comprise studies of the influence of Tsub on

the deposited layer’s morphology and its charge transport performance. The aforementioned

tendency to a dense stacking of the molecules leads to the formation of polycrystalline films

which is even enhanced at elevated Tsub. At Tsub = 125 ◦, for which the maximum µPDI is

obtained, the PDI layer consists of single crystallites with lateral dimensions in the range of

a few hundred nm [Oh07].

Similar results have also been obtained for films deposited with the equipment used for this

work [Grünewald07,Wahler09]. The PDI films (thickness 100 nm) investigated by atomic force

microscopy (AFM) exhibit a relatively low rms roughness of maximum ∼ 5 nm suggesting

closed layers. With respect to their implementation in vertical devices, however, also the so-

called peak-to-peak roughness has to be considered since this measure also takes into account

local morphology features. Such features can occur at the boundary between two crystallites,

where the layer thickness is substantially decreased. AFM studies reveal, that typically the

peak-to-peak roughness of a 100 nm thick PDI film is in the range of ∼ 25 nm [Grünewald07].

As already mentioned in chapter 2.2.2, such a reduction of the OSC layer’s thickness may

have significant influence on the charge transfer in vertical structures. Hence, this issue will

be addressed again and more precisely in the experimental section of this work.

2.4.3 Other Organic Materials

In lateral spin-valve devices (see chapter 4) two further OSC compounds are used as charge

transporting material. The first one, which will be referred to as NDI in this work, again is a

rather new n-type material of the family of core-chlorinated Naphthalene Tetracarboxylic Di-

imides and is well comparable to PDI with respect to its electrical performance and stability

in ambient conditions [Oh10]. The second material is the well known metal-free Phthalocya-

nine (H2Pc), a small discotic molecule the semiconducting properties of which have already

been investigated in the 1950s [Eley53].

2.4.4 La1−xSrxMnO3 - LSMO

La1−xSrxMnO3 (LSMO), an oxide with a perovskite crystal structure (Fig. 2.9a), has gained

significant interest in the research field of multiferroic oxides in the past years. Furthermore, it

is frequently employed as electrode material in organic spintronics devices. Its electronic and

magnetic properties strongly depend on the Sr concentration x [Fujishiro98]. For x = 0.3,

as it applies to all LSMO layers used in the present work, the material is metallic and

ferromagnetic at room temperature. The transition from paramagnetic to ferromagnetic

behaviour is observed at a Curie temperature TC of typically ∼ 350K [Park98a]. Thin

LSMO layers with high crystalline quality usually are grown on suitable substrates from

stoichiometric targets by methods like Channel-Spark ablation (CSA) [Dediu95,Bergenti04]
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or pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
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Figure 2.9: a: Perosvskite crystal structure of LSMO. b: The spin-dependent DOS of the half-
metallic LSMO for T < TC is adapted from [Park98a]. For spin ↑ the material exhibits metallic
behaviour, whilst for the opposite spin orientation the DOS comprises a gap, i.e. the material is
semiconducting.

Already in 1950 a clear correlation between the electronic and magnetic properties of

LSMO, e.g. between a decreasing resistance and an increasing magnetisation at low tem-

peratures, has been proved [Jonker50, VanSanten50]. Later theoretical and experimental

investigations have shown that both, the metallic character and the ferromagnetism, and the

correlation in between can be explained qualitatively in a straightforward manner on the

basis of the double exchange model proposed by Zener [Zener51]. Nevertheless, other effects

like small polaron effects and Jahn-Teller distortion equally have to be considered for a good

quantitative description [Millis95,Park98a].

In a simplified picture the 3d energy levels of a Mn ion in the MnO6 octahedrals (see Fig.

2.9a) can be regarded as split into three lower t2g levels (core levels) and two higher eg levels.

The valence of Mn can be either 3+ or 4+ depending on the surrounding rare earth ions.

It is assumed that the electrons occupying the eg levels of Mn3+ are mainly contributing to

the charge transport and can easily be transferred from a Mn3+ to a Mn4+ ion via hopping

steps. The ferromagnetic behaviour, i.e. the parallel alignment of all spins in the system, is

originating from the interaction of the eg electrons’ spins with the tg electrons’ spins and a

strong Hund coupling in this scenario [Dagotto01].

Moreover, the Hund coupling also has an influence on the DOS which becomes spin depen-

dent for T < TC as depicted in Fig. 2.9b and experimentally proved by Park et al. [Park98a].

This is because a parallel alignment of all spins is energetically favourable. Thus, for one spin

direction metallic behaviour is present (DOS ̸= 0 for E = EF), whereas for the opposite spin

orientation the DOS exhibits a gap at the Fermi edge, i.e. the material is semiconducting for

charge carriers with this spin orientation. Consequently, only electrons with one spin direction

can contribute to the charge transport, a behaviour which is usually known as half-metallic

character. Similarly as for other half-metals, also for LSMO a high spin polarisation, namely

P = 100%, is predicted theoretically. Actually, experimental investigations in MTJs yield

P ≈ 95% [Bowen03] which is close to the theoretical value and justifies the use of LSMO as
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spin injecting electrode in spin-valve devices.

For this work, LSMO grown on two different insulating substrates, namely SrTiO3(001)

(STO) and NdGaO3(001) (NGO), is used. Obviously, the magnetic properties of a specific

LSMO layer strongly depend on the substrate on which the layer is deposited. These prop-

erties comprise, for instance, the saturation magnetisation and the magnetic anisotropy. As

the latter is very important for the interpretation of magnetotransport results, the different

characteristics of the LSMO films under investigation should be briefly outlined. On one

side, LSMO on STO(001) exhibits a biaxial anisotropy of magnetocrystalline origin [Steen-

beck99,Berndt00] often superimposed by a strain-induced uniaxial easy anisotropy that very

likely is stemming from step-flow growth [Mathews05]. Whereas the former is governing the

magnetic properties at low temperatures, the uniaxial component is dominating at room

temperature. On the other side, in the case of LSMO grown on NGO(001) only a uniaxial

anisotropy is present due to the compressive in-plane lattice strain caused by the large mis-

match between substrate and LSMO [Boschker09].

In addition to the substrate, also the crystalline quality has a substantial influence on the

electrical and magnetic properties. In this context especially the material’s stoichiometry

with respect to the oxygen content has to be addressed. Various studies can be found in the

literature demonstrating the deteriorating influence of oxygen deficiency on a LSMO layer’s

resistance [Goyal97] and magnetisation [Rajeswari98]. Also the electronic structure at the

surface of LSMO films can depend on the stoichiometry and be modified by suitable treat-

ments like, for instance, annealing [deJong05].

With respect to the application of thin LSMO layers as electrodes in OSV devices, finally

two MR effects that are intrinsic to this material should be presented. The first one is the so-

called colossal magnetoresistance effect (CMR) [Jin94], which also was the main motivation

behind the investigation of LSMO in the field of material research for a long period of time.

CMR, the origin of which is not completely understood up to now, can be identified as a

decrease of an LSMO film’s in-plane resistance with increasing external magnetic field H||.

The second effect is phenomenologically similar to CMR and usually referred to as high-field

magnetoresistance effect (HFMR). It is observed at the LSMO-OSC interface and can be

ascribed, according to Wu et al. [Wu05], to a field-induced shift of the Fermi level at the

surface of the LSMO layer which eventually enhances or hampers charge injection. Both,

CMR and HFMR, may also occur in OSV devices comprising an LSMO electrode and cause

a background signal in magnetotransport studies.





Chapter 3

Vertical Transport Structures

This chapter addresses all experiments that are performed in vertical OSVs and similar

transport structures based on the OSC materials PDI and AlQ3. After the description of the

sample fabrication in chapter 3.1, results obtained in studies of PDI-based devices, also in-

cluding investigations of the Hanle effect, are presented in chapters 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

In combination with those of TAMR experiments (chapter 3.4), which are undertaken for

devices comprising both OSC materials, these results suggest a protruding role of tunneling

processes for the charge transfer as well as for the observed spin-valve behaviour. A corre-

sponding device model taking into account all experimental findings is presented in chapter

3.5.

In addition to MR effects a second effect, often referred to as resistive switching, is investigated

in TAMR structures based on AlQ3. The results of these investigations and a theoretical ap-

proach explaining the present devices’ resistive switching behaviour can be found in chapter

3.7.
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3.1 Sample Fabrication

In the course of this work several fabrication processes for vertical OSV structures are devel-

oped, which are summarised in the present chapter. The main focus during a process’ design

always is on clean and reproducible interfaces between the electrodes and the OSC layer,

which are crucial in order to obtain the most reliable and reproducible device functionality.

Differences between the fabrication processes are mainly due to different technological pre-

conditions concerning existing equipment.

For the first fabrication processes the following equipment and fabrication technologies

are available (location WÜ):

• optical lithography,

• UHV metal deposition chamber with a multi-source electron beam evaporator,

• UHV chamber equipped with thermal effusion cells for the deposition of OSC materials

and two single source electron beam evaporators (OMBD chamber),

• dry etching (Ar ion milling).

The centrepiece of this process is the UHV chamber in which the OSC is deposited by

OMBD (see appendix A). As this chamber is also equipped with two electron beam evapo-

rators, the OSC and metallic electrode layers can be deposited in-situ, i.e. without breaking

the UHV. This procedure represents the most reliable way to obtain clean and reproducible

interfaces. The sample holder of this chamber is equipped with a heater unit capable to

reach substrate temperatures of up to 500 ◦C. Furthermore, it can be tilted with respect to

the evaporation sources which has been widely exploited for fabrication of vertical as well as

of lateral OSV devices (see chapter 4.2). All vertical structures based on the OSC PDI are

fabricated in this chamber. Most of them are conventional OSVs (layer sequence LSMO-PDI-

CoFe). However, PDI is also investigated in TAMR devices (layer sequence LSMO-PDI-Al)

and reference structures with only metallic electrodes (layer sequence Al-PDI-Al). Thus,

two fabrication processes have to be considered in the following, one for the samples with a

bottom contact made of LSMO (flow chart of the process in Fig. 3.1) and a second one for

samples with a bottom contact made of a metal (flow chart in Fig. 3.2).

The basis of conventional OSVs comprising a PDI layer are thin LSMO layers (10 −
20 nm) deposited by Channel-Spark ablation on suitable insulating substrates [STO(001) or

NGO(001)] [Bergenti04]. The LSMO films are provided by the group of Alek Dediu at ISMN

Bologna. Before the deposition of the OSV layer-stack, i.e. of the OSC layer and the top

contact layer, the samples are prepared as follows.

First, optical lithography, metal deposition and lift-off is used to pattern Ti/Au contact pads

for the single devices (left hand side of Fig. 3.1a) and for the common LSMO bottom con-

tact (large contact in Fig. 3.1a). These contact pads also serve as marks facilitating the

alignment of solid shadow masks (100µm stainless steel) which are used later in the process.

Subsequently, the LSMO layer is removed from one half of the sample by Ar ion milling
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Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the fabrication process based on Ar ion milling for vertical OSV structures.
a: The LSMO bottom contact is patterned by optical lithography and dry etching. Ti/Au contacts
serve as alignment marks for the solid shadow masks. b: After annealing in the UHV chamber under
oxygen atmosphere, the OSC layer (PDI) is deposited with the sample slightly tilted as indicated. A
shadow mask with a large window is used. c: The top contact layer (CoFe) is deposited through the
same shadow mask under a different angle of incidence. d: A shadow mask with small rectangular
openings is used for the deposition of Ti/Au/Ti stripes connecting the top electrode layer and the
contact pads. e: Using the Ti/Au/Ti stripes as etching mask, the excess top contact material between
the stripes is removed by Ar ion milling resulting in several separate devices. The removal of parts
of the OSC layer as well as of the LSMO film during this step is not sketched here for the sake of
clarity. f : Optical micrograph of a sample with eleven devices. The active area of each device is
150 × 400µm2 in this case (highlighted in red).
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uncovering the insulating substrate around the devices’ contact pads. The required etching

mask is patterned by optical lithography. Then the sample is covered with a solid shadow

mask with a large rectangular window and inserted into the OMBD chamber.

Prior to the further processing the sample undergoes an annealing step. A bakeout at 450 ◦C

in oxygen atmosphere (pressure 1 · 10−5mbar) is performed in order to remove any contami-

nations and solvent residuals. By exposing the sample to oxygen during this step underoxy-

genation due to the annealing, which very likely leads to changes of the material’s properties,

is prevented [deJong05]. Moreover, hereby the LSMO layer’s surface stoichiometry that may

have been altered during the preceding processing steps is recovered, at least with respect to

the oxygen content.

In the subsequent steps the PDI (thickness dPDI = 50 − 600 nm) and the top electrode layer

(Co30Fe70, thickness 15 − 30 nm) are deposited (Figs. 3.1b and c). During the OSC depo-

sition the substrate temperature is set to Tsub = 125 ◦C in order to obtain optimum layer

growth with respect to its charge transport performance [Oh07]. As indicated in Figs. 3.1b

and c, different angles of incidence are used for the OSC and top contact layer leading to

different overlaps between the respective layer and the LSMO bottom contact. Short circuits

between the top and the bottom electrode layer are hereby prevented.

For the following step the shadow mask is replaced by another mask with seven or eleven

small rectangular openings. Through this shadow mask Ti/Au/Ti stripes are deposited as

shown in Fig. 3.1d. They provide an electrical connection between the contact pads and

the top electrode layer and serve as etching mask for the last step. This is the removal of

the excess top contact material between the stripes by Ar ion milling. During this step the

terminating Ti layer of the stripes is also removed leaving Ti/Au contacts on the sample (Fig.

3.1e). The finished sample (optical micrograph in Fig. 3.1f) now can be mounted into a chip

carrier and bonded via ultrasonic bonding. The active area, highlighted in red in Fig. 3.1f,

of devices fabricated by this process is 150 × 400− 1500µm2 (width × length).

Obviously, TAMR devices can also be fabricated with this process when Al instead of

CoFe is deposited as top contact layer. For the fabrication of reference structures with only

metallic non-magnetic electrodes, on the contrary, further modifications are necessary. For

devices with an LSMO bottom contact an ex-situ patterning of the bottom electrode is not

crucial since oxidation obviously cannot influence the electrode’s surface such that potential

modifications could not be compensated by suitable in-situ cleaning treatments as described

above. A metallic bottom electrode, however, should preferably be patterned in-situ, i.e. in

the case of the reference samples three different layers have to be deposited in the OMBD

chamber. This demand can be met by suitable changes in the fabrication process.

The basis for the reference samples are p-Si substrates with a 1µm thick thermal SiO2 layer

(Fig. 3.2a). The same contact pads as for the conventional OSVs are patterned by optical

lithography and lift-off before the sample is inserted into the OMBD chamber, again covered

by the shadow mask with one large window. The whole device layer-stack is deposited with-

out breaking the UHV. First a 10 nm thick Al layer is evaporated with the substrate tilted

rather strongly (Fig. 3.2b). Subsequently, the PDI layer (Fig. 3.2c) and top contact layer

(30 nm Al, Fig. 3.2d) are deposited at stepwise decreased angles of incidence, similarly as for

the conventional OSV devices. Again, insulation between the top and the bottom electrode
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of fabrication process for reference devices (Al bottom and top electrode).
a: Ti/Au contact pads are patterned by optical lithography and lift-off on a p-Si substrate covered with
a layer of insulating SiO2. b: After insertion of the sample into the UHV chamber, the bottom contact
layer (Al) is evaporated by electron beam evaporation through the large-window shadow mask with
the sample strongly tilted. c: The OSC layer (PDI) is deposited under a smaller angle of incidence. d:
The top contact layer (Al) is evaporated after decreasing the sample tilt again. e f : Identically to the
previously presented fabrication process, Ti/Au/Ti stripes connecting the top contact layer and the
contact pads and serving as etching mask are deposited through another shadow mask. Finally, the
excess top contact material between the stripes is removed by Ar ion milling. The removal of parts of
the OSC layer as well as of the bottom Al electrode during this step is not sketched here again.
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layer is provided by the different overlaps originating from the different angles of incidence

used for the three deposition steps. Concerning the patterning of the top electrode layer

(Figs. 3.2e and f) this fabrication process is identical to the one for samples with an LSMO

bottom contact (Ti/Au/Ti etching mask and Ar ion milling).

Given the availability of new equipment (location HAL), a cluster of several UHV cham-

bers connected with each other by a distribution chamber allowing for in-situ transfer between

them, a new fabrication process for vertical devices (chapter 2.4.1) is developed. As a con-

sequence of the in-situ fabrication, and similarly to the previously presented methods this

process also provides clean and reproducible interfaces. However, due to the new equipment,

the in-situ fabrication is feasible in a less complex, faster and more straightforward manner.

Furthermore, no preliminary patterning, e.g. optical lithography, of the substrate and/or pro-

cessing after the deposition of the devices’ layer stack is necessary. The following deposition

and fabrication techniques are used:

• PLD,

• metal deposition by electron beam evaporation,

• metal deposition by direct current sputtering,

• deposition of insulators by electron beam evaporation,

• OMBD (including substrate tilting and heating),

• in-situ exchange of solid shadow masks (positioning precision ∼ 100µm).

The basis of the samples relevant for the present work (TAMR devices based on the OSC

AlQ3) are STO(001) substrates on which first a 20 nm thick film of LSMO is deposited by

PLD. After cutting the sample to a size that fits the chip carrier (3 × 5mm2), it is prepared

for the shadow mask exchange system and all following steps are performed in-situ. First the

LSMO layer is patterned indirectly by the deposition of two layers of alumina (AlOx, electron

beam evaporation) leaving uncovered a stripe of 200µm × 5mm (Fig. 3.3a). This stripe

serves as common bottom contact for all devices. The first AlOx layer defines the width of

this stripe and is rather thin (thickness 10− 30 nm) in order to avoid shadows during the fol-

lowing deposition steps probably leading to short circuits. The second AlOx layer is the basis

for the contact pads of the counterelectrodes, i.e. it should provide good electrical insulation

at high voltages and mechanical stability for the later ultrasonic bonding. The thickness of

this layer, which obviously must not cover the first one completely as shown in Fig. 3.3a,

therefore is chosen sufficiently large (100 − 150 nm). Due to the possibility of exchanging

shadow masks in-situ, any preliminary patterning by methods involving solvents, e.g. optical

lithography, are dispensable. Hence, likewise an in-situ cleaning by heating/annealing is not

mandatory and consequently omitted. In the next step, an AlQ3 layer of variable thickness

is deposited by OMBD through a shadow mask with a large rectangular window and with

the substrate kept at room temperature (Fig. 3.3b). Subsequently, direct current sputtering

is applied to deposit the top electrode consisting of 20 nm Cu contact layer and a 10 nm

Ru capping layer through a shadow mask with eight stripe-shaped openings (width 150µm)
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Figure 3.3: Flow chart of fabrication process for vertical TAMR devices using in-situ exchangeable
shadow masks. a: The LSMO bottom contact is patterned indirectly by evaporating a thin insulating
alumina (AlOx) layer. The following thick AlOx layer serves as basis for the Ti/Au contact pads of
the counterelectrodes. b: During OMBD of the AlQ3 layer the sample is covered by a shadow mask
with a large rectangular window. c: The top contact stripes (Cu as electrode material and Ru as
capping layer) are deposited by direct current sputtering. d: The devices’ active area is shielded by
the shadow mask during the deposition of the Ti/Au contact pads. e: Optical micrograph of a sample
with eight devices; the active area is highlighted in red.
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yielding separate devices (Fig. 3.3c). The last step is the evaporation of Ti/Au contact pads,

two per device and two for the LSMO layer, by electron beam evaporation.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.3d, the counterelectrodes of the devices are not completely

covered by the final Ti/Au contact layer which is in contrast to the former sample layouts in

Figs. 3.1e and 3.2f . Instead, the top contact stripes are equipped with contact pads at both

ends. As a result, the active area of the devices (∼ 200 × 200µm2, highlighted in red in the

optical micrograph in Fig. 3.3e) is covered by the solid shadow mask during Ti/Au deposition

by electron beam evaporation and therefore shielded from any X-radiation (Bremsstrahlung)

probably emitted by the evaporator. X-radiation can dramatically influence the transport

properties of an OSC layer exposed to it, very likely due to the formation of trap states

[Rybicki12].
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3.2 Results PDI-based Spin Valves

As already mentioned in chapter 2.4.2, PDI is a rather new material giving prospect to

stable and high-performance devices. So far, PDI has only been investigated in terms of

field effect mobility in OFET structures [Oh07]. Hence, one of the present work’s objectives

is the investigation of this material’s suitability for the use in spintronics devices, which

is done in collaboration with the group of Prof. Frank Würthner. Apart from this rather

general motivation, additionally more insight into the underlying mechanisms of any potential

spin-valve effect should be gained. For this purpose a series of conventional OSVs with

an LSMO bottom and a CoFe top electrode is fabricated and investigated with respect to

several parameters. The results of these experiments can be found in chapters 3.2.1-3.2.5.

Furthermore, sustaining and additional results are obtained in dedicated TAMR devices

(chapter 3.4.2) and reference structures with non-magnetic electrodes.

3.2.1 Transport Characteristics and the Spin-Valve Effect

After fabrication all samples pass a standard preliminary characterisation procedure, which

is performed at setup #1 (4He flow cryostat, see appendix B) and includes I/V characteri-

sation and magnetotransport measurements at room temperature. This characterisation is

employed as a test for obviously shorted devices and also brings forth a reasonably reliable

indication whether a spin-valve effect can be measured at low temperatures or not. Subse-

quently, the OSVs are studied more extensively at T = 4.2K either in setup #1 as well or

in setup #2 (4He bath cryostat). Temperature dependent measurements, i.e. experiments

at various temperatures between 4.2K and 200K, are conducted for a subset of samples in

setup #2.

Most of the experimental data presented hereafter are obtained from a device which can

be regarded as representative for the entirety of all PDI-based OSVs that exhibit a distinct

spin-valve effect. It is part of a sample which has an OSC layer thickness of 150 nm. All data

which have been recorded for this device are labeled ’PDI OSV’ in the corresponding figures.

If results of other devices are displayed, this will be explicitly indicated giving the relevant

sample parameters.

Fig. 3.4 comprises typical results of the aforementioned preliminary characterisation. At

room temperature non-linear and slightly asymmetric I/V curves (Fig. 3.4a) with a resis-

tance R in the range of several kΩ to a few hundreds of kΩ are obtained for intact structures

(Ubias is applied to the top CoFe electrode, the LSMO bottom contact represents electrical

ground). This non-linearity may not always be very pronounced, however, becomes more ev-

ident regarding the corresponding differential resistance trace (dUbias/dI, Fig. 3.4b), which

obviously comprises a parabolic component and therefore suggests tunneling contributions to

the charge transport [Stratton62].

The asymmetry of the I/V response is similar to many other results in the literature [Xiong04,

Hueso07,Santos07,Wang07,Barraud10]. It is often interpreted as stemming from the devices’

asymmetry, i.e. the different electrode materials and the resulting different injection barriers

at the electrode/OSC interfaces (Schottky-like contacts, see chapter 2.2.1). OSV structures

that do not show the described non-linear behaviour and a rather low resistance are omitted
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for further measurements, whilst in the next step the magnetotransport behaviour of appar-

ently intact ones is investigated. During these measurements usually a linear decrease of R

with increasing magnetic field is observed (Fig. 3.4c). It is very likely that this MR effect

occurs either in the LSMO electrode itself (CMR) or at the interface between the LSMO and

the OSC (HFMR, see chapter 2.4.4).
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Figure 3.4: Basic transport properties of a PDI-based OSV device recorded at room temperature.
a,b: Non-linear I/V curve and corresponding differential resistance trace indicating tunneling con-
tributions to the charge transfer. c: MR trace exhibiting a linear effect, decreasing resistance with
increasing magnetic field.

Subsequently, a similar procedure, I/V and MR characterisation, is performed at low

temperatures (T = 4.2K). The results of these measurements are summarised in Figs. 3.5a-

c in comparison with the room temperature data of the same device. The non-linearity of

the device’s I/V response is significantly more pronounced at low temperatures and becomes

evident from the I/V curve alone (Fig. 3.5a). As can be seen from the differential resistance

traces in Fig. 3.5b, for this device R is increased compared to the room temperature value at

low bias voltage (|Ubias| ≤ 50mV) and decreased for higher Ubias. The change of R, however,

be it a decrease or an increase, is less than one order of magnitude.

This weak temperature dependence of R constitutes a stronger indication for the dominat-

ing role of tunneling with respect to the charge transfer than the I/V curves’ non-linearity

alone. This is mainly because the latter easily may be misinterpreted in this context [J-

Åkerman00,Lin10].

As already stated in the fundamentals section of this work (chapter 2.2.1), a significant con-

tribution of tunneling processes to a vertical device’s total resistance can be caused either

during charge injection or when direct tunneling between the two electrodes is possible due

to a reduced OSC layer thickness at pinhole sites.

If, by contrast, the charge transport occurs through a thick OSC layer by the VRH-like

mechanism introduced in chapter 2.2.1, a strong increase of R is to be expected during cool-

down of the sample. This is indeed also observed in some of the PDI-based OSVs as can be

seen in Figs. 3.5d-f which show the results of the preliminary investigations at room temper-

ature and 4.2K for a device with dPDI = 600 nm. This structure can be considered exemplary
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for a second class of non-shorted PDI-based OSVs, namely those which do not exhibit any

MR effect at low temperatures. Just regarding the I/V and differential resistance charac-

teristics at room temperature (blue curves in Figs. 3.5d and e), the transport behaviour of

this device (non-linear I/V response, R ≈ 20 kΩ) can be declared similar to the one discussed

above. However, when the sample is cooled to 4.2K, an elementary difference between the

two structures under discussion is emerging. Whereas the change of R is relatively small in

the aforementioned results, here R undergoes an increase by more than four orders of magni-

tude at small Ubias. Thus, the physics behind the charge transfer is apparently substantially

different for this device.
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Figure 3.5: Basic transport properties of two types of PDI-based OSV devices recorded at T = 4.2K
compared with the room temperature data. a,b: I/V curves and differential resistance traces showing
the weak temperature dependence of this device’s resistance. c: MR trace consisting of a non-linear
background signal and the spin-valve effect (hysteretic switching). d,e: I/V curves and differential
resistance traces of a device where the resistance is increased by several orders of magnitude during
cool down from room temperature to 4.2K. f : No MR effect can be observed in this device.

This assumption is supported by MR experiments conducted at low temperatures, the

results of which are presented in Figs. 3.5c and f for both devices. Obviously, the structure

exhibiting the high increase of R upon cooling does not show any MR (Fig. 3.5f), neither

any kind of symmetric effect as, for instance, is found at room temperature (Fig. 3.4c) nor

any hysteretic behaviour. If, on the contrary, the temperature dependence of R is weak and
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therefore reminiscent of tunneling processes dominating the charge transport, as it is the case

for the first-mentioned class of devices, a clear spin-valve signal can be observed (Fig. 3.5c).

Before going into the details of the MR trace in Fig. 3.5c it is worth mentioning that the

described correlation between the temperature dependence of R and the magnetotransport

properties agrees well with the findings of Yoo et al. and Lin et al. [Yoo09,Lin10]. In these

studies, which comprise similar investigations in OSV structures based on the OSC material

Rubrene, this link has been explicitly constituted for the first time.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the MR signal shown in Fig. 3.5c can be re-

garded as representative. It basically consists of two components, a non-linear and symmetric

background effect, on the one hand, and a distinct switching between two resistive states, the

spin-valve effect itself, on the other hand. The background signal is a constant increase of the

device resistance with increasing magnetic field and is present in a more or less pronounced

manner in all PDI-based OSVs and equally observed in other OSV experiments in the liter-

ature [Vinzelberg08,Xu07,Majumdar06a,Wang07]. Although the focus of the present work

is not on this contribution to the MR, reference structures with two non-magnetic metallic

electrodes made of Al are investigated at room temperature and 4.2K. A complete charac-

terisation sequence is summarised in Fig. 3.6 containing I/V curves, differential resistance

traces and magnetotransport data.
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Figure 3.6: Basic transport properties of a PDI-based reference structure with non-magnetic elec-
trodes at room temperature and 4.2K. a,b: A weak temperature dependence of R can be identified
in the I/V curves and differential resistance traces again. c: No MR effect is observed in these devices
for |Ubias| ≤ 250mV.

It can be seen that the temperature dependence of R (Fig. 3.6b) is similarly weak as

in the conventional OSVs exhibiting spin-valve functionality. Likewise resemblances with re-

spect to the I/V responses’ non-linearity become evident from a comparison of the respective

data in Fig. 3.6a with the I/V curves in Fig. 3.5a. Furthermore, it should be noted that the

reference devices’ I/V characteristics are nearly symmetric at room temperature and 4.2K

which is very likely due to the symmetric electrode configuration. These structures do not

show any kind of MR effect for |Ubias| ≤ 250mV at any temperature between 4.2K and room

temperature. As Fig. 3.6c (data collected at low temperatures) shows, the resistance of the
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structures is constant, apart from small variations of ∼ 0.05%, when the in-plane magnetic

field is swept between µ0H|| ≈ −400mT and µ0H|| ≈ +400mT and back again. Thus, this

experimental proof for the absence of any intrinsic MR suggests that in the bias range under

investigation intrinsic effects in the PDI layer like, for instance, OMAR (see chapter 2.2.3),

can be very likely excluded as origin of the background effect that is observed in nearly all

PDI-based OSVs at low Ubias.

Neither does the background signal stem from any effect changing the in-plane resistance

Rip,LSMO of the LSMO layer, which is contributing to the total device resistance as well.

This has been experimentally verified by magnetotransport investigations undertaken for de-

vices where the PDI layer has been omitted (CoFe and Ti/Au contacts on LSMO, [Wahler09]).

These experiments yield Rip,LSMO ≈ 180Ω at T = 4.2K and an MR magnitude in the range

of ∼ 0.05%. When comparing these figures to the total device resistance and the MR ratio

presented in Figs. 3.5a-c, it becomes clear that the background signal cannot be originating

from any MR intrinsic to the LSMO layer. Instead, possible mechanisms causing this signal

may be effects related to the LSMO electrode’s interface to the OSC layer (e.g. HFMR, see

chapter 2.4.4) or the magnetic saturation of the ferromagnetic electrode(s).

The second component of the MR trace in Fig. 3.5c can be attributed to actual spin-

valve operation, i.e. to the change of the relative orientation of the electrodes’ magnetisation

(indicated by the small arrows in Fig. 3.5c). It is explained in the following by reference

to the sweep from high negative fields to high positive fields (blue trace in Fig. 3.5c). The

measurement is started in the parallel magnetisation state at µ0H|| ≈ −400mT with the

corresponding device resistance RP ≈ 20.6 kΩ. When H|| is decreased to zero, the device

resistance is lowered to Rzero-field ≈ 19.3 kΩ before at small positive H|| the first switching

event occurs and the device is set to the anti-parallel state withRAP ≈ 17.9 kΩ. The transition

from the parallel to the anti-parallel state is caused by the reversal of the LSMO electrode’s

magnetisation at µ0H|| ≈ 4.5mT, a value which is in good agreement with the coercive field of

LSMO determined by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements

(see below, Figs. 3.7a and b). When H|| is further increased, also the magnetisation of the

CoFe counterelectrode is reversed, often in multiple steps as in the present data, restoring

the parallel spin-valve state with RP ≈ 20.6 kΩ. As indicated by the green lines and arrows

in Fig. 3.5c, two dimensions, MRtotal and MRrem, will be used to characterise the size of the

observed effect hereafter. They are calculated as follows:

MRtotal =
RAP −RP

RAP
(3.1)

MRrem =
RAP −Rzero-field

RAP
(3.2)

For the evaluation of MRtotal the maximum resistance difference observed in an MR mea-

surement is taken into account, whilst MRrem uses the resistance values which are measured

when H|| is set to zero field after preparing either the parallel or the anti-parallel magneti-

sation state. Equ. 3.2 can be easily derived from Equ. 3.1. For this purpose, RP is replaced

by Rzero-field, and RAP is assumed to be remanent when the field is turned off once having

reversed the LSMO electrode’s magnetisation (experimental evidence for this remanence will
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be provided in chapter 3.3.2). Hence, MRrem is a measure for the size of the effect in the

so-called remanent spin-valves state. The data plotted in Fig. 3.5c yield MRtotal ≈ −15.1%

and MRrem ≈ −10.1%. Absolute values in the range of several % to 50% at T = 4.2K and

low bias voltage (∼ 10mV) are typical for the PDI-based OSVs.

Evidently, the MR effect in the present devices is negative, i.e. RAP < RP, which like-

wise is reported for most of the OSV structures featuring an LSMO electrode and thick

layers of various OSC materials [Xiong04,Xu07,Wang05,Dediu08]. Furthermore, in the first

instance, this constitutes a deviation from spin-valve theory and the common behaviour of

inorganic GMR and TMR devices (see chapters 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). Up to now, there are several

approaches to explain the inverted sign of the effect observed in OSVs [Xiong04,Dediu08,Bar-

raud10], reaching from a rather straightforward quoting of a negative spin polarisation in the

counterelectrode [Xiong04] to a more complex elucidation of the interfaces’ role for the spin

and charge transport [Barraud10]. The latter scenario, which apparently has to be preferred

as explanation as recently demonstrated by extensive research activities, has already been

discussed more precisely in chapter 2.2.2.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of SQUID and transport data for PDI-based OSVs. a: Magnetic hysteresis
loops for three orientations of the magnetic field measured by SQUID showing a distinct switching
of the LSMO electrode’s and rotation-like behaviour of the CoFe layer’s magnetisation. b: Direct
juxtaposition of SQUID and magnetotransport results for φ = 45 ◦.

The switching fields that can be extracted from the MR traces are compared to the coer-

cive fields Hc of the respective electrode materials in Fig. 3.7b. For this purpose the magnetic

hysteresis of a fully processed OSV sample is measured by SQUID magnetometry at 4.2K

with the magnetic field applied along different in-plane directions φ (Fig. 3.7a, φ = 0◦ corre-

sponds to the magnetic field applied parallel to the CoFe stripes). SQUID measurements are

feasible for devices on STO substrates only as NGO would cause an enormous background

signal due to its paramagnetic nature. Transport data, on the contrary, are collected from

devices on STO and NGO substrates. Thus, the following analysis will focus on the be-

haviour of the CoFe top electrode’s magnetisation, whereas this of the LSMO layer will not

be discussed in detail.

As the SQUID data shows, the LSMO electrode’s magnetisation performs a sharp reversal at
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µ0Hc,LSMO ≈ ± 4−6mT. In the CoFe counterelectrode, by contrast, the magnetisation is ap-

parently reversed in multiple steps or slowly rotated, respectively. Additionally, the behaviour

of the CoFe stripes’ magnetisation significantly depends on the orientation of the magnetic

field, e.g. the rotation sets in at rather high magnetic fields only for φ = 0 ◦. This results

in a plateau-like shape of the hysteresis loop between µ0Hc,LSMO and µ0H|| ≈ 50 − 60mT

(see blue line in Fig. 3.7a) as expected for an OSV device with two ferromagnetic electrodes.

However, when the magnetic field is applied in the 45 ◦- and 90 ◦-direction a plateau can

hardly be discerned in the SQUID data which can be explained in a straightforward man-

ner by taking the shape anisotropy of the rectangular top electrodes into account [Aharoni98].

As aforementioned, the switching from the parallel to the anti-parallel spin-valve state

can be ascribed to the reversal of the LSMO electrode’s magnetisation. This can be seen

from the comparison of magnetometry and magnetotransport data for φ = 45 ◦ in Fig. 3.7b,

where these switching events are marked by dashed green lines. Another observation unveiled

by the juxtaposition of these data is more remarkable and seems less sensible at first glance.

Whilst the hysteresis measured by SQUID suggests that the CoFe’s magnetisation undergoes

a slow reversal by rotation, the spin-valve traces exhibit sharp switching events for the tran-

sition back to the parallel state (marked by dotted green lines).

This apparent inconsistency can be understood when having a closer look at the interface

which is formed between the PDI layer and the CoFe electrode. The morphology of the poly-

crystalline PDI layer, which must not be regarded as completely flat as stated in chapter 2.4.2,

can be transferred to the subsequent CoFe layer [Bergenti07]. The latter may also comprise

small inclusions near the PDI-CoFe interface which can be formed due to material diffusion

during the deposition of the top electrode by electron beam evaporation [Dürr03, Vinzel-

berg08]. In consequence, an ill-defined interface is evolved consisting of randomly shaped

and sized metal clusters inside the PDI layer and a rather rough, closed bulk layer on top of

it.

If part of an OSV device, this interface substantially may influence the magnetotransport

behaviour, i.e. the actual counterelectrode is constituted rather by the CoFe inclusions than

by the bulk layer. SQUID magnetometry, on the contrary, is a mass sensitive measurement

technique. Therefore, the data acquired by SQUID very likely reveals the magnetisation dy-

namics of the latter, whereas the contribution of the often nano- or micron-sized inclusions

cannot be sensed. Thus, their magnetic properties which very likely are different from those

of bulk CoFe [Vinzelberg08] cannot be reflected in the magnetisation hysteresis loops in Figs.

3.7a and b but decisively influence the shape of the spin-valve signal shown in the bottom

panel of Fig. 3.7b.

Although the magnetisation behaviour of the top electrode’s bulk part very likely only

plays a minor role with respect to the shape of the observed MR traces, it should be shortly

compared to this of a flat CoFe layer. Thus, for instance, the ’coercive field’ of a CoFe-layer

on top of a PDI layer, which is ∼ 50 − 60mT according to the 0 ◦ trace in Fig. 3.7a, is

∼ 2− 3 times higher than that of a comparable smooth layer (µ0Hc,CoFe ≈ 15− 25mT when

deposited on a bare silicon substrate, see Fig. 4.3). Such an increase of Hc may be originating

from either the increased roughness of the electrode itself [Saragi09] or chemical interactions
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at the OSC/ferromagnetic metal interface [Morley14].

As a preliminary summary it can be noted that a distinct spin-valve effect comparable

to other results in the literature is observed in PDI-based OSVs. The results of transport

experiments are in good agreement with the magnetometry data. Thus, the rather new

material PDI is obviously well suited for spintronics applications. The weak temperature

dependence of R suggests a tunneling-based MR effect like TMR as underlying mechanism.

This scenario will be sustained by a more extensive discussion and characterisation of the

spin-valve signal which will be set forth in the following chapters.

3.2.2 Angle Dependence of the Spin-Valve Effect

The results of SQUID measurements recorded with the magnetic field applied in different

in-plane directions unambiguously reveal the influence of shape anisotropy on the magnetic

properties of the top electrode’s bulk part. This anisotropy may also affect the magnetisa-

tion behaviour of the CoFe layer’s interfacial component that is presumably decisive for the

charge and spin transfer and consequently reflected in the transport measurements. Fig. 3.8a

comprises MR sweeps from negative to positive saturation recorded with H || oriented along

the three directions φ for which the magnetic hysteresis loops are displayed in Fig. 3.7a. As

expected, the shape of the spin-valve signal apparently changes with φ.

When H || is applied perpendicular to the CoFe stripes (φ = 90 ◦, green curve in Fig.

3.8a), the MR trace does not exhibit any sharp transitions between distinct resistive states.

However, this is not equivalent to a total loss of spin-valve functionality in the common sense

as there is still a hysteretic contribution to the MR. When consulting the SQUID data for

φ = 90 ◦, the observed shape of the MR can be interpreted as meaning that for this direc-

tion the magnetic properties of the CoFe layer do not allow for the preparation of a fully

anti-parallel magnetisation of the electrodes. This behaviour very likely is strengthened by

the uniaxial anisotropy of the LSMO electrode, which is grown on an NGO substrate for

this sample [Boschker09] (hard axis along the 90 ◦ direction, see also chapter 2.4.4). The MR

trace recorded for φ = 0 ◦, on the contrary, is very similar to the one extensively discussed in

the previous chapter (φ = 45 ◦) and exhibits a sharply pronounced spin-valve component.

Differences between the 0 ◦- and the 45 ◦-signal exist with respect to the switching fields.

These differences are very subtle, however discernable, for the first switching event from the

parallel to anti-parallel configuration (reversal of the LSMO electrode’s magnetisation) and

more striking for the second one. Despite a similar trend for the respective φ can be discerned

in the magnetic hysteresis measured by SQUID (Fig. 3.7a) as well, full consistency cannot

be stated as already mentioned above. Another comparative analysis of SQUID and mag-

netotransport data highlights these discrepancies. Whereas the SQUID results for φ = 45 ◦

and φ = 90 ◦ are nearly congruent, the corresponding MR traces are obviously substantially

different from each other. The opposite can be stated for the 0 ◦- and 45 ◦-measurements.

These observations can again be resolved by recalling the characteristics of a probably ill-

defined interface between the PDI and the counterelectrodes. Hence, the eminent role of in-

terfaces in OSV devices is underlined by these results, even though in the very tangible sense
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of the actual, physical interface and its morphology only. Another feature unambiguously dis-

cernable in the MR signals in Fig. 3.8a is that R in the saturation regime (
∣∣µ0H||

∣∣ ≥ 200mT)

is different for different φ. This observation will be addressed in chapter 3.4.2 in the context

of TAMR results.

The standard characterisation of the angular dependence of the spin-valve effect in any

OSV device is a sequence of measurements in which φ is varied from 0 ◦ to 180 ◦ in 15 ◦

steps. The results of such a series are summarised in Fig. 3.8b, a so-called waterfall plot in

which the traces of single measurements are offset by 2.1 kΩ. From this data more detailed

information concerning the angular dependence of the spin-valve signal with respect to the

magnetisation reversal of the LSMO layer, on one side, and to the switching of the CoFe

counterelectrode, on the other side, can be gained.

For the former, a systematic dependence on φ is found as shown in Fig. 3.8c, a polar plot of

the coercive field Hc,LSMO extracted from the MR traces. Starting from µ0Hc,LSMO ≈ 3.5mT

for φ = 0 ◦, Hc,LSMO is increased when the orientation of H || is changed. For the 90 ◦/270 ◦-

and the 105 ◦/285 ◦-direction, respectively, it is not possible to read any value for Hc,LSMO

from the measurements in Fig. 3.8b. This observation can be attributed to the aforemen-
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tioned uniaxial anisotropy in the LSMO electrode with the easy axis along φ = 0 ◦/180 ◦ and

the hard axis along φ = 90 ◦/270 ◦.

As mentioned above, the magnetisation reversal of the CoFe counterelectrode also depends on

φ. In addition to the previously discussed observations that can be identified when compar-

ing SQUID and magnetotransport results, further angle-dependent features get evident from

the waterfall plot in Fig. 3.8b. For instance, the position of the second switching event is

changing with φ within the interval between φ = 0 ◦ and φ = 75 ◦, however, seemingly rather

unsystematically. Such an apparently statistical behaviour as well as the presence of multiple

step switching for certain φ is rendering questionable an evaluation of the MR signals with

respect to Hc,CoFe similar to the one shown for Hc,LSMO in Fig. 3.8c.

Thus, from the angular dependence it becomes evident that the magnetic properties of

both electrodes are influencing the shape of the spin-valve signal, which can be expected

for an MR effect originating from a change of the electrodes’ relative magnetisation. More

insight into the underlying charge transfer mechanisms in the present OSVs is given in the

following chapters.

3.2.3 Bias Dependence of the Spin-Valve Effect

The investigation of the MR effect’s dependence on the applied bias voltage is part of the

standard characterisation procedure at low temperatures as well. For this purpose a series of

magnetotransport measurements with different Ubias is conducted.

The top panel of Fig. 3.9a shows the bias dependence of MRtotal and MRrem of the

representative spin-valve structure recorded at T = 4.2K and φ = 0 ◦. The data reveals

a maximum effect around and is asymmetric with respect to Ubias = 0V. With increasing

Ubias both measures decrease and are almost completely quenched at the maximum applied

voltage of ∼ ±1V, whereby the decrease is slower for positive voltages. Such a behaviour

can be expected for an MR effect based on tunneling processes in an asymmetric struc-

ture [Jullière75, Santos07, Zhan08, Barraud10]. Hence, the assumption that the spin-valve

signal is originating from a tunneling-based mechanism can be regarded as sustained and

strengthened by the observed voltage dependence.

A more detailed analysis of the bias dependence is depicted in the MRrem/MRtotal plot

in the bottom panel of Fig. 3.9a. Similarly to MRrem and MRtotal also this ratio, starting

from its maximum value of ∼ 60% at 0V, is significantly diminished when Ubias is increased,

meaning that at low bias the actual spin-valve effect is dominating the MR. However, for

|Ubias| & 400mV MRrem/MRtotal apparently remains constant at the value of ∼ 25 (35)% for

high negative (positive) Ubias.

The direct juxtaposition of two MR traces, one for each bias regime under discussion, in Fig.

3.9b reveals two rather striking differences. On the one hand, the shape of the background

signal has changed from a constant increase of R with increasing H|| at low bias to an in-

crease and subsequent decrease at elevated bias. On the other hand, the value of H|| where

the minimum absolute resistance is observed for the anti-parallel spin-valve state is shifted

to higher values in the MR signal recorded at high Ubias as indicated by the green lines and
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arrows in Fig. 3.9b.

In a broader sense, this change of the MR signal can be interpreted as a transition similar

to that from the injection limited to the space charge limited regime (see chapter 2.2.1). As

stated in chapter 2.2.3, it has been shown by Wang et al. [Wang12] that OMAR can cause

a hysteretic contribution to an MR effect, i.e. mimic spin-valve behaviour, when remanent,

perpendicular fringe fields of a ferromagnetic electrode are present. In other words, the spin-

valve behaviour that is observed for |Ubias| & 400mV (bottom panel of Fig. 3.9b) may also

be partially caused by this mechanism, which likewise explains why the shape of the corre-

sponding MR trace is less pronounced than a true rectangular spin-valve signal with sharp

switching events. Thus, in this sense both effects, the background as well as the spin-valve

signal, very likely are not exclusively caused by TMR or GMR but rather equally originate

from processes inside the PDI layer, especially in the regime of rather high |Ubias|.
It is important to note that this assumption is seemingly incompatible with the proof for the

absence of OMAR in PDI-based devices for |Ubias| . 250mV pointed out in chapter 3.2.1.

However, the fact that OMAR is usually only observed at elevated bias [Francis04,Wang12]

resolves this presumable contradiction.

The bias dependence of the MR and the ratio MRrem/MRtotal discussed above can be

regarded as typical for nearly all PDI-based OSVs. The results strengthen the assumption

that, at least for small Ubias, a tunneling-based effect is dominating the magnetotransport

response in these structures.
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3.2.4 Temperature Dependence of the Spin-Valve Effect

The temperature dependence of the spin-valve signal in PDI-based OSV devices is investi-

gated in setup #2 employing single magnetotransport measurements at various temperatures.

The applied bias voltage is deliberately chosen to obtain the largest MR amplitude possible

and I/V characterisation is performed in order to gain more information about the charge

transfer mechanisms. On the basis of typical results that are summarised in Fig. 3.10a the

evolution of the MR ratio with increasing temperature is discussed in the following.
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Both MR ratios, MRtotal and MRrem are plotted as normalised values in Fig. 3.10a and

show a similar behaviour apart from deviations of . 10% at low and . 5% at elevated

temperatures. They are continuously dropping when the temperature increases starting from

the respective maximum value at T = 4.2K, whereby the decrease is enhanced for T & 80K,

until at T = 200K, the highest temperature achievable in this setup without detrimental

fluctuations, the MR signal is reduced to ∼ 10% of its original value.

The observed decrease of the MR effect is comparable to the behaviour that is usually

obtained in OSV structures [Xiong04,Wang07, Dediu09]. It has been shown by Dediu et

al. [Dediu08] that there may be a correlation between the temperature dependence of the

spin-valve signal in an OSV device comprising an LSMO electrode and the latter’s surface

magnetisation MLSMO,SF. In the proposed scenario, a change of MLSMO,SF with increasing

temperature is equivalent to a change of the injected charge carriers’ spin polarisation and is

consequently reflected in the amplitude of the observed spin-valve signal. Evidently, this only

applies if the MR effect is dominated by charge and spin injection from the LSMO electrode,

as it is also the case for an MR originating from tunneling processes.

MLSMO,SF is often significantly different from the bulk magnetisation MLSMO,B as can be seen

from the respective data included in Fig. 3.10a. MLSMO,SF, for example, can be measured

by spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (dashed green line, taken from [Park98b]) and
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MLSMO,B is measured by SQUID for an LSMO layer as it used for the fabrication of the devices

under investigation (solid green line). A good quantitative agreement betweenMRtotal/rem(T )

and MLSMO,SF/B(T ) can be clearly identified for T . 100K. At higher temperatures, how-

ever, the size of the MR effect is dropping faster than the LSMO layer’s magnetisation which

indicates that additional temperature-dependent mechanisms are very likely quenching the

spin-valve signal.

Obvious mechanism causing such a behaviour are spin scattering and relaxation, i.e. the

reduction of the charge carriers’ spin polarisation and the spin lifetime inside the OSC layer,

which may be enhanced at elevated temperatures. A theoretical, comparative description

and summary of spin relaxation mechanisms in OSCs can be found in the work of Harmon

and Flatté [Harmon2013].

Although any decisive role of spin relaxation has been excluded for a number of OSC mate-

rials employed in OSVs (not including PDI) on the basis of experimental results [Dediu09],

it must not be neglected here completely. Moreover, a reduced spin lifetime at elevated tem-

peratures may also influence a spin-valve signal originating from tunneling processes when

charge transfer via mechanisms like multiple step tunneling instead of direct tunneling be-

tween the electrodes is taken into account (see chapter 2.2.1). In this case the transition time

ttrans of the charge carriers is short but finite thus allowing for relaxation mechanisms to take

effect. Unfortunately, such a scenario can hardly be decisively proved in magnetotransport

experiments but requires further and more sophisticated measurement techniques.

A second possible contribution to the decrease of the spin-valve signal at T > 100K, on

the contrary, can be sustained by experimental data obtained by I/V characterisation. I/V

curves recorded at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.10b. This data reveal that with

increasing temperature the non-linearity of the I/V response, which can be interpreted as

measure for the tunneling contribution to the total device resistance, is significantly dimin-

ished. In particular, this reduction becomes evident regarding the temperature dependence

of the differential resistance which is displayed in Fig. 3.10c. Assuming that the spin-valve

signal is caused by a tunneling effect, a reduced tunneling resistance is therefore reflected in

the measured MR ratio as well.

Although spin scattering may additionally contribute to the decrease of the MR effect’s

amplitude at elevated temperatures, another support for the scenario of a spin-valve signal

caused by charge and spin transfer via tunneling is found by the magnetotransport studies

within the temperature range between 4.2K and 200K.

3.2.5 Thickness Dependence of the Spin-Valve Effect

In this chapter results from experiments investigating the influence of the PDI layer’s thick-

ness dPDI on the (magneto)transport behaviour are summarised. Based on these results

more reliable information can be gained concerning the question to which extent the charge

transport in devices exhibiting a spin-valve effect can be regarded as diffusive or not. In

this context diffusive transport is equivalent to charge transfer through a thick OSC layer

by mechanisms like VRH and MTR (see chapter 2.2.1) and constitutes the opposite to the,
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so far favourable, scenario involving (direct and/or multiple step) tunneling between the two

electrodes.

Fig. 3.11 comprises MR traces recorded for ten different devices with varying dPDI taken

under same conditions, e.g. with the same applied Ubias, when possible. dPDI is increasing

from the top to the bottom of Fig. 3.11 and, except of row 4, each row displays results of

structures with a nominally identical dPDI. It becomes already evident at first sight that

there is no clear, if any, relation between the device resistance R and dPDI. Whereas in the

case of diffusive charge transport an exponential dependence of R on dPDI should be present,

the data in Fig. 3.11 exhibit a rather random distribution of R.

Moreover, a large variation of R can even be discerned for devices with the same dPDI (e.g.

in Figs. 3.11c/d and e/f). Such statistical variations, typically in the range of one order of

magnitude, are observed even for structures on the same sample as illustrated in Fig. 3.12a

which shows the resistance distribution of 20 devices on a sample with dPDI = 150 nm. Sim-

ilarly, a definite relation between the MR effect’s magnitude, measured by either MRtotal,

MRrem or MRrem/MRtotal, and dPDI cannot be discerned. This becomes obvious regarding

the results in Figs. 3.11d and h which exhibit nearly the same effect ratio and same R but

are obtained from structures which employ PDI layer thicknesses differing by a factor of > 2.

These data could therefore suggest that the MR ratio is depending on R rather than on dPDI.

However, considering the entirety of all MR traces in Fig. 3.11 the correlation MR(R) turns

out to be as unclear as MR(dPDI).

In addition to the observations with respect to the MR ratio, a large variation concerning

the shape of the spin-valve traces also becomes obvious from the results in Fig. 3.11. In some

devices the signal is very pronounced and comprises distinct switching events, e.g. in Figs.

3.11a, c and e, whereas in other structures it is, in fact, resembling either a rotation of the

electrodes’ magnetisation or OMAR contributions caused by fringe fields as almost no sharp

resistance steps are visible (Figs. 3.11b, f and g). Such dissimilarities even occur in devices

with the same dPDI (e.g. Figs. 3.11a/b and e/f). Similar results have been demonstrated

by Vinzelberg et al. [Vinzelberg08] who found, amongst other things, large variations in the

shape, size and sign of the spin-valve effect in a large number of AlQ3-based OSVs with the

same nominal OSC layer thickness.

Special attention should also be paid to the two MR curves for dPDI = 600 nm in Figs. 3.11i

and j. In contrast to the data in Fig. 3.11i, which are very similar to all other results, a very

peculiar behaviour can be identified in Fig. 3.11j. This trace also comprises two components

one of which is the well-known non-linear negative background signal. The other one is a

spin-valve-like behaviour with a positive effect (switching from low resistance to high resis-

tance and back). As will be discussed later (see chapter 3.4), the latter very likely has to be

interpreted in terms of a significant TAMR contribution to the MR effect.

Despite the obvious lack of a clear correlation between dPDI and the MR performance of

the OSVs under discussion one general observation tantamount to a systematic behaviour

has to be noted. For intermediate dPDI (100−250 nm) most of the devices exhibit the typical

MR effect consisting of a background and the actual spin-valve signal. However, when the
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Figure 3.11: MR traces of ten different PDI-based OSV devices with varying PDI layer thickness
(dPDI = 100 − 600 nm) illustrating the lack of any consistent correlation between dPDI and several
devices’ and effects’ features, such as the device resistance and the shape/size of the MR signal.
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thickness of the PDI layer is increased beyond 250 nm equally the number of devices with a

strong temperature dependence of R significantly increases (see also Figs. 3.5c-e), i.e. the

yield of structures exhibiting any MR effect is reduced. In the dPDI < 100 nm regime, on the

contrary, all devices are short-circuited and therefore no magnetotransport data are available.
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A summary of the results obtained in all PDI-based OSVs can be found in Fig. 3.12b

containing the minimum and maximum MRtotal measured for each dPDI ≥ 100 nm under

investigation. The corresponding data for MRrem look similar and, for the sake of clarity,

are not displayed here. Especially for dPDI ≤ 200 nm, there is a large deviation between

MRtotal,max and MRtotal,min. Nevertheless, a trend of diminishing MR amplitude with in-

creasing dPDI can be discerned in this representation, which can be considered a common

observation in OSV devices [Xiong04,Shim08,Dediu08]. Although an interpretation of these

findings in terms of diffusive charge and spin transport, e.g. in order to determine the spin

diffusion length in PDI, is obvious and tempting, such an analysis should not be undertaken

blindly for several reasons.

First, it would contradict the clear indications for the opposite scenario given by the

extensive amount of results presented in the previous chapters, which is spin and charge

transfer by tunneling at pinhole sites. Moreover, the tunneling scenario can likewise be com-

plemented with a thickness dependence by taking into account that the pinhole statistics, i.e.

the number and depth of single pinholes, may depend on the OSC layer thickness [Rabson01],

effectively leading to results as they are observed here. Hence, the data in Fig. 3.12b can

also be understood without the need of spin-polarised transport and therefore be integrated

into the favourable model employing an MR effect originating from tunneling.

Second, despite the apparently clear trend exhibited by the data in Fig. 3.12b they are only

insufficiently suited for an evaluation with respect to diffusive spin transport. This is illus-

trated by an exemplary fit using the equation proposed by Xiong et al. in [Xiong04], which
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is based on the Jullière model [Jullière75] and can be used to determine the spin-diffusion

length lsf in PDI:

MR(dPDI) =
2P1P2e

−(dPDI−dred)/lsf

1 + P1P2e−(dPDI−dred)/lsf
(3.3)

In Equ. 3.3 dred denotes the reduction of the nominal OSC layer thickness due to the

ill-defined interface between the OSC layer and the top electrode, and P1 and P2 are the

electrodes’ spin polarisations (P1 = 100% for LSMO and P2 = 32% for CoFe). The solid

green line in Fig. 3.12b shows the result of this fitting procedure applied to MRtotal,max

which, in principle, is obviously feasible. Nevertheless, the significantly large error bar, which

is represented by the dashed green lines, suggests that any further interpretation of this

evaluation will not yield reliable information. Thus, it is clear, even without elaborating on

the exact figures for lsf or dred, that these results rather should be interpreted as indication

for an injection and hereby tunneling dominated MR effect as also proposed by Dediu et

al. [Dediu09].

3.2.6 Summary

The magnetoresistive behaviour in the PDI-based OSVs with two ferromagnetic electrodes is

extensively studied with respect to a broad set of parameters. As a core conclusion of these

studies it can be stated that nearly all results strongly indicate that the spin-valve function-

ality is stemming from tunneling-based effects. This applies to the class of devices for which

a weak temperature dependence of R is observed. For the second class, structures that do

not show any MR effect, R is increasing by several orders of magnitude at low temperatures

which can be traced back to a diffusive charge transport mechanism (bulk limited charge

transfer).

Although the indications given for the above mentioned scenario are strong and likewise con-

sistent, they must not be regarded as robust experimental evidence. However, this evidence

can be provided by Hanle measurements as the corresponding results presented in the next

chapter reveal.
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3.3 Measurements in Perpendicular Magnetic Fields - The
Hanle Effect

In chapter 2.1.4 it has been outlined that the presence of spin injection, subsequent diffusive

spin transport and electrical spin detection can unambiguously be identified by the inves-

tigation of spin precession in perpendicular magnetic fields. Evidently and with the same

impact, such experiments can also prove the absence of one of these mechanisms. Up to

now, spin precession and the so-called Hanle effect, respectively, have mainly been studied

in the field of inorganic spintronics (lateral spin-valve devices) [Lou07,Huang07,Tombros07].

The feasibility and meaningfulness of this measurement technique in vertical OSVs are dis-

cussed in chapter 3.3.1 before the corresponding results are presented in chapter 3.3.2. An

interpretation of the results can be found in chapter 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Hanle Effect in Vertical Organic Structures

Although a rather extensive amount of results has already been presented in chapters 3.2.1-

3.2.5, it is not possible yet to draw an unambiguous conclusion concerning the origin of

the MR observed in vertical PDI-based OSVs. Therefore, experiments in the perpendicular

geometry are employed to get more and a reliable insight into the mechanisms behind the

spin-valve effect [Grünewald13b]. As outlined in chapter 2.1.4, the application of a perpendic-

ular magnetic field H⊥ leads to a precession of the charge carriers’ spins in the non-magnetic

spacer layer of a spin-valve device, which is reflected in the respective magnetoresistance trace

R(H⊥) as either so-called Hanle oscillations or as quench of the spin-valve signal depending

on the charge transport’s coherency in the material under investigation (see Fig. 2.6 in chap-

ter 2.1.4). The term quench describes the reduction (increase) of RP (RAP) in a negative

spin-valve signal towards an intermediate resistance due to spin dephasing.

In the case of experiments in the perpendicular geometry performed in an OSV where

actually spin precession is occurring in the OSC spacer layer, one can expect to observe a

quench of the spin-valve signal only, whilst the occurrence of Hanle oscillations is rather

unlikely. This assumption is based on two factors. First, the incoherent charge transport

mechanisms usually prevailing in OSCs (chapter 2.2.1) should result in spin dephasing due

to the spin precession. Moreover, the probability of observing spin dephasing in OSVs is

enhanced by the fact that in these devices the transition time ttrans (the time a charge carrier

- electron hereafter - or spin, respectively, needs to travel through the OSC layer) is very

long compared to the typical spin precession time tprec. This can be ascribed to the typically

rather low mobilities in OSCs as can be shown by the following back-of-the-envelope calcu-

lation.

tprec can be calculated from Equ. 2.6. The electron spin g-factor in an OSC material can

be assumed to be nearly identical to that of a free electron (g ≈ 2.0023) as proved for a num-

ber of OSCs, e.g. by means of pulsed electrically detected magnetic resonance [Boehme09].

This technique furthermore has also been applied to obtain a direct proof for the conduc-

tion electrons’ spin precession in OSCs in perpendicular magnetic fields [Lupton10,Baker12],

demonstrating that this basic phenomenon behind the Hanle effect is present in OSC mate-
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rials as well. Using g = 2 for transposing Equ. 2.6 yields:

tprec =
2πme

eµ0H⊥
(3.4)

From this tprec,10mT ≈ 3.6 ns is obtained for a rather small perpendicular field of µ0H⊥ =

10mT.

The transition time ttrans can be estimated as follows:

ttrans =
dPDI

v
=

dPDI

µPDI |EEE|
=

d2PDI

µPDIUbias
(3.5)

v is the velocity of the electrons/spins, |EEE| = Ubias/dPDI the electric field strength and µPDI

the electron mobility in PDI. Typical parameters for an OSV experiment are dPDI = 150 nm

and Ubias = 100mV. The maximum electron mobility reported for PDI is µPDI,max =

0.6 cm2/Vs [Oh07]. Evaluating Equ. 3.5 with these values ttrans = 3.8 ns ≈ tprec,10mT is

obtained. Already considering this ideal limiting case, which represents the minimum the-

oretical ttrans, it becomes obvious that relatively weak perpendicular fields in the range of

µ0H⊥ ≈ 10mT should be sufficiently strong to cause a measurable spin precession in the

devices under discussion.

A more realistic estimation can be made when taking into account that the present verti-

cal OSV structures are significantly different from the OFETs that have been investigated

by Oh et al. in order to obtain µPDI = 0.6 cm2/Vs, which is a value for the field-effect

mobility [Oh07]. In vertical transport structures, on the contrary, typically the so-called

drift mobility that can be determined by techniques like, for instance, TOF measurements is

dominating the charge transport. Considering real devices, there can be large discrepancies

between these two measures for the same material.

For PDI unfortunately no values for the drift mobility are available, neither from own ex-

periments nor from the literature. Therefore, the electron drift mobilities µPTCDI-C7 ≈
1 · 10−2 cm2/Vs [Kim04] and µPTCDI-C4Ph ≈ 1 · 10−4 cm2/Vs [Kim05], which are obtained

by TOF for two similar materials from the perylene diimide family, are used for a presum-

ably more realistic estimate of µPDI = 1 · 10−3 cm2/Vs. It should be emphasised here that,

compared to µ in other OSCs frequently investigated in the field of organic spintronics (e.g.

µAlQ3
≈ 1 · 10−6 cm2/Vs [Kepler95]), this is still a rather large value. With this value of µPDI

Equ. 3.5 yields ttrans = 2.25µs ≈ 600 · tprec,10mT explicitly sustaining the assumption that

only spin dephasing is to be expected as result of experiments in the perpendicular geometry

in the devices under discussion.

Eventually, this juxtaposition of transition and precession time shows that already a small

perpendicular field of µ0H⊥ ≈ 10mT should induce a spin precession that is fast enough to

cause sizeable modifications of the spin-valve signal.
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Thus, from these fundamental considerations it becomes clear that the investigation of

spin precession is likewise sensible in the present vertical OSVs. Nevertheless, there are fur-

ther potential obstacles to the successful realisation of these experiments which should be

discussed now. First, the applied perpendicular field may be overcome by intrinsic magnetic

fields such as the hyperfine field Bhf. However, it has been demonstrated by several theoret-

ical and corresponding experimental studies (e.g. [Bobbert07] and [Schoonus09]) undertaken

for various OSC materials that these intrinsic fields are typically smaller than a few mT.

Consequently, they are easily surpassed by a perpendicular magnetic field in the range dis-

cussed above (µ0H⊥ ≈ 10mT).

Another obstacle may be stemming from the vertical layer arrangement in the devices un-

der investigation. In this configuration the applied perpendicular field H⊥ might be shielded

by the ferromagnetic electrodes leading to a suppression of the spin precession. However, a

shielding of H⊥ can be excluded as long as the electrodes’ in-plane magnetisation Melectrode

determining the OSV’s spin-valve state is not forced out of the sample plane.

The H⊥ at which such a rotation of Melectrode sets in is determined by the respective elec-

trode’s shape anisotropy, which in turn is correlated to the material’s saturation magnetisa-

tionMsat in the case of thin ferromagnetic layers. TheMsat that can be found in the literature

for the materials employed in the present devices (Msat,LSMO = 600 emu/cm3 [Ziese10] and

Msat,CoFe = 1500 emu/cm3 [Burkert04]) suggest that a perpendicular magnetic field µ0H⊥ of

several 100mT must be applied in order to destroy the in-plane magnetisation configuration.

As the above estimate reveals, a sizeable spin dephasing effect should already be measurable

at perpendicular magnetic fields well below µ0H⊥ ≈ 100mT. Thus both a shielding of H⊥ by

the electrodes as well as a destruction of the in-plane magnetisation state by the application

of H⊥ can be discarded as an obstacle to the investigation of spin precession. It is worth

mentioning that, if the latter should occur anyway, this could be easily identified as sharp

steps in the MR traces as, for instance, reported by Riminucci et al. [Riminucci13].

Finally, another issue with respect to the Hanle effect in vertical OSV devices recently has

been brought up by Yu [Yu13]. In this theoretical work, which is sustained by experimental

data of Riminucci et al. [Riminucci13] who did not find any evidence for spin precession in

AlQ3-based OSVs, it is discussed why the Hanle effect in OSV devices may only appear under

very specific circumstances. The reasoning can be summarised as that, generally speaking,

the spin precession in these devices is suppressed to such an extent that the Hanle effect can

only be observed at unusually strong H⊥ and unusually low bias voltages.

As stated by Yu, the origin of this suppression is a decoupling of charge carrier motion and

spin transport. Whereas the former is occurring via conventional slow mechanisms (similar

to VRH), the spin information can be independently transferred through an OSC layer by a

rather strong exchange interaction originating from the single charge carriers’ wave functions’

overlap. In consequence, significantly stronger H⊥ are necessary to cause a spin precession

fast enough to be detected in the experiments with perpendicular fields. However, it can

be shown by the estimate employed by Yu that the proposed exchange mechanisms can be

neglected in the present devices.
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Yu uses a diffusion equation to describe the spin-polarisation dynamics inside the OSC

layer where, in the first instance, both mechanisms are included by the diffusion constants

Dh (simultaneous spin and charge transport via hopping/VRH) and De (independent spin

transport via the exchange mechanism). Obviously the wave functions’ overlap and hereby

the effectiveness of the exchange mechanism, indicated by the ratio De/Dh, strongly depends

on the charge carriers’ density n inside the OSC layer. Therefore, a first estimate of De/Dh

can be done on the basis of n which can be roughly determined from the charge carrier

mobility µOSC, the device dimensions (area A and OSC layer thickness dOSC), and resistance

R [Yu13]:

n =
dOSC

eµOSCRA
(3.6)

Below a critical nlimit ≈ 1017cm−3, according to the data presented in [Yu13], De/Dh ≈ 0,

i.e. spin and charge transport are not decoupled and consequently spin precession should oc-

cur when a perpendicular magnetic field is applied.

Using the aforementioned material parameters for PDI and typical values for the devices

under investigation (R = 100 kΩ and A = 150 × 500µm2), nPDI ≈ 1015 cm−3 is obtained

from Equ. 3.6.

Further comparisons between theory and experiment which are provided by Yu for AlQ3-

based OSVs cannot be undertaken here as for PDI most of the material parameters that are

necessary for the calculations performed by Yu are not available in the literature. Neverthe-

less, nPDI ≪ nlimit strongly suggests that the proposed exchange mechanism and a potential

decoupling of charge and spin transfer very likely only plays a minor, if any, role in the PDI-

based OSVs.

On the basis of the theoretical considerations and estimates outlined above any potential

obstacle to the viability of the experiments in the perpendicular geometry can be excluded.

Hence, they can be considered to be a powerful tool for the investigation of spin-valve signals

in vertical OSVs. These experiments yield clear and robust experimental evidence concerning

the nature of the spin-valve signal in the PDI-based OSVs, which is summarised in the

upcoming chapter.

3.3.2 Results

The results presented in this chapter are obtained for a device with dPDI = 150 nm. The

MR traces for Ubias = 50mV and φ = 0 ◦ are shown in Fig. 3.13c, again consisting of a

non-linear background effect, which is rather small in the device under investigation, and the

actual spin-valve signal. The MR amplitude is MRtotal ≈ MRrem ≈ −6.0%. Although the

device resistance can be considered rather high compared to this of the majority of working

PDI-based OSVs, the basic features of the charge transfer determined by I/V characterisa-

tion, e.g. the I/V traces non-linearity as well as the weak temperature dependence of R, are

identical (see Figs. 3.13a and b).
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Figure 3.13: Basic transport properties of a PDI-based OSV studied in perpendicular magnetic
fields. a, b: Non-linear I/V curves and corresponding differential resistance traces reveal typical
features concerning the charge transfer mechanism. c: MR trace exhibiting a similar behaviour as it
is obtained for nearly all PDI-based structures, whereas the background signal at elevated H|| is less
pronounced for this device. The data are recorded previously to the experiments in the perpendicular
geometry.

As already explained in chapter 2.1.4, preceding to the experiments in the perpendicular

geometry a remanent spin-valve state, either the parallel or the anti-parallel, has to be pre-

pared by sweeping the in-plane magnetic field H || in a suitable manner. Fig. 3.14a comprises

the respective measurement for the preparation of the remanent anti-parallel state, a so-called

minor-loop sweep. Starting at negative saturation H|| is decreased towards small positive

fields (passing Rzero-field = 2.83MΩ at µ0H|| = 0mT) until the full reversal of the LSMO elec-

trode’s magnetisation is reached indicated by the minimum device resistance RAP = 2.68MΩ

(blue curve in Fig. 3.14a). Subsequently, H|| is set to zero (orange curve in Fig. 3.14a).

The blow up in Fig. 3.14a, which contains the corresponding area of interest, clarifies that

after turning off any magnetic field the device is still in the RAP state. Thus, the electrodes

remain in the anti-parallel configuration, i.e. this magnetisation state actually is remanent.

The respective MR ratio for this minor-loop measurement is MRrem = −5.7%.

Having prepared the anti-parallel state, the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the

sample plane. Fig. 3.14b displays the results of five measurements in the perpendicular ge-

ometry. In order to enhance the comparability of the data, the y-axes in Fig. 3.14 are scaled

identically for all panels. Similarly as for the previous characterisation of the spin-valve sig-

nal, magnetotransport measurements with H⊥ sweeps from negative to positive maximum

field amplitudes and vice versa are performed.

The displayed data are obtained in a series of experiments, in which the maximum ap-

plied perpendicular magnetic field progressively is increased from µ0H⊥,max = ±2.5mT to

µ0H⊥,max = ±20mT and therefore the spin’s minimum precession time, calculated using

Equ. 3.4, is reduced from tprec,min = 14.3 ns to tprec,min = 1.8 ns. Although apparently R

is varying from measurement to measurement between ∼ 2.66MΩ and ∼ 2.72MΩ it can

be considered constant for any single measurement apart from fluctuations in the range of

maximum ±25 kΩ ≈ ±1% and drifts. Thus, the spin-valve signal is obviously not influenced

by the application of H⊥ and consequently these results do not contain any positive evidence
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for spin precession.
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Figure 3.14: Complete sequence of measurements in the perpendicular geometry for the anti-parallel
spin-valve state. a: The remanent spin-valve state is prepared by running a minor-loop sweep of
H ||. b: No modification of the spin-valve signal is observed during a series of measurements in the
perpendicular geometry. c: The initial minor loop is finally completed, yielding a good reproduction
of the previously recorded MR trace.

The final measurement of any characterisation in perpendicular magnetic fields is an in-

plane MR measurement completing the field sweep used for the preparation of the spin-valve

state under investigation. In the present experiment this is equivalent to sweeping H || from

zero field to positive saturation.

The respective result is shown in Fig. 3.14c (line with filled symbols) together with those of

the minor-loop trace of Fig. 3.14a (lines with open symbols). The latter is obviously resumed

nearly perfectly by the new data. The final MR signal in Fig. 3.14c is a good reproduction of

the one recorded prior to the investigations in the perpendicular geometry (Fig. 3.13c). The

concluding MR measurement is done in order to verify that the electrodes’ magnetisation

has not been (permanently) disturbed by the application of H⊥. In consequence, its result

strengthens the interpretation that the observed variations of R within a single measurement

have a statistical origin and are not caused by any change of the spin-valve state. This obser-

vation additionally allows to exclude any other conceivable scenario where the Hanle effect

is suppressed by artifacts or unforeseeable effects involving a modification of the electrodes’
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magnetisation.

Similarly to the anti-parallel, the parallel spin-valve state is also investigated with respect

to the presence of spin precession. For the preparation of the parallel remanent state H || is

swept from negative saturation to zero field yielding a device resistance of Rzero-field = 2.84MΩ

(Fig. 3.15a).

Fig. 3.15b again shows the results of a series of measurements in the perpendicular geom-

etry conducted with the same parameters as for the anti-parallel spin-valve configuration

(decrease of tprec,min from 14.3 ns to 1.8 ns). Again, only variations of R similar to those

observed in the experiments for the anti-parallel state can be identified, whilst obviously no

actual modification of the spin-valve signal resembling spin dephasing is present.

Also this characterisation sequence is finished by completing the preparation sweep (Fig.

3.15c). The corresponding result nicely reproduces the previously recorded MR trace sug-

gesting the same conclusions as in the case of the anti-parallel configuration.
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Figure 3.15: Complete sequence of measurements in the perpendicular geometry for the parallel
spin-valve state.a: Preparation sweep from negative saturation to zero field. b: Measurements in the
perpendicular geometry do not show any modification of the spin-valve signal. c: The experiment is
finished completing the initial sweep from zero field to positive saturation reproducing the MR trace
recorded prior to the experiments in the perpendicular geometry.

Hence, in this device likewise as in other PDI-based OSVs (see [Grünewald13b]) no in-
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dication for the presence of spin precession and electrical spin detection is found for both

remanent spin-valve states. In this context, it should be mentioned that identical investiga-

tions have also been undertaken for AlQ3-based OSVs exhibiting comparable characteristics

with respect to spin-valve functionality, magnitude of the MR effect and temperature depen-

dence of R [Grünewald13b]. Neither do the results of measurements in the perpendicular

geometry obtained for these structures show any indication of spin precession and the Hanle

effect. In the following chapter this key finding is discussed based on a summary of all possi-

ble explanations for the absence of the Hanle effect. This discussion includes general aspects

as well as particular ones that specifically apply for the present PDI-based vertical devices.

3.3.3 Discussion and Summary

The observation of a mostly negative spin-valve signal in OSV devices already suggests that

a straightforward interpretation of the MR effect according to the fundamentals presented

in chapter 2.1 may probably not be reasonable. Thus, it is also not very likely to observe a

textbook-like behaviour comparable to the traces in Fig. 2.6, which are exhibiting an equally

strong modification of the spin-valve signal for the parallel and anti-parallel magnetisation

state, during measurements in the perpendicular geometry. Nevertheless, irrespectively of

these considerations, if spin injection, diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection,

i.e. GMR, is causing the observed spin-valve signal, the application of a perpendicular mag-

netic field must lead to any modification of the spin-valve signal due to the spin dephasing.

As already stated in the introduction to this section (chapter 3.3.1), the approach to explain

the absence of spin precession with a strong spin exchange mechanism [Yu13] seems to be

negligible for the interpretation of the present results. There are, however, two further hypo-

thetical scenarios that explain the absence of the Hanle effect in devices in which the observed

MR effect can be attributed to GMR.

The first of these scenarios is that H⊥ cannot influence the spin-valve signal because spin

precession does not occur despite diffusive spin transport. However, this was equivalent to

tprec → ∞ and therefore to g → 0 which has already been excluded in chapter 3.3.1 on the

basis of experimental evidence.

Furthermore, as discussed above, spin dephasing may not be observed when ttrans < tprec,

which is the second possible scenario. The minimum tprec in the present experiments is

tprec,min = 1.8 ns and is determined by the maximum applied H⊥ only. A transition time as

low as this can be explained by either an enhanced µPDI or a decreased dPDI.

Using the actual parameters of the experiment (ttrans = tprec,min = 1.8 ns, dPDI = 150 nm

and Ubias = 100mV) Equ. 3.5 yields a hypothetical mobility of µPDI, hypo = 1.25 cm2/Vs.

This is approximately more than two times µPDI,max = 0.6 cm2/Vs. µPDI,max itself, however,

represents a presumably unrealistic limiting case considering the charge transport in vertical

devices. Consequently, µPDI, hypo should rather be compared to the more realistic value of

µPDI = 1 · 10−3 cm2/Vs from which it differs by approximately four orders of magnitude.

Therefore, it is reasonable to disregard this attempt of an explanation.

A reduced dPDI, on the contrary, seems more likely regarding the results presented in chapter

3.2. Evaluating Equ. 3.5 with a constant mobility (and ttrans = tprec,min = 1.8 ns, Ubias =
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100mV) dPDI,red ≈ 4.2 nm is obtained for µPDI = 1 · 10−3 cm2/Vs and dPDI,red ≈ 100 nm for

µPDI,max = 0.6 cm2/Vs. Although apparently these values represent a substantial deviation

from the nominal dPDI = 150 nm, it is, in fact, well known that the effective thickness of an

OSC layer can be significantly lower than the nominal. Xiong et al. [Xiong04] report a devia-

tion of ∼ 90 nm, other studies comprise similar results [Xu07,Vinzelberg08]. Furthermore, it

is worth noting that a reduced effective layer thickness can also be interpreted in terms of a

finite density of pinholes instead of a precise and rigid figure for dPDI,red as already insinuated

in chapter 3.2.5 [Rabson01]).

It should also be emphasised that experiments comparable to those presented above can

be considered unique in the field of organic spintronics.

Riminucci et al. likewise report the absence of the Hanle effect in AlQ3-based OSVs, how-

ever, use a different measurement technique [Riminucci13]. Regarding their data, apparently

only magnetic field sweeps in one distinct direction with respect to the sample plane can be

performed. The desired sequence of the initial preparation of a remanent in-plane spin-valve

state and the subsequent application of the perpendicular magnetic field at zero in-plane

field thus cannot be realised. Consequently, and strictly speaking, the investigation of the

original Hanle effect is not possible and moreover the results’ interpretation is complicated

significantly.

More recently, Watanabe et al. [Watanabe14] have demonstrated that Hanle precession can

actually occur in an OSC layer that is part of a vertical structure. In their work, the inverse

spin Hall effect in the device’s non-magnetic bottom electrode is employed to detect a pure

spin current which is injected from the ferromagnetic top electrode into the OSC film by spin

pumping. The inverse spin Hall effect’s dependence on the angle between the applied mag-

netic field and the sample surface can be considered to be a strong proof of spin precession

in the OSC layer. Nevertheless, it should also be stressed that this experiment, similarly as

others already mentioned in chapter 2.1.4 [Drew09,Cinchetti09,Nguyen10,Nguyen12], does

not derive the electrical signal from spin accumulation at a ferromagnetic contact. As a re-

sult, it cannot provide any decisive information about the potential electrical spin detection

in an actual OSV device comprising two ferromagnetic electrodes.

In summary, the experiments in the perpendicular geometry give an irrefutable proof

that the MR in the devices under investigation is not originating from GMR, i.e. from spin

injection, subsequent diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection. Together with

the results presented in chapters 3.2.1-3.2.5 these findings can be consequently regarded as

robust evidence that the observed spin-valve signal is actually caused by a tunneling-based

MR effect.
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3.4 Tunneling Anisotropic Magnetoresistance

Most of the findings presented in the previous chapters, especially the exclusion of GMR

as underlying effect based on the results of Hanle measurements, reveal that the observed

spin-valve signal in the PDI-based OSVs must be originating from a tunneling effect.

However, considering the charge transport and injection mechanisms discussed in chapter

2.2.1 and the fact that the devices very likely suffer from an ill-defined interface between

the OSC layer and the top electrode, another issue remains open. It is not clear whether

tunneling injection from the electrodes into the PDI or direct tunneling from one electrode

to the other at pinhole-sites is causing the spin-valve effect. In this context, the investigation

of TAMR (chapter 2.1.3) in OSV-like structures comprising an LSMO bottom contact, the

OSC AlQ3 or PDI, and a non-magnetic counterelectrode, can provide further information

whether and to which extent the injection process is influencing the devices’ MR behaviour.

The use of AlQ3 (chapter 3.4.1, [Grünewald14]) is motivated by the fact that, despite this

material is apparently most widely investigated in the field of organic spintronics, dedicated

TAMR devices have not yet been subject of any published study so far. Consequently, TAMR

itself is very rarely addressed when results of conventional OSVs are interpreted. PDI-based

structures (chapter 3.4.2, [Grünewald11]) are studied in order to obtain the aforementioned

additional information concerning the different tunneling contributions to the observed MR,

eventually allowing for a complete understanding of the spin-valve effect.

3.4.1 AlQ3-based Devices

As stated in chapter 2.1.3, TAMR can mimic spin-valve functionality in devices in which tun-

neling processes are governing the charge transfer/injection and which comprise an electrode

with a biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy, e.g. LSMO grown on STO(001) [Steenbeck99].

Additionally, the occurrence of this behaviour requires a symmetry breaking between the two

magnetic easy axes, eventually resulting in an anisotropic DOS, which then can be reflected

in the tunneling resistance. In the case of the present LSMO films this symmetry breaking

very likely is originating from the layers’ morphology as equally outlined in chapter 2.1.3.

Similarly to other magnetotransport studies, most of TAMR characterisation is performed

at T = 4.2K as well. Figs. 3.16a and b contain the results of the standard preliminary char-

acterisation at room temperature and 4.2K for a device with an AlQ3-layer thickness of

dAlQ = 100 nm and a Cu counterelectrode. This representative device, from which most of

the results presented in the following are acquired, is labeled ’AlQ3 TAMR’. As the I/V and

differential resistance traces clearly show, the device resistance R has a weak temperature

dependence and even is reduced by a factor of 2−3 within the Ubias range under investigation

when the sample is cooled. Furthermore, the non-linearity of the I/V response is significantly

enhanced at low temperatures, which again is indicative of a large tunneling contribution toR.

The MR trace shown in Fig. 3.16c is resembling a negative spin-valve effect with two

distinct resistance states named RL and RH hereafter. However, when compared to the

behaviour of conventional PDI-based devices this single trace exhibits a striking difference
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Figure 3.16: Basic transport properties of an AlQ3-based TAMR device at room temperature and
4.2K. a,b: I/V characterisation reveals a weak temperature dependence of the device resistance. An
increase of the I/V curve’s non-linearity at low temperatures can be identified regarding the differential
resistance traces in b. c: In magnetotransport measurements a distinct spin-valve-like signal caused
by TAMR and two-step magnetisation reversal is observed.

concerning the switching back from RL to RH. Whereas for the conventional PDI-based OSVs

this switching usually is occurring via multiple steps at in-plane magnetic fields in the range

of µ0H|| ≈ 100−150mT, here a sharp switching at relatively low fields of µ0H|| ≈ 20mT can

be identified. Considering that in TAMR devices the second switching is caused by a change

of the crystalline LSMO electrode’s magnetisation as well and not from a magnetisation re-

versal of a rather rough ferromagnetic electrode on top of an OSC layer, this difference can

be readily understood.

A common feature of the MR traces of TAMR and OSV structures is the non-linear back-

ground. In the former this signal, a decrease in resistance with increasing H||, can very likely

be ascribed to either to the Stoner-Wohlfarth rotation of the LSMO electrode’s magnetisation

towards (away from) the easy axes with decreasing (increasing) H|| [Stoner48] or an intrinsic

effect like HFMR or CMR (see chapter 2.4.4).

As mentioned before, such a spin-valve-like behaviour in devices with only one ferromag-

netic electrode can be explained by the presence of TAMR and a two-step magnetisation

reversal in the electrode from which TAMR is originating. The tunneling processes involved

either may be injection processes from the LSMO into the OSC layer [Parker94,Baldo01] or

occur as direct tunneling between the LSMO and the Cu counterelectrode at pinhole-sites.

Regarding the physics behind the phenomenon of two-step magnetisation reversal, it becomes

clear that TAMR can be identified in a very straightforward manner by the investigation of

the MR signal’s dependence on the orientation of H || (described by the in-plane angle φ,

see chapter 2.1.3). The typical φ dependence of TAMR comprises several characteristics, of

which the most striking are, on one side, the effect’s sign change and, on the other side, the

quench of the signal when H || is swept along one of the electrode’s easy axes. These features

are also observed in the present structure as can be seen in Fig. 3.17 which contains results

of measurements recorded for three different φ. For φ = 15 ◦ the spin-valve-like signal is

positive, i.e. the resistance switches from RL to RH and back, whilst a virtually constant
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resistance, except of the background signal, is obtained when the magnetic field is applied in

the 90 ◦ direction. When φ is further increased, a negative effect similar to the one shown in

Fig. 3.16c is obtained.

Especially from the blowup for µ0H|| = ±25mT in Fig. 3.17b two further characteristics of

TAMR become obvious. First, the loci of the switching events are changing with φ. The

second switching event, for instance, is observed at µ0H|| = 17.0mT for φ = 15 ◦ and is

shifted to µ0H|| = 5.5mT when H || is applied in the 150 ◦ direction. Second, the distinct

resistance states between which the switching occurs do not depend on φ. In the present

measurements these states are RL ≈ 1915Ω and RH ≈ 1930Ω yielding a TAMR ratio (Equ.

2.5) of ∼ 0.8%.
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Figure 3.17: MR traces of a TAMR device recorded for three different orientations φ of H ||. b is a
blowup of the ±25mT region of a. Typical features of TAMR like the change of the effect’s sign and
the shift of the switching fields for different φ become clear.

Employing SQUID measurements the two-step magnetisation reversal of the LSMO elec-

trode can be experimentally proved. In the top panels of Fig. 3.18 the magnetisation hys-

teresis loops taken for two orientations of H || which are not along one of the magnetic easy

axes of single LSMO layers (45 ◦/225 ◦ and 135 ◦/315 ◦, ⟨110⟩ crystalline orientations [Steen-

beck99]), respectively, are displayed. It can clearly be discerned that the magnetisation is

not completely reversed in a single step for φ = 30 ◦. The first partial reversal is observed at

±µ0Hc,1 ≈ 1.5− 3.5mT and is followed by a plateau, which is not not very pronounced but

unambiguously present, and a second step at ±µ0Hc,2 ≈ 5.5− 6.5mT. The data recorded for

φ = 15 ◦ reveals that a further rotation of the magnetic field away from the easy axis leads,

as expected, to a shift of the second reversal towards higher H||.

In the next step, a very good agreement between SQUID and magnetotransport results is

found. The latter are displayed in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.18. This consistency strongly

indicates that the observed spin-valve-like signal is actually correlated to the magnetisation

dynamics of the LSMO layer. The MR traces for the same orientations of H || as in the

SQUID measurements evidently exhibit switching events at in-plane fields comparable to the

Hc,i read from the magnetisation hysteresis loops. The deviations of less than a few mT are

more than acceptable regarding the fact that for both measurement techniques uncertainties
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Figure 3.18: Juxtaposition of SQUID (top panels) and magnetotransport (bottom panels) results of
an AlQ3-based TAMR sample/structure for two orientations ofH ||. For both measurement techniques
H || is applied in directions off the easy axes of the LSMO electrode which are along 45 ◦/225 ◦ and
135 ◦/315 ◦. The saturation magnetisation measured by SQUID is only originating from the LSMO
layer and is significantly lower than for pristine, single LSMO films.

for φ cannot be avoided during sample mounting.

The aforementioned anisotropy of the spin-valve-like signal originating from TAMR can

also be illustrated in a waterfall-plot in which the single curves for φ = 0−180 ◦ are displayed

with an offset (27Ω in Fig. 3.19a). In this representation the regular pattern concerning the

shift of the switching fields, on the one hand, and the sign of the effect, on the other hand,

becomes perfectly clear. The measurement series starts with a negative MR at φ = 0 ◦,

whilst for φ = 15 ◦ the effect is positive. When φ is further increased, the width of the RH

plateau becomes smaller indicating that the tilt of H || with respect to the magnetic easy

axis corresponding to RL is reduced. The next sign change is observed between the 90 ◦- and

105 ◦- direction, for both of which no spin-valve-like switching is discernable, followed by an

increase of the RL plateau’s width.

Another way to represent these data is a so-called fingerprint (Fig. 3.19b), in which the

switching fields Hc,i read from the signals in Fig. 3.19a for each φ are plotted in a polar

graph for φ = 0− 360 ◦. A color code for the resistance additionally is applied in Fig. 3.19b

indicating regions where the device is in the RH (RL) state by shaded grey (white) areas.

This data reveals that the systematic behaviour shown in the 0− 180 ◦-waterfall-plot is sym-

metrically continued for φ = 180− 360 ◦.

As the magnetotransport behaviour in these devices is governed by a two-step magnetisation

reversal in the LSMO electrode, these results reflect the magnetic anisotropy of this electrode.

Hence, the biaxial symmetry of the displayed data implies a biaxial magnetic anisotropy in

the present LSMO layer. However, the magnetic properties of the LSMO layer constituting

the electrode of the device under investigation are obviously significantly different from those

of a single, pristine LSMO layer. For the latter, the magnetic easy axes are along the ⟨110⟩
crystalline axes [Steenbeck99] corresponding to φ = 45/225 ◦ and 135/315 ◦, respectively.

The results summarised in 3.19a and b, on the contrary, strongly suggest that both of these
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Figure 3.19: Angular dependence of the MR effect obtained for an AlQ3-based TAMR device. a:
Waterfall-plot for φ = 0 − 180 ◦ exhibiting a regular pattern concerning the sign and width of the
spin-valve-like signal. b: Fingerprint of the TAMR effect reflecting the magnetic anisotropy of the
LSMO electrode. c: Schematic representation of the superposition of the biaxial crystalline (blue lines,
top left) and the uniaxial shape anisotropy (orange line, top right) in the LSMO electrode yielding a
biaxial anisotropy with tilted axes (green lines, bottom).

axes are tilted towards the φ = 90 ◦/270 ◦ direction in the present device. This becomes

evident when regarding the MR traces for φ = 90 ◦ and φ = 105 ◦ (green lines in Fig. 3.19b).

The absence of a spin-valve-like effect for these orientations of H || implies a strong mag-

netic anisotropy in these directions. Additionally, the device is in the low resistance state for

φ = 90 ◦, whilst the resistance is at the RH level for φ = 105 ◦, which can only be explained

by the presence of two different easy axes.

A very probable explanation for this observation can be given by taking the influence of an

uniaxial anisotropy in the 90 ◦/270 ◦ direction into account which is superimposed to the afore-

mentioned biaxial anisotropy with the easy axes along the 45/225 ◦- and 135/315 ◦-directions.

This uniaxial component may be originating from shape anisotropy of a rectangularly pat-

terned magnetic layer as schematically shown in Fig. 3.19c.

It is known that non-noble metals deposited on top of LSMO layer can cause a substantial

change of the oxygen stoichiometry and, as a result, a significant modification of the layer’s

crystal structure as well as an equally significant decrease of its magnetisation [Homon-

nay]. One can imagine that a similar effect is initiated by the deposition of alumina (AlOx),
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which is used for the indirect patterning of the LSMO electrode. In consequence, a stripe

(200µm × 5mm, aspect ratio 1 : 25) of magnetically intact LSMO which is aligned along

the 90 ◦/270 ◦ direction and exhibits both, uniaxial and biaxial anisotropy, is constituting the

bottom electrode. In this case the foregoing seeming discrepancies can easily be understood.

Actually, considering the saturation magnetisation Msat,LSMO of a TAMR sample’s electrode

determined by SQUID this scenario is sustained. In the TAMR sample Msat,LSMO is found to

be significantly lower (∼ 1.6µB/Mn, Fig. 3.18) than the values obtained for single, pristine

LSMO layers (∼ 2.0− 3.0µB/Mn [Homonnay], theoretically 3.7µB/Mn [Millis95]).

In addition to conventional MR characterisation, so-called phiscan measurements can be

applied to identify TAMR unambiguously. In a phiscan measurement the amplitude of H ||
is kept constant at a value large enough to ensure magnetic saturation of the electrode which

is causing the TAMR and φ is swept from 0 ◦ to 360 ◦. If TAMR is present, an anisotropic

resistance trace is obtained reflecting the dependence of R on the electrode’s relative magneti-

sation with respect to its crystalline axes. Hence, in contrast to the TAMR effect’s angular

dependence displayed in Fig. 3.19a, a phiscan signal does not reflect the magnetic anisotropy

of the electrode but is providing information about the anisotropy of the DOS which is cou-

pled to the magnetisation as discussed in chapter 2.1.3.

With regard to the TAMR results of PDI-based dedicated TAMR devices and conventional

OSV structures (see chapter 3.4.2), it is also worth noting here that this measurement tech-

nique can be employed in conventional OSVs, too. When an OSV’s spin-valve functionality

is exclusively caused by an effect originating from the relative magnetisation of the two ferro-

magnetic electrodes, e.g. by TMR or GMR, a phiscan measurement performed as described

above must yield a constant R corresponding to a circular trace in a polar-plot representation.

Evidently, this is because both electrodes always are in magnetic saturation and thus the de-

vice permanently is in the parallel spin-valve state. Conversely, if an anisotropic resistance

trace is observed in this measurement, TAMR must also be contributing to the MR effect.
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Figure 3.20: Phiscan MR trace of an AlQ3-based TAMR device. The green lines are the mirror axes
of the signal and represent the [110]- and [11̄0]-direction of the LSMO layer.

A typical phiscan result for an AlQ3-based TAMR device is shown in Fig. 3.20. Again,

a clear biaxial symmetry is discernable with a minimum R when the LSMO electrode is
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magnetised along the 45 ◦/225 ◦ direction and a maximum R for the 135 ◦/315 ◦ direction.

As indicated by the green lines, which represent the mirror axes of the MR trace, there is a

small deviation of ∼ 3 ◦ from the mentioned orientations. Once more, this can be explained

by uncertainties in φ due to the sample mounting.

Furthermore, this data reveals that, despite the probable superposition of a uniaxial magnetic

shape anisotropy along the 90 ◦/270 ◦ direction, the 45 ◦/225 ◦- and the 135 ◦/315 ◦-directions

are still distinguished axes, namely concerning the DOS anisotropy. Since the latter is orig-

inating from the LSMO electrode’s crystalline structure only, the phiscan result can be re-

garded as evidence for the layer’s structural integrity. Moreover, it should be emphasised

that this result is not in contradiction to the the scenario that has been proposed above to

explain the LSMO layer’s magnetisation dynamics. This readily becomes clear considering

the fundamentally different origins of the DOS anisotropy and the magnetic shape anisotropy.

To conclude this chapter, the dependence of the observed TAMR effect on Ubias, the tem-

perature and dAlQ will be discussed now. Fig. 3.21a comprises the data acquired in a series

of single MR measurements conducted with different Ubias. The obtained behaviour is simi-

lar to this of the spin-valve signal in PDI-based OSV devices (see chapter 3.2.3) and, again,

as to be expected for an MR effect caused by tunneling processes. The TAMR magnitude

is maximum at zero voltage, diminished significantly with increasing Ubias and asymmetric

with respect to 0V. At Ubias = ±40mV (higher voltages are not applied at this stage of the

experiments) the size of the effect has dropped to ∼ 38% and ∼ 25%, respectively, of its

original value at Ubias = 0V.
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Figure 3.21: Bias- and temperature-dependence of the TAMR effect in an AlQ3-based device. a:
The observed MR significantly is reduced with increasing Ubias. b,c: At elevated temperatures the
TAMR effect is diminished reaching 0% at T = 50K. As can be seen from the differential resistance
traces, this is very likely caused by, amongst other things, a decrease of the tunneling contribution to
the total device resistance.

A substantial decrease of the TAMR amplitude is likewise observed at elevated temper-

atures (T > 10K, Fig. 3.21b). Fig. 3.21b shows the temperature dependence of the TAMR

amplitude determined by applying Equ. 2.5 to results from single MR and phiscan measure-

ments taken at different temperatures (the minimum/maximum R observed is used instead
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of RH/L in order to evaluate the phiscan results). In general, the effect’s size calculated from

phiscan results is slightly larger than the one extracted from MR sweeps. Nevertheless, both

measures exhibit a well comparable temperature dependence. Whereas for T = 10K only

small changes compared to T = 4.2K can be identified, at T = 40K the TAMR is reduced

to ∼ 10% of its respective initial value. When the temperature is further raised to 50K it

is impossible to clearly discern any MR effect in the measurements. In consequence, TAMR

has to be regarded as completely quenched for T = 50K.

The decrease of the TAMR effect is occurring at relatively low temperatures compared to

the corresponding behaviour of the spin-valve signal in conventional PDI-based OSV devices

(see chapter 3.2.4). When interpreting this result, two aspects have to be taken into account.

First, a decrease of the tunneling contribution to the total device resistance with increasing

temperature is found employing I/V characterisation as shown by the differential resistance

traces displayed in Fig. 3.21c. As a direct consequence thereof, obviously the magnitude of

an MR effect stemming from tunneling processes is diminished as well.

The second factor that can lead to the observed temperature dependence of the TAMR signal

is a decrease of the LSMO layer’s bulk magnetisation MLSMO,B (see also Fig. 3.10a) result-

ing in a reduced spin dependence of the DOS [Gould04]. As a result, the coupling between

the LSMO layer’s magnetisation and the DOS by spin-orbit interaction, in other words the

mechanism actually leading to the DOS anisotropy from which TAMR is originating, is like-

wise diminished. Thus, eventually the TAMR magnitude itself is reduced when MLSMO,B is

decreased at elevated temperatures.

It is very likely that the TAMR ratio’s decrease with increasing temperature depicted in Fig.

3.21b is caused by both mechanisms outlined above. Based on the experimental results a

clear quantitative analysis of the respective mechanism’s contribution cannot be given here.

However, it seems justifiable to assume that a smaller tunneling resistance at elevated tem-

peratures is the dominating effect which becomes evident regarding the significant differences

in the differential resistance traces shown in Fig. 3.21c. On the contrary, the typical temper-

ature dependence of MLSMO,B (see Fig. 3.10a) exhibits a relatively small reduction of only

∼ 20% within the temperature range under investigation suggesting a minor contribution of

the second effect.

Additionally, also the dependence of TAMR on dAlQ is studied investigating samples with

three different dAlQ ranging from 50 nm to 150 nm. All in all, similarly as for the MR mag-

nitude in PDI-based OSV structures, no clear correlation between dAlQ and the TAMR ratio

can be determined, but rather statistical variations of the latter are observed from device to

device. Hence, this observation indicates again that either direct or multiple step tunneling

is dominating the charge transfer in the devices under investigation.

Despite the aforementioned lack of a clear correlation TAMR(dAlQ) a reduced yield of struc-

tures exhibiting a sizeable TAMR effect is obtained when dAlQ is increased, which can be

readily explained assuming that multiple step tunneling is prevailing in devices comprising

thick AlQ3 layers. This is because in this scenario the injection process’ resistance contribu-

tion, which is actually modulated by TAMR, is presumably relatively small compared to the

total device resistance. Eventually, this is obviously equivalent to a diminished measurable
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MR ratio.

In summary, additionally to the weak temperature dependence of R, the clear and unam-

biguous identification of TAMR shows that in the AlQ3 TAMR devices the charge transfer

is dominated by tunneling processes, which most likely occur during charge injection at the

LSMO-AlQ3 interface.

3.4.2 PDI-based Devices

In order to determine whether TAMR is contributing to the spin-valve signal observed in

PDI-based conventional OSV devices (see chapter 3.2), a full magnetotransport character-

isation is performed for a sample with seven LSMO-PDI-Al devices, i.e. dedicated TAMR

devices. The yield of structures actually exhibiting an MR effect is very poor for this sample

(2/7), and exemplary results are shown for only one device (’PDI TAMR’).

Compared to the previously presented results for AlQ3-based devices the temperature

dependence of the resistance is, with an increase by almost two orders of magnitude for

|Ubias| . 100mV when cooling from room temperature to 4.2K, more pronounced for the

PDI-based devices as shown in Figs. 3.22a and b. Associated therewith the I/V traces’

non-linearity is significantly raised at low temperatures again.
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Figure 3.22: Basic transport properties of a PDI-based TAMR device at room temperature and
4.2K. a,b: The I/V curve is substantially more non-linear at low temperatures (see differential
resistance in b). Consequently, a relatively strong temperature dependence of the device’s resistance
is observed at low Ubias (. ±100mV), whilst at elevated Ubias the resistance is less increased when the
sample is cooled. c: In magnetotransport measurements a very distinct spin-valve-like signal caused
by TAMR and two-step magnetisation reversal is obtained.

The devices under discussion exhibit a spin-valve-like effect (Fig. 3.22c) that can be

declared similar to the one observed in AlQ3-based TAMR structures with respect to the

signal’s shape. The signal consists of a rather linear and negative (decreasing resistance

with increasing H||) background and the actual spin-valve-like component. For φ = 50 ◦ and

Ubias = 255mV a positive effect is observed, i.e. the device is in the RL state in saturation

before a switching to RH is observed at µ0H|| ≈ ±15mT and the RL state is reached again
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at µ0H|| ≈ ±30mT.

TAMR as underlying mechanism of the MR can again be identified on the basis of single

MR sweeps taken at different φ and phiscan measurements. The angular dependence of the

effect is summarised in Fig. 3.23 which contains a plot with results of two measurements with

the magnetic field applied in a direction near the [110]- and [11̄0]-orientation, respectively, in

Fig. 3.23a and a waterfall-plot for those of a complete 0− 360 ◦-series in Fig. 3.23c.
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Figure 3.23: Angular dependence of the MR effect obtained for a PDI-based TAMR device. a:
Results of two measurements with the magnetic field applied in different directions φ displayed without
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explained by an out-of-plane magnetisation of single domains in the LSMO layer. c: The waterfall-
plot for φ = 0 − 360 ◦ shows a regular pattern concerning the shape and sign of the spin-valve-like
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The typical features of TAMR with respect to the change of the effect’s sign and the

switching plateau’s width can be discerned in both representations. The data Fig. 3.23a

show, on the one hand, that a switching between two distinct resistive states, RH ≈ 11.0MΩ

and RL ≈ 10.7MΩ in the 140 ◦ measurement, is obtained yielding a TAMR amplitude of

∼ 2.8%. On the other hand, the switching plateau is shifted and the effect’s sign is reversed

when φ is changed. Thus, a good agreement with the behaviour of the AlQ3-based devices

is found.
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In contrast to the latter, however, the present structure seems to exhibit different RH states

in the MR signals shown in Fig. 3.23a. Such an apparent discrepancy can be explained by

multidomain switching and an out-of-plane contribution to the LSMO layer’s magnetisation,

which indeed is found by SQUID measurements (Fig. 3.23b). This can be ascribed to the

presumably relatively low crystalline quality of the LSMO layer under investigation which is

grown by CSA [Dediu95,Bergenti04].

Additionally, it becomes obvious from the data in Figs. 3.23a and c that a significantly

higher noise is present in these measurements when compared to the results obtained for the

AlQ3 devices. As a consequence of both, the high noise level and the multidomain behaviour,

an extensive evaluation of these results with respect to the orientation of the two magnetic

easy axes of the LSMO layer is hampered. Nevertheless, a systematic and nearly symmetric

pattern is discernable reflecting the LSMO electrode’s biaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy

with the easy axes along the [110]- and [11̄0]-direction, respectively. This pattern becomes

obvious regarding the vertical arrows in Fig. 3.23c marking the MR effect’s sign changes,

which obviously occur approximately every 90 ◦. Thus, the aforementioned restrictions do not

affect the interpretation of the observed MR signal as originating from TAMR and two-step

magnetisation reversal in the LSMO bottom contact.

Also for the PDI-based devices phiscan measurements are employed in order to unam-

biguously identify TAMR and to gain information concerning the DOS anisotropy in the

LSMO electrode. A good agreement with the results obtained for AlQ3 structures is found

as shown in Fig. 3.24a (the maximum field available in the used setup is only 300mT, which,

however, is large enough to ensure nearly full saturation). Again, a resistance trace with a

biaxial symmetry is observed exhibiting minimum (maximum) resistance when H || is applied

along the 45 ◦/225 ◦- (135 ◦/315 ◦-) direction.

When compared to the result of the AlQ3-based device (Fig. 3.20) the signal in Fig. 3.24a

only differs concerning the relative width of the low and high resistance state. Whereas the

device’s resistance is high within a small angular interval around the 135 ◦/315 ◦ direction

only, the low resistance state is more extended around the 45 ◦/225 ◦ axis here. In the case of

AlQ3-based TAMR structures, on the contrary, the angular distribution of the two resistive

states is nearly even. This behaviour may either be observed as the LSMO electrode cannot

be fully saturated with the used magnet or be stemming from the aforementioned lower crys-

talline quality.

The investigation of the bias dependence of the TAMR effect in PDI-based devices is not

feasible to such an extent as it is the case for the AlQ3-structures. As mentioned before,

the signal-to-noise ratio in the measurements for the present devices is rather low, which in

consequence means that reliable results cannot be obtained for |Ubias| < 200mV. Although at

elevated Ubias the noise is lowered, eventually the reduction of the effect ratio with increasing

bias does not allow for a full characterisation in the range of |Ubias| > 300mV as well. Hence,

the amount of exploitable results that can be collected with respect to the bias dependence

is not sufficient for a more detailed analysis.

However, concerning the MR effect at elevated temperatures a full data set can be recorded
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yielding the behaviour summarised in Fig. 3.24b. Again, a decrease of the TAMR ratio with

increasing temperature is obtained. Here, the MR is persistent up to T = 150K, where it

is diminished to ∼ 20% of its original value recorded at T = 4.2K. As already stated in

chapter 3.4.1, there are two mechanisms causing a reduction of the TAMR magnitude with

increasing temperature, namely a decrease of the tunneling contribution to the total device

resistance and the influence of a reduced magnetisation in the LSMO electrode.

Whereas for the AlQ3-based devices the former is assumed to be dominating the temper-

ature dependence of the TAMR, here both effects are presumably more evenly influencing

the behaviour depicted in Fig. 3.24b. First, this becomes clear regarding the fact that the

TAMR is persistent up to 150K, whilst it is already completely quenched at 50K in the

AlQ3-structures. Furthermore, the non-linearity of I/V curves recorded within the temper-

ature range under consideration (not shown here) is not changing with T to such an extent

as it is the case for the AlQ3-based devices. Thus, although the aforementioned relatively

strong temperature dependence of R suggests, in the first instance, that the charge transfer

through the PDI-layer is dominating R, the TAMR results presented above clearly reveal that

for T ≤ 150K a substantial contribution to R is rather originating from tunneling injection

processes at the interface LSMO-PDI.

From the physics behind TAMR presented in chapter 2.1.3 it becomes clear that this

effect can also occur in devices comprising two ferromagnetic electrodes, as long as at least

one of them is fulfilling the prerequisites for TAMR. Hence, also in conventional PDI-based

OSVs with an LSMO bottom electrode, TAMR may contribute to the observed MR and,

in particular, to the spin-valve effect. As insinuated before, standard MR investigation may

already be indicative of a TAMR contribution, as is the case for the (rare) observation of

a positive MR effect (Fig. 3.11j) or a φ-dependent R in the saturation regime of H|| (Fig.

3.8a).

Therefore, phiscan measurements are likewise performed for a number of conventional OSVs

in order to gain reliable information about a potential TAMR contribution to the MR effect

in these structures. Fig. 3.25 contains a typical result of such a measurement in a device
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Figure 3.25: Phiscan MR trace of a PDI-based conventional OSV device. Based on this measurement
a contribution of TAMR to the spin-valve signal can be unambiguously identified.

exhibiting a spin-valve signal with MRtotal ≈ −18.5% and MRrem ≈ −3.8%. As can be seen

from the trace in Fig. 3.25, a strongly anisotropic resistance distribution, which exhibits

more features than the corresponding signal in a dedicated TAMR structure, is observed.

Unfortunately, due to the presence of two ferromagnetic electrodes in this device a detailed

interpretation of the phiscan trace is not feasible in a straightforward manner despite the

clear biaxial symmetry [Rüster05b]. Nevertheless, an anisotropic phiscan result cannot be

attributed to MR effects originating from the electrodes’ relative magnetisation only. Instead,

this is a clear proof for a TAMR contribution to the MR effect, which therefore effectively is

very likely caused by the superposition of a TMR and a TAMR signal.

3.4.3 Summary

TAMR is observed in three types of samples, two of them comprising dedicated TAMR de-

vices (non-magnetic counterelectrodes) based on AlQ3 and PDI. Herewith, for the first time

a general proof is provided that TAMR can be observed in organic structures with an LSMO

electrode. The main conclusion that can be drawn from the observation of TAMR is that

tunneling processes during charge injection obviously provide a substantial contribution to

the measured device resistance in these structures.

In the case of the AlQ3-based devices TAMR later will be used to probe interface modifica-

tions induced by voltage pulses (see chapter 3.7). The results obtained for PDI-based TAMR

devices and conventional PDI-based OSVs, which are the third type of devices under inves-

tigation, mainly constitute additional and supporting information about the physics behind

the spin-valve signal yielding the device model presented in the following chapter.
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3.5 Device Model for PDI-based Vertical Organic Spin Valves

3.5.1 Estimate of Pinhole Concentration

All experimental evidence discussed in chapters 3.2 and 3.4 suggests that the spin-valve signal

observed in the conventional PDI-based OSVs is caused by tunneling-based MR effects. It

should be noted here that these results are in good agreement with many others in the liter-

ature, which are obtained for OSV devices comprising various OSC materials [Xu07,Vinzel-

berg08, Shim08,Yoo09, Lin10]. The strongest evidence for this scenario comes from the ex-

periments in perpendicular magnetic fields (chapter 3.3) as they provide an irrefutable proof

for the absence of spin precession and electrical spin detection and therefore allow to exclude

GMR as underlying mechanism. As a consequence thereof, the charge transport in all de-

vices under investigation which exhibit a sizeable MR signal must be dominated by tunneling

processes.

Regarding the nominal PDI-layer thickness dPDI in these structures, it is thus very likely

that they suffer from an ill-defined interface between the OSC and the top electrode resulting

in pinholes, i.e. sites at which dPDI is reduced to such an extent that direct or multiple

step tunneling between the electrodes becomes the favourable charge transfer mechanism. In

order to sustain this scenario, it is desirable to employ imaging techniques demonstrating

the existence of pinholes. AFM studies alone, as they have been conducted for PDI layers

similar to those in the PDI-based OSVs [Grünewald07,Wahler09], are not sufficient for this

purpose, even though they already reveal a rather rough surface. This is because the surface

morphology and especially the interface between top electrode and OSC layer may be further

modified during the deposition of the former [Dürr03]. This eventually hampers the acquisi-

tion of reliable information concerning complete OSV layer-stacks by AFM and brings forth

the need for other techniques like transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Although TEM

preparation is feasible for samples comprising soft OSC layers, the following estimate shows

that such an analysis is not very promising.

A good prospect of successfully spotting pinholes by techniques like TEM obviously re-

quires a sufficiently high density of these defects. Based on the findings presented in the

previous chapters and those of Barraud et al. [Barraud10] the pinhole density can be roughly

evaluated. Barraud et al. have investigated the spin-valve signal of pinholes that were ar-

tificially created in AlQ3-based vertical structures by nanoindentation. In these nm-sized

OSVs with dAlQ . 5 nm a large TMR/TAMR effect of MRtotal ≈ 100− 300% is observed at

a device resistance of R ≈ 1MΩ − 100GΩ. These results can be integrated into the basic

concept of a vertical OSV device comprising pinholes which is illustrated by an equivalent

circuit diagram in Fig. 3.26. In this simplified picture the total device resistance Rdevice is

a parallel connection of a resistance RPDI caused by diffusive transport through a rather

undisturbed PDI-layer (orange box in Fig. 3.26) and another parallel circuit of Npinholes

equivalent pinholes, each of them providing Rpinhole (blue box in Fig. 3.26). Concerning the

spin-valve operation of this model device it is now assumed that only Rpinhole depends on the

relative magnetisation of the electrodes, whilst RPDI is constant. This yields the following

equation for Rdevice in the parallel and anti-parallel spin-valve state, respectively:
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1

Rdevice,P/AP
=

1

RPDI
+

Npinholes

Rpinhole,P/AP
(3.7)

By transposing Equ. 3.7 and using the the formula for MRtotal from Equ. 3.1 eventually

an expression for the number of pinholes Npinholes can be found:

Npinholes =
MRtotal,device

MRtotal,pinhole

Rpinhole,P

Rdevice,P
(3.8)

Useful values for an estimate of Npinholes can be extracted from the previously presented

results and those of Barraud et al.: MR ratio for PDI-based OSVs MRtotal,device = 10%, MR

ratio for pinholes MRtotal,pinhole = 100%, resistance of a PDI-based device Rdevice,P = 10 kΩ

and resistance of a pinhole Rpinhole,P = 1GΩ. With these values Npinholes = 10, 000 is ob-

tained from Equ. 3.8 which is equivalent to a density of one pinhole per 6.0 − 22.5µm2

depending on the active area of a device, which is in the range of 150 × 400 − 1500µm2.

Regarding these figures it becomes clear that, on the one hand, looking for rather small

(nanoscale) pinholes by TEM is neither very promising nor sensible and, on the other hand,

a relatively small amount of pinholes is already sufficient to cause a sizeable MR effect.

3.5.2 Proposed Device Model

A suitable device model comprising the possible charge transfer mechanisms that are sug-

gested by experimental results is summarised in Fig. 3.27. This sketch also contains informa-

tion about possible MR effects observable for the corresponding transport mechanism. On

the left hand side of Fig. 3.27 a vertical OSV device is sketched in which the thickness of the

PDI layer is reduced at single spots to a varying extent; potential charge (electron) transfer

paths are indicated by arrows (for the sake of clarity, only one direction is depicted). On the

right hand side an equivalent circuit diagram corresponding to this model is shown, in which
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Figure 3.27: Schematic representation of the proposed device model for the PDI-based transport
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the single current paths are connected in parallel again.

The first path is via direct tunneling of spin-polarised charge carriers between the bottom

and the top electrode (left hand side, the spin polarisation is indicated by the green arrow),

which becomes probable when the effective dPDI is a few nm only. Although in this case

ideally only TMR is observed, TAMR can likewise contribute to the spin-valve signal as the

charge transfer includes a tunneling step starting in the LSMO electrode where all prerequi-

sites for TAMR are met.

Three further paths are shown in the center of Fig. 3.27 on which, subsequent to the charge

injection by tunneling, the charge transport is taking place via either multiple step tunneling

at sites of a moderately reduced dPDI or conventional mechanisms like VRH or MTR at sites

where the OSC layer can be considered undisturbed. Evidently, in the case of multiple step

tunneling TMR may occur when the number of tunneling steps is rather small as schemati-

cally sketched in the second path from the left. [Schoonus09]. Additionally, these three paths

comprise a tunneling step starting in the LSMO electrode, thus allowing for the occurrence

of TAMR. It is important to note that a potential TAMR contribution is only measurable

when the device is operated in the injection limited regime, i.e. when the tunneling injection

processes are dominating the total device resistance. Furthermore, it should be borne in

mind that the injection process by tunneling alone is sufficient to cause TAMR, as this effect

requires neither spin-injection nor spin-polarised transport nor electrical spin-detection.

The last conduction path that has to be considered is illustrated on the right hand side and

comprises charge injection into the OSC without the occurrence of TAMR, and subsequent

charge transfer by VRH or MTR. This path obviously cannot provide any contribution to

the MR effect.

Regarding the equivalent circuit diagram on the right hand side of Fig. 3.27 it becomes clear
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that this picture is consistent with the one employed for the estimate of the pinhole density

in the previous chapter (see Fig. 3.26).

Furthermore, using this model nearly all experimental results collected for PDI-based

OSVs and TAMR structures can be readily explained. Any MR in a device similar to the

one sketched in Fig. 3.27 is originating from tunneling processes, whereas the underlying

mechanisms of GMR (spin injection, diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection)

do not have to be taken into account. This is justified by the results of the experiments

in the perpendicular geometry. Hence, the proposed model includes the physics behind the

spin-valve signal, the weak temperature dependence of R and the findings concerning the MR

effect’s dependence on dPDI. Therefore, it can be considered conclusive and complete.

3.6 Summary

In chapters 3.2-3.4 the results of investigations in vertical organic spintronics devices have

been summarised. They comprise standard magnetotransport studies addressing nearly all

parameters that may influence the spin-valve functionality observed in conventional PDI-

based OSVs. Additional information is gained by measurements in the perpendicular geom-

etry, an experiment that so far has only rarely been conducted in organic structures, and the

first-time demonstration of TAMR in OSC-based structures.

Thus, based on the results presented in the previous chapters both questions raised in the

introduction to this section can be clearly answered. First, obviously PDI can be employed

in organic spintronic devices as non-magnetic spacer material. A sizeable MR effect of up to

∼ 50% at low temperatures is observed in conventional OSV structures with two ferromag-

netic electrodes. Likewise, a spin-valve-like signal is found in OSC-based single-sided spin

valves. In these devices with only one ferromagnetic electrode the MR is caused by TAMR,

which is underlining the governing role of tunneling injection from the LSMO electrode into

the OSC layer with respect to the charge transfer and hereby to the total device resistance.

The second question addresses the underlying mechanisms of the conventional OSVs’ spin-

valve functionality, which can be regarded as an issue still under debate for many reports

in the literature. Here, it can be reliably answered considering the results of extensive in-

vestigations including the spin-valve effect’s dependence on the applied bias voltage, the

temperature, and the thickness of the PDI layer. As outlined in the previous chapters, all

observations made in these experiments are suggesting that the MR is caused by tunneling

processes, i.e. by TAMR and TMR, in the first instance. GMR, on the contrary, can be ex-

cluded as the MR effect’s origin on the basis of the very robust experimental proof obtained

by investigations in the perpendicular geometry, namely the absence of spin precession and

of the Hanle effect, respectively.

All results can be condensed into a model consistently describing the origin of the spin-

valve signal (chapter 3.5). The basis for the proposed phenomenological approach is the

assumption that the PDI layer in the devices exhibiting spin-valve functionality is very likely

disturbed by pinholes and/or metal inclusions. Consequently, the effective thickness of this
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layer is significantly reduced allowing for a substantial contribution of direct or multiple step

tunneling to the charge and spin transfer, which is a prerequisite for TMR. Furthermore,

obviously also the injection from the LSMO electrode into the OSC layer is occurring via

tunneling which is, as already mentioned, unambiguously revealed by the TAMR results for

both dedicated TAMR devices and conventional OSVs.

Evidently, this model and these conclusions are valid for the present structures only and

must not be applied to other experiments in a straightforward manner. Nevertheless, these

findings show that on the basis of transport measurements a lot of information can be ac-

quired with respect to the physics in organic spintronics devices, which, however, requires a

careful and coherent analysis of all available results.
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3.7 Resistive Switching in AlQ3-based TAMR-Devices

As stated in chapter 2.3, the investigation of resistive switching (RS) effects recently has

become a research field of increasing interest. The term RS comprises any kind of remanent

change of a device’s resistance induced by a driven current or an applied voltage (pulse). In the

field of organic spintronics, RS as well as an interplay of RS and MR has been demonstrated in

AlQ3-based OSV devices with LSMO electrodes [Hueso07,Prezioso11,Prezioso12]. However,

neither the microscopic origin of the RS is completely understood for these structures nor any

attempt of an explanation is substantially underpinned by experimental evidence (see chapter

2.3.2). In the following chapter results of RS investigations in AlQ3-based TAMR structures

likewise including evidence for a clear correlation between both effects, TAMR and RS, are

presented [Grünewald14]. A phenomenological model is outlined in chapter 3.7.2, which can

be used to explain this interaction and the RS effect and, moreover, might also be transferable

to the aforementioned results reported for conventional OSVs.

3.7.1 Experimental Analysis of the Resistive Switching Effect

All results presented in this chapter are obtained for a number of different devices with a

nominal dAlQ = 50nm. The RS measurements are performed as outlined in appendix D. Volt-

age pulses Upulse with the length tpulse are applied to the top contact and the pulse height is

stepwise increased/decreased (referred to as RS- or Upulse-sweep hereafter). R is measured

at a constant Ubias = 1mV in between the steps. A typical RS hysteresis trace, R plotted

against Upulse, of a TAMR device recorded with tpulse = 50ms is displayed in Fig. 3.28a.
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Figure 3.28: a: Typical full RS trace of an AlQ3-based TAMR device comprising three different
characteristic resistive states. b: Three different RS hysteresis loops reveal that RHRS (high resistance
state HRS) strongly depends on the previously prepared low resistance state LRS (inset). c: Summary
of this correlation extracted from eight RS traces with a maximum ON/OFF ratio of ∼ 75.

At the beginning of the measurement shown in Fig. 3.28a the device is in the base resis-

tance state BRS (minimum R). If Upulse is applied with positive polarity R does not change

as indicated by the dashed blue line. Likewise, neither negative pulses with a rather small
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magnitude (Upulse & −2.0V) do have any influence on R. However, if |Upulse| is further

enhanced in the negative range a slight decrease of R can be discerned followed by a sharp

increase starting at Upulse ≈ −2.5V (blue curve and blow-up in Fig. 3.28a). The resistance

at the end of this rising edge (ULRS
set ) is referred to as low resistance RLRS hereafter, the

corresponding state as low resistance state LRS.

When the height of Upulse is decreased to 0V again, R is not significantly modified (dashed

orange line). Subsequently, the voltage pulses are applied with opposite polarity and their

magnitude is swept from 0V to +2.5V (orange curve in Fig. 3.28a). For this sweep one

would expect a constant R and a switching back to RBRS at Upulse = UBRS
reset ≈ −ULRS

set in the

case of typical bipolar switching as discussed in chapter 2.3. Actually, at UBRS
reset the BRS is

restored. However, the RS trace in Fig. 3.28a exhibits a sharp maximum at an intermediate

positive Upulse ≈ +1.1V before the transition back to the BRS sets in. Hence, a fundamental

deviation from typical bipolar and bistable RS is obtained and therefore a third resistive

state labeled high resistance state HRS is introduced. It is important to note that the HRS

seemingly does not appear when the transition BRS→LRS is omitted, i.e. when, starting

from the BRS, positive voltage pulses are immediately applied.

Another feature of the RS effect is illustrated in Figs. 3.28b and c. These data reveal a clear

correlation between RHRS and the resistance RLRS of the previously prepared LRS. Evidently,

the maximum resistance at positive Upulse depends on the maximum applied negative Upulse.

As a result, depending on the sweep parameters or limits, respectively, it is possible to adjust

R in the interval between RBRS ≈ 1.6 kΩ and RHRS ≈ 120 kΩ corresponding to a maximum

ON/OFF ratio of ∼ 75 in this device.

As the devices under investigation do not only exhibit the described RS behaviour but also

a clear spin-valve-like signal that must be originating from TAMR (see chapter 3.4), the next

intuitive step is to check whether there is any interaction between these two effects. TAMR

is unambiguously caused at the interface between the LSMO bottom-electrode and the AlQ3

layer, where charge carriers are injected by tunneling, i.e. through any kind of tunnel barrier.

Consequently, TAMR analysis can be employed to probe this interface and to check whether

the change of R induced by the voltage pulses is originating from any modification of the

interfacial barrier.

For this purpose a series of TAMR investigations is performed for a set of different HRSs with

RHRS = 5− 120 kΩ. The results thereof are summarised in Fig. 3.29a as absolute (RH −RL)

and relative (Equ. 2.5) TAMR amplitude plotted against RHRS. The data points as well

as the error bars are calculated by averaging the results of several single MR measurements

recorded for each HRS. Exemplary traces for four HRSs are shown in Figs. 3.29b-e, where

the averaging performed for RH and RL of a single measurement is also illustrated by the

dashed and dotted green lines.

It becomes clear from the data in Fig. 3.28a that the magnitude of the observed spin-valve-like

signal depends on RHRS. For RHRS . 85 kΩ a rather linear relation between both, TAMRabs

and TAMRrel, and RHRS can be discerned starting with a effect ratio of TAMRrel ≈ 2%

(TAMRabs ≈ 90Ω) at low resistance and ending at TAMRrel ≈ 20% (TAMRabs ≈ 13 kΩ) at

RHRS ≈ 85 kΩ. For higher RHRS a saturation or even decrease of the MR effect appears.

A pure scaling effect, i.e. an increased TAMR amplitude due to the increased device resis-
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tance alone, can be excluded here which becomes evident considering the two aforementioned

data points. For these RHRS differs by a factor of only ∼ 21, whilst TAMRabs is raised by a

factor of ∼ 140. In other words, the enhancement of the absolute MR effect is significantly

higher than the increase of RHRS, which is equivalent to the observed change of TAMRrel

with changing RHRS. Hence, this result is strongly indicative of a modification of the inter-

face where the MR effect is caused, namely the LSMO-AlQ3 interface and the tunnel barrier

included therein.
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This assumption is sustained by magnetotransport and RS measurements undertaken for

several reference samples of various compositions listed in appendix E, amongst them also

devices where the AlQ3 layer is omitted. These investigations are performed in order to en-

sure that, on one side, potential short circuits through the insulating alumina film (see Fig.

3.3) can be excluded and, on the other side, the observed RS effect is not originating from

the LSMO, AlQ3 or alumina layer alone. Eventually, none of the reference devices does ex-

hibit any kind of RS which thus is underlining the governing role of the LSMO-AlQ3 interface.

It also seems worth interjecting that the maximum TAMR observed in this experiment

(∼ 20%, see Fig. 3.29d) is significantly exceeding any reported value for TAMR, which is,

irrespective of the material under investigation, only a few % [Gould04,Bolotin06,Moser07,

Park08,Wang14]. According to the theoretical approach proposed for (Ga,Mn)As [Gould04]

TAMR ratios as high as they are observed here can be explained, for instance, by a cleaner

and more crystalline interface/barrier and consequently an increased relative contribution of

charge carriers with large kz to the tunneling current (see chapter 2.1.3). Such substantial

modifications of an interface buried inside a device, initiated after device fabrication and by

the application of voltage pulses alone, seem rather unlikely. As a result, obviously a direct
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transfer of this scenario to the present devices and the tunnel barrier at the LSMO-AlQ3

interface is questionable.

Turning back to the RS under investigation, obviously further analysis is required in order

to understand the physics behind the effect and its apparent interplay with TAMR. There-

fore, in the first instance, the tunnel barrier parameters thickness dbarrier and energetic height

Φ0 are investigated in the low bias regime (|Ubias| . 5mV). For this purpose the I/V curves

that are recorded for each HRS investigated by MR measurements are fitted employing a

suitable methodology derived from the Simmons model ( [Simmons63], see appendix F). Ex-

emplary data of a typical I/V response and the corresponding nearly perfect parabolic fit to

the differential conductance dj/dUbias are displayed in Fig. 3.30a. As outlined in appendix F,

the two barrier features dbarrier and Φ0 can be calculated from the fit parameters. The gen-

eral prerequisites that have to be met in order to ensure the meaningfulness of the Simmons

analysis are given in appendix F, too. These include, for instance, that the applied Ubias has

to be small compared to Φ0, which can be easily maintained by using the right measurement

parameters for the acquisition of the I/V curves.

In order to derive dbarrier and Φ0 from I/V curves, it is furthermore mandatory that the

current flow is homogeneous over the whole barrier. This is only the case if the resistance of

the materials on both sides of the barrier is small enough compared to the barrier resistance,

which can be deemed justified for the devices under discussion considering, for instance, typi-

cal values of the in plane resistance of LSMO given in chapter 3.2.1 (see also [Grünewald14]).

It is therefore allowed to treat the devices as one-dimensional and to calculate the current

density j necessary for the determination of dj/dUbias by dividing the current by the active

device area.

Another assumption made for the sake of simplification is sketched in Fig. 3.30d. In the

following, the total device resistance R is considered as serial connection of two components

which are the variable non-linear contribution of the tunnel barrier (RTB) and the constant

ohmic resistance caused by the rest of the structure (Rrest). Thus, it is assumed that the

non-linearity of the I/V curve is originating from the injection barrier at the LSMO-AlQ3 in-

terface only and, as a consequence thereof, that R is dominated by RTB for small Ubias. This

can be regarded justified by the observed rise in TAMR with increasing RHRS (Fig. 3.29a)

and the nearly perfect match of the Simmons fit to the experimental data shown in Fig. 3.30a.

Hereafter, the following representation is chosen for the results of the I/V evaluation un-

dertaken for different HRSs: the barrier parameters are plotted as differences ∆dbarrier and

∆Φ0 of the the respective values in the HRS and the reference values obtained for the BRS

(dBRS
barrier and ΦBRS

0 ). ∆dbarrier and ∆Φ0 are summarised in Figs. 3.30b and c, respectively, for

the whole RHRS interval under investigation. The error bars are calculated from the errors

given for the fit parameters. The reference values dBRS
barrier and ΦBRS

0 (dashed lines in Figs.

3.30b and c) indicate that initially a thin and rather high tunnel barrier is present. When

the HRS is set, apparently both barrier features are modified sizeably. For the HRS with

the highest resistance (RHRS ≈ 120 kΩ) dbarrier is raised modestly by a factor of only ∼ 3,

whereas Φ0 is diminished in a more pronounced manner to ∼ 15% of its original value.
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Hence, these results constitute an unambiguous proof for the scenario proposed above, namely

that the enhanced TAMR ratio at high RHRS can be ascribed to a change of the tunnel barrier

and consequently an increase of the relative contribution of the tunnel barrier’s resistance to

the total device resistance.

The data in Figs. 3.30b and c only show a snapshot of the RS cycle in Fig. 3.28a, namely

the situation in the HRS. Next, a similar analysis of the barrier parameters’ dynamics is

performed for a complete RS cycle in another device. In this experiment the RS measure-

ment yielding the trace shown in Fig. 3.31a is periodically interrupted for the acquisition

of I/V curves which then are evaluated as described above. The RS signal in this device is

qualitatively well comparable to the one displayed in Fig. 3.28a although, amongst other

differences to the RS traces shown so far, the maximum for the HRS is less pronounced.

Concerning the behaviour of dbarrier and Φ0 phenomenologically similar observations as those

presented above can be made here. As depicted in Figs. 3.31b and c which contain the

respective differential data, an increase (decrease) of R always is equivalent to an increase

(decrease) of dbarrier and a decrease (increase) of Φ0. Additionally, the reversibility of the RS

effect concerning both the resistive state of the device and the barrier modifications actually

causing the change of R becomes evident from these results.

As a first interpretation of the information gained by the I/V curve analysis, the dynamics

of the barrier parameters during an RS cycle can be considered resembling the description

of the space-charge region in a p/n-junction according to the Schottky model although an
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explicit analogy must not be applied here. In the Schottky model the built-in potential Vbi

of a p/n-junction (equivalent to Φ0 in this comparison) depends on the charge densities on

both sides of the junction. Let it now be assumed that a certain amount of charge carriers is

concentrated near the interface of a p/n-junction (equivalent to a thin barrier). In this case,

Vbi (Φ0) is relatively high, whilst the charge density and hereby Vbi (Φ0) is decreased when

the same amount of charge carriers spatially is distributed more widely around the interface

(equivalent to a thick barrier).

Evidently, any decisive hints towards the microscopic origin of the RS effect cannot be ex-

tracted from this comparison. Nevertheless, the basic idea of any kind of charged species and

their spatial distribution as origin of the tunnel barrier should be borne in mind as basis for

an explanatory model (see chapter 3.7.2), on one side, and as motivation for further experi-

ments, on the other side.

Before the results of the latter will be presented, the reproducibility of the RS traces

obtained for different structures as well as by subsequent measurements in the same de-

vice should be shortly addressed. First, a comparison of RS traces acquired from different

structures (see, Figs. 3.28a, 3.31a and 3.32a) reveals significant variations concerning charac-

teristic features of the effect. It can be observed that the height of the voltage pulses required

for the RS transitions differs from device to device and that likewise the maximum in the

HRS is differently pronounced.

This can be readily understood when taking into account the aforementioned very simple

though rather realistic scenario that the device resistance consists of two parts connected in

series, namely RTB and Rrest (see Fig. 3.30d). Since Upulse is applied to this resistance series,

the ratio RTB/Rrest, which is presumably varying for different structures, is decisive for the

magnitude of the voltage drop UTB over the tunnel barrier. As the previously presented ob-

servations strongly suggest that this barrier is modified, UTB and hereby RTB/Rrest should be

governing the RS behaviour. Thus, in a device with a relatively high RTB/Rrest a large UTB

is present at a certain Upulse, whereas UTB is lower in another device with a lower RTB/Rrest
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for the same Upulse. This is equivalent to a higher total Upulse necessary to achieve the same

UTB, e.g. to initiate the BRS→LRS switching, in the second case, exactly as it is observed

experimentally (see, for instance, Fig. 3.32a).

Actually, such variations in the RTB/Rrest ratio are indicated by results of transport char-

acterisation undertaken directly after sample fabrication. The device resistances that are

measured for different structures on the same sample are distributed within an interval of

approximately one order of magnitude, suggesting that different interfacial tunnel barriers

may be present in the first place. As a consequence thereof, a quantitative comparison of the

RS results obtained for different devices is hardly feasible.

Furthermore, even for the same device some sort of lacking reproducibility concerning the

transitions BRS→LRS and HRS→BRS has to be acknowledged. Although these switchings

are occurring at nearly identical Upulse for consecutive RS measurements, small variations of

the respective pulse heights ULRS
set and UBRS

reset are present and complicating a deeper analysis

of the RS effect, for example with respect to the pulse length’s influence.

In response to this issue, another measurement procedure, which is referred to as RS mi-

nor loop (RS-ML) hereafter, is established. RS-MLs turn out to yield perfectly reproducible

results for the same experimental parameters and allow for more detailed investigations of,

at least parts of, the RS cycle.

The Upulse sequence necessary for an RS-ML is illustrated by the data recorded for another

device in Fig. 3.32a. After the preparation of the LRS by applying negative voltage pulses

(blue curve), the sweep direction for Upulse is reversed similarly as for a standard RS char-

acterisation (green curve). In contrast to the latter, however, the sweep direction is reversed

once more at a positive Upulse = Ustop before the HRS is reached. During the subsequent

sweep towards negative values R is switched back from RIRS (intermediate resistance state,

IRS) to RLRS at Upulse = ULRS
reset.

As can be seen in Fig. 3.32a, the resulting trace is closed and nearly symmetric with

respect to Upulse = 0V with a higher slope for the transition LRS→IRS than for reverse

operation IRS→LRS. Similarly as for the complete RS hysteresis, also for an RS-ML loop an

analysis of the tunnel barrier employing Simmons fits is undertaken yielding identical results

concerning the barrier parameters’ dynamics (Figs. 3.32c-e). Furthermore, the data clearly

unveil that the initial barrier parameters are restored after a full RS-ML.

On the basis of these findings RS-MLs can be assessed as useful tool for further and more

detailed investigations. The first one comprises sequences of minor-loop measurements with

different Ustop. Fig. 3.32b displays five exemplary traces obtained during one of these series.

In each measurement the transition LRS→IRS seemingly sets in at the same threshold voltage

Uth in the positive Upulse range. Additionally, these data reveal that the height of an RS-ML

signal, measured by ∆RML = RIRS − RLRS, obviously depends on Ustop, whereby RIRS is

modified and RLRS is constant and stable in a certain sense. This stability can be identified

best from the ML-traces with low Ustop where R does not further change significantly when

Upulse has surpassed ULRS
reset during the reset sweep.

Furthermore, the minor loops become likewise wider with increasing Ustop. For instance,
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Figure 3.32: Results of RS minor-loop measurements. a: Illustration of the Upulse sequence for
an RS-ML yielding a closed, nearly symmetric resistance trace (green line). Prerequisite for this
measurement is the preparation of the LRS (blue line). The dashed orange line represents the full
RS cycle in the positive Upulse range recorded after all RS-ML measurements. b: Five RS-MLs with
different Ustop show that with increasing Ustop the loop gets wider and higher. The LRS is obviously
stable. c-e: The tunnel barrier parameters, plotted in relation to the respective value for the LRS,
are determined by employing Simmons fits for I/V curves recorded during the RS-ML shown in c.
dbarrier and Φ0 obviously are re-established after a complete minor loop.

when the sweep is stopped at Ustop = 1.75V in the positive range, a negative pulse with

Upulse = ULRS
reset ≈ −3V has to be applied in order to completely restore the LRS, whilst for

a relatively low Ustop of 1.28V the LRS is reached again already at ULRS
reset ≈ −1.9V. Thus,

seemingly the RS-MLs are less symmetric at higher Ustop, i.e. the difference between
∣∣ULRS

reset

∣∣
and Ustop is raised. This is also indicated by the arrows in the bottom left of Fig. 3.32b which

represent the ULRS
reset for the five different loops. A possible explanation for the different trends

of ULRS
reset and Ustop can be given assuming that the strength of the electric field applied to the

barrier, i.e. E = |Upulse| /dbarrier, is governing the RS. Since dbarrier is larger in the IRS com-

pared to the LRS, the negative Upulse that has to be applied to the IRS must be higher than

the positive Upulse applied to the LRS in order to obtain the same strength of E. Effectively,

this leads to the mentioned increase of the RS-MLs’ asymmetry. Having outlined a theoret-

ical description of the RS effect in chapter 3.7.2, this issue is addressed again in chapter 3.7.3.

In order to investigate the influence of the pulse length tpulse on the RS behaviour, an-

other series of RS-MLs is recorded for another device. A subset of the results, five RS-MLs

with Ustop = 1.95V which in this structure corresponds to a reversal of the sweep direction
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Figure 3.33: Influence of the pulse length on the RS behaviour. a: A clear relation between tpulse
and the resistance change ∆RML is found in RS-ML measurements where the sweep towards positive
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of tpulse on the RS behaviour obviously also depends on Ustop of the respective RS-ML measurement
employed for the investigation. c: Dependence of ∆RML on Ustop for three characteristic pulse lengths
(equivalent to vertical intersections in b).

approximately at the center of the rising edge between the LRS and the HRS, is summarised

in Fig. 3.33a. In each of the measurements tpulse is increased by a factor of ∼ 10 leading to

an enhancement of ∆RML. In contrast to the previous experiment with different Ustop, the

width of the loops does not change with tpulse.

For a more detailed analysis four series with different Ustop, each of them comprising 40 RS-

MLs with tpulse = 150µs − 3.3 s, are evaluated. For the representation of this experiment’s

results in Fig. 3.33b (only data of three RS-ML series are displayed) the ∆RML are com-

puted from the mean values of RLRS and RIRS. The standard deviation of this averaging

procedure is used for the error calculus. A semi-logarithmic representation [∆RML plotted

over log (tpulse)] is chosen in order to enhance clarity.

The data sets in Fig. 3.33b reveal different relations between ∆RML and tpulse depending

on Ustop. When looking at low minor loops, i.e. those with a relatively low Ustop, a nearly

constant ∆RML is obtained for tpulse . 10ms, which is followed by a linear increase for longer

pulses (blue circles). For intermediate Ustop, equivalent to RS-MLs ending at the center of

the rising edge between the LRS and the HRS, the dependence of ∆RML on log (tpulse) can be

considered linear for the whole tpulse interval under investigation (orange triangles). Finally,

when the RS-MLs are stopped near the HRS (green squares), a clear relation between ∆RML

and tpulse can hardly be discerned. On one side, apparently, the data points are statistically

varying around ∆RML ≈ 1 kΩ and, on the other side, a decisive interpretation is hampered

by the increased noise in the single measurements which is reflected by the significantly larger

error bars.

One can conclude here that the height of a minor-loop trace as well as the dynamics of

the microscopic processes causing the RS do not only depend on Ustop but also on tpulse.

This twofold relation can also be demonstrated by another representation of a subset of the

complete series’ results. In Fig. 3.33c the height of the RS-ML is plotted against Ustop for

three characteristic tpulse (equivalent to vertical intersections in Fig. 3.33b). For relatively
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short pulses (tpulse . 1.5ms for this device, blue circles) a non-linear, seemingly parabolic,

dependence ∆RML(Ustop) is obtained, similar to the one that can be extracted from the

aforementioned results with different Ustop (see Fig. 3.32b). In an intermediate tpulse interval

(∼ 1.5 − 150ms, orange triangles) a rather linear increase of ∆RML is observed which starts

from the same point as the data for short pulses. The same linear dependence can be dis-

cerned for tpulse & 150ms (green squares). In this case, however, the data points are shifted

towards lower Upulse, i.e. for long low pulses a significantly larger ∆RML is measured than

for shorter low pulses. Furthermore, ∆RML is obviously saturating for Upulse & 2.1V here.

Evidently, this interplay of Upulse and tpulse has to be considered when trying to draw conclu-

sions with respect to the the processes that are causing the RS during the minor loops. For

the following reasoning a very simplified scenario is employed in which again charged particles

are the species governing the RS. Let it be assumed that these particles are constituting the

tunnel barrier that consequently may be modified by a motion of them in the electric field EEE

caused by the voltage pulses. In this case, ∆RML is very likely proportional to the distance

traveled by these particles. The data acquired for low Ustop reveal that obviously for weak EEE a

certain threshold time has to be surpassed in order to increase ∆RML. In the present scenario

this observation may be indicative of some sort of inertia which has to be overcome. Since for

intermediate Ustop an immediate response of ∆RML on tpulse is obtained, EEE can be regarded

as sufficiently strong in this case to allow for a rather free motion of the particles. The last

case where the RS-MLs are swept almost up to the HRS and for which a decisive influence

of tpulse on ∆RML cannot be discerned would be equivalent to an equilibrium state in this

picture. Such a behaviour may be explained by an opposing field which impedes a further

motion of the particles, either generally or when a critical spatial distribution is reached.

Thus, the RS-ML investigations with different Ustop and tpulse strongly suggest that the

RS effect and the modifications of the tunnel barrier associated therewith may be described

by the motion of charged particles at the interface between the LSMO electrode and the

AlQ3 layer. Unfortunately, this scenario does not comprise the changes of R outside the mi-

nor loops. Hence, presumably there are additional or other mechanisms equally contributing

to the RS effect as it is likewise suggested by the results presented in the following.

The next experiment addresses the investigation of a temperature change’s influence on

a previously prepared resistive state and is performed according to the following protocol.

Having prepared a resistive state at T = 4.2K and recorded an I/V response, the sample

is heated to a certain temperature setpoint Theat in the range of 20 − 290K. Subsequently,

the system is left at Theat for 10 minutes and cooled to 4.2K again where finally the I/V

characterisation is repeated. From a comparison of the two I/V curves it can be concluded

whether the resistive state under investigation has been modified by the described heating-

cooling cycle or not.

The course and the results of the complete experiment conducted with Theat = 290K for the

BRS, LRS and an IRS are summarised in Fig. 3.34. The top panels of Fig. 3.34 contain

the pairs of I/V curves for each state. Having finished a single state’s investigation the next

state is prepared by the RS sweep that is shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 3.34. The I/V

curves are compared on the basis of the average difference in device resistance ∆RT before
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preparation of resistive state
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Figure 3.34: Influence of heating on resistive states investigated by heating-cooling cycles and
I/V characterisation and analysis. The top panels display the two I/V curves for each state under
investigation, recorded at 4.2K before (blue line) and after (orange line) the heating cooling cycle
with Theat = 290K. The RS trace swept for the preparation of the single states at 4.2K is shown
in the bottom panels. A comparison of the I/V traces allows for a conclusion whether the respective
state has been modified or not. A change is only observed for the IRS, namely a reduction of RIRS

towards RLRS, as illustrated in the bottom panel on the right hand side. Starting from the reduced
IRS the RS-ML can be closed by applying negative voltage pulses.

and after the heating procedure. For the BRS (left hand side, top row) and LRS (center,

top row) only a slight and negligible increase of R is observed. As a consequence thereof, no

further evaluation is undertaken and these states are considered stable in the temperature

interval between 4.2K and 290K. For the IRS (right hand side, top row), on the contrary, a

significant change can already be discerned at first sight. The initial difference between the

IRS and LRS of ∆RML ≈ 1.1 kΩ is reduced by ∼ 55% as indicated in bottom right panel of

Fig. 3.34. This strongly suggests that the LRS is energetically more favourable than the IRS.

As demonstrated, the supply of thermal energy leads to a decrease of R (measured by

∆RT) when the device is in the IRS, i.e. the IRS can be considered reduced. The re-

application of the same Upulse that is used to prepare the IRS before the heating-cooling

cycle can compensate this reduction and restore the initial IRS. Otherwise, starting from the

reduced IRS the RS-ML can also be closed by sweeping Upulse back into the negative range.

The device is hereby set back to the same RLRS that has served as starting point for the

IRS’s preparation (see bottom right panel of Fig. 3.34), as suggested by the LRS’s stability

demonstrated before.
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Motivated by these findings a series of heating-cooling experiments is undertaken for

different Theat but the same RS-ML, i.e. the same LRS and IRS following the procedure

described above. Starting from the LRS with RLRS ≈ 0.5 kΩ a minor loop is partially swept

until the IRS with RIRS ≈ 1.6 kΩ is reached. Subsequently, a heating-cooling cycle includ-

ing the aforementioned I/V characterisation is performed. Finally, the RS-ML is closed by

sweeping Upulse back into the negative range, i.e. the LRS is restored and serves as starting

point of the next cycle with a different Theat. The same RS-ML parameters are used for all

Theat = 20 − 290K. Fig. 3.35a comprises the result of this series of heating-cooling cycles

represented as ∆RT plotted against Theat.

In the first instance, this data reveals that for Theat = 290K a quantitatively similar behaviour

is observed as in the previously discussed preliminary experiment. The initially prepared dif-

ference between RLRS and RIRS of ∼ 1.05 kΩ is diminished by ∼ 55%. Moreover, ∆RT is

constantly decreasing for 100K < Theat < 290K, whilst for Theat < 100K it is not possible to

clearly identify any difference between the I/V curves recorded before and after the heating-

cooling-cycle.

The barrier parameters’ modification induced by the heating-cooling procedure can be de-

termined by the already known evaluation of the I/V curves. Similarly as ∆RT, the results

for dbarrier and Φ0 are summarised as difference of the respective value before and after the

heating-cooling cycle in Figs. 3.35b and c (error bars calculated from fit parameters). Consid-

ering the data in Figs. 3.35a-c it becomes obvious that ∆RT has the same phenomenological

origin as any ∆R initiated by a voltage pulse. Evidently, dbarrier is reduced and Φ0 is en-

hanced during the heating-cooling cycle. This strongly suggests that the actual microscopic

processes that cause the thermally induced ∆RT are identical or at least very similar to those

involved in the RS dynamics investigated in other experiments.
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Figure 3.35: Summary of the results of a series of heating-cooling cycles. From the I/V analysis the
influence of heating on the same IRS, which is freshly prepared for each data point, can be observed.
a-c: Change of R and the barrier parameters plotted against Theat. For Theat ≥ 100K a significant
modification of the resistive state can be discerned. The reference in each plot (dashed green line) is
the respective value determined directly after the IRS’s preparation, i.e.before the heating procedure.

To conclude this chapter it can be stated that on the basis of transport measurements a

lot of characteristic features of the RS effect presented at the beginning of this chapter can

be unveiled. These findings can be condensed into a model that phenomenologically explains

the microscopic mechanisms causing this effect and is outlined in the next chapter.
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3.7.2 Theoretical Description of the Resistive Switching Effect

It has already been insinuated before that, so far, only a few results with respect to RS

effects in devices comprising an LSMO electrode and an AlQ3 layer have been reported

[Hueso07,Prezioso11,Prezioso12]. Likewise, the two approaches brought up by Prezioso et al.

to explain the bipolar RS in their spin-valve devices and its interplay with the MR effect are

presented in chapter 2.3.2. These scenarios, involving trapping domains [Prezioso11], on one

side, and highly conducting filaments [Prezioso12], on the other side, cannot be taken into ac-

count as explanation of an RS behaviour that goes beyond bipolar RS as it is observed in the

present TAMR devices. Furthermore, they do not comprise any modification of the interface

LSMO-AlQ3 which, however, necessarily has to be involved in any theoretical description.

The latter requisite is stemming from the clear correlation between the TAMR amplitude

and the resistive state which is found in the TAMR devices. Neither can the existing models

for dedicated RS devices comprising an AlQ3 layer and non-magnetic electrodes, which are

outlined in chapter 2.3.2, be deemed applicable here for similar reasons. Therefore, an alter-

native explanation of the observed RS effect addressing all characteristic results presented in

the previous chapter will be outlined hereafter.

As a first step towards a phenomenological model, the RS trace is now regarded as con-

sisting of two components. The distinction between these two components is based on the

observation presented at the end of the previous chapter, namely that for different resistive

states different responses upon an interim temperature change are found. This can be consid-

ered as strong indication that the respective changes in R are originating from, in a certain

sense fundamentally, different mechanisms leading to the following split-up of the RS. On

one side, R is evidently in a temperature-stable state after the transitions BRS→LRS and

HRS→BRS. These switchings are the first component of the RS trace and referred to as

major loop hereafter. The second one is the already known minor loop that, on the other

side, comprises resistive states (IRS and HRS) and changes in R (RLRS → RIRS/HRS and vice

versa) which are substantially modified at elevated temperatures.

As aforementioned, the HRS does not appear as a sizeable change of R when, starting from

the BRS, voltage pulses with positive polarity are immediately applied. Therefore, the tran-

sition BRS→LRS can be regarded as enabling procedure that sets the device to a state in

which the HRS can be observed and RS-MLs can be swept. Analogously, the back-switching

to the BRS is the reverse, disabling process. Thus, although the different temperature sta-

bilities suggest different microscopic mechanisms involved in the two components of the RS

trace, there must be an interlink between them resulting in the described enable/disable-

functionality. In the proposed theoretical description this interlink is taken into account by

the second key assumption that only one unique species of defects is involved in the RS effect.

Hence, there are two key assumptions based on which a model of the RS readily explaining all

experimental observations can be elaborated. A short summary thereof should be anticipated

here: during the major loop transitions at high voltage pulses, defects constituting the tunnel

barrier are added to the interface LSMO-AlQ3 and removed from it, respectively, whereas

the minor loop behaviour can be ascribed to these defects’ motion in the electric field caused

by Upulse.
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The main question that should be addressed next is what kind of defects may be consid-

ered governing the RS. A first hint towards an answer comes from a contemplation of the

materials at the interface where the RS is unambiguously caused, namely LSMO and AlQ3.

As mentioned in the introductory paragraph of this chapter and in chapter 2.3.2, any existing

model for the description of RS effects in devices comprising either an LSMO-AlQ3-interface

or an AlQ3 layer only is not capable to explain an effect which goes beyond bipolar switching.

Together with the negative results obtained in a reference device in which the LSMO contact

is replaced by a Pt electrode (see appendix E) this suggests the exclusion of any intrinsic

effect in the OSC layer causing the RS.

Furthermore, as discussed above, it seems rather implausible that the two parts of the RS

trace, major and minor loop, can be treated completely independently. Hence, a scenario

where the major loop transitions are caused in the LSMO electrode and those of the minor

loop in the AlQ3 layer or vice versa can likewise be discarded. Consequently, it is very likely

that the microscopic origin of the RS effect has to be located in the LSMO electrode, which,

however, must not be understood in the sense that an eminent role of the specific interface

LSMO-AlQ3 can be excluded.

In contrast to MIM devices employing OSC layers, for oxide-based devices quite a lot

experimental and theoretical work has been published (see chapter 2.3.1). Many results in-

dicate that processes changing the oxide’s stoichiometry with respect to the oxygen content

are causing the RS effect in the respective structures [Baikalov03, Sawa04,Waser07]. Addi-

tionally, the effect of oxygen deficiency on the physical properties of perovskite manganites is

extensively investigated and well understood. In chapter 2.4.4 it has already been insinuated

that, especially for LSMO, such investigations have brought forth a lot of insight into this

correlation, which can be briefly summarised as follows. An increased concentration of oxygen

vacancies (VOs) in a thin LSMO layer changes the structure of this layer due to an increase

of the lattice strain. Hence, a decreased oxygen content has a deteriorating influence on the

layer’s structural, magnetic, and electronic properties which can be regarded as related to

each other [Goyal97,Rajeswari98,Tsui00,Dho03,Li05,deJong05].

Very often the stoichiometry of LSMO is modified during (PLD) layer growth by changing the

oxygen partial pressure [Goyal97,Rajeswari98,Dho03] or afterwards by performing suitable

annealing procedures [Li05,deJong05]. As already stated in chapter 2.3.1, VOs in oxides can

also be generated or removed, for instance, by electrochemical redox reactions. Recently it

has been shown by Jeong et al. that such reactions can be initiated in vanadium dioxide by

a (locally) strong electric field EEE [Jeong13]. Another way to create VOs in LSMO has been

demonstrated by Homonnay et al. [Homonnay] for thin LSMO layers fabricated with the

same equipment as those used for the present devices. The deposition of non-noble metals

on top of an LSMO layer can induce a partial loss of its magnetisation and a change of its

crystal structure, both unambiguously originating from the extraction of oxygen.

Considering these widely recognised findings, it therefore seems reasonable to assume that

the tunnel barrier between the LSMO electrode and the AlQ3 layer is partially formed by an

oxygen deficient sublayer in the former. This component of the barrier is seemingly modified

due to the applied voltage pulses in an RS experiment. A rather small and constant addi-

tional contribution to the tunnel barrier is provided by the actual injection barrier (contact
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barrier) at the LSMO-AlQ3 interface (see chapter 2.2.1).

In summary, these considerations result in the following third basic assumption for the pro-

posed model. The defect species involved in the microscopic mechanisms behind the RS effect

are Frenkel pairs of one VO and one interstitial oxygen ion (O2−
is , [Dong07]). They can be

formed inside the LSMO electrode near its surface by removal of lattice oxygen ions onto

interstitial sites in a strong electric field. As discussed in chapter 2.3.1, the retention of the

removed oxygen ions near the VOs is mandatory for a reversible RS.

The particular microscopic processes causing the transitions during an RS cycle will now

be outlined in detail for six distinguished points of the typical RS trace depicted in Fig.

3.36a. For each of these points the barrier is displayed together with a schematic drawing

of the LSMO layer’s composition (further information can be found in the figure legend).

Furthermore, the strength and direction of EEE, which is causing any modification, is indicated

by the blue arrow in the top of each panel.

For the sake of clarity, again the simplified picture of a rectangular barrier is used for the

graphical representation. This is consistent with the analytical treatment of the I/V curves

using the Simmons model in the previous chapter and sufficient for the understanding of the

model and basic quantitative considerations. Moreover, the detailed shape of the barrier,

on the contrary, could only be obtained by determining the exact distribution of VOs in the

LSMO layer for each of the resistive states. This distribution, however, is not accessible in

the experiments undertaken for the devices under discussion.

Fig. 3.36b shows the initial situation in the BRS with a relatively thin and high barrier

which is originating from the injection barrier and a thin oxygen deficient layer at the LSMO

electrode’s surface [deJong05]. The presence of a tunnel barrier in the BRS is experimentally

proved by positive TAMR results (see chapter 3.4.1 where only results of experiments with a

device in the BRS are presented).

For the major loop switching BRS→LRS an increase of dbarrier is revealed by the I/V analysis.

In the proposed scenario, this transition is therefore equivalent to the creation of VOs at the

interface LSMO-AlQ3 via the aforementioned mechanism (Fig. 3.36c). As a consequence of

the particles’ charge (VOs in perovskites carry a relative positive charge, [Waser90]), EEE addi-

tionally results in a separation of the defects. VOs are collected at the surface of the LSMO

layer enhancing dbarrier, whilst the negatively charged O2−
is ion are pushed away from it into

the bulk. Furthermore, also the barrier height Φ0 is changed at this point of the RS trace.

This can be integrated into this model by the assumption that Φ0 depends on the charge

density at the interface which itself is evidently related to the concentration of vacancies cVO
.

This is equivalent to the resemblance to the situation in a p/n-junction which already has

been outlined in the previous chapter.

VOs can be regarded as relatively mobile defects in perovskite oxides [Waser90] which

readily explains the minor-loop trace (orange line in Fig. 3.36a). At intermediate positive

Upulse, where EEE is still too weak to significantly move the rather immobile O2−
is ions, VOs

are pushed away from the interface and R increases (LRS→IRS/HRS, Figs. 3.36d and e).

Likewise, they are attracted to it during the minor-loop transition IRS→LRS (not included
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Figure 3.36: Schematic qualitative representation of the model explaining the RS in AlQ3-based
TAMR devices. The model includes the separation of the RS trace into the major and the minor loop
(a). Distinct points are marked for which the interface LSMO-AlQ3 is sketched in panels b-g. Arrows
in the top of each panel illustrate the strength and direction of the electric field EEE and the restoring
force FR originating from the lattice distortion that is caused by the change of stoichiometry. Starting
from the BRS with a high and thin barrier (b) the initial negative voltage pulse moves oxygen ions
from their lattice site into the LSMO as interstitials (O2−

is ions), leaving VOs at the surface (c). An
increasing reverse voltage creates a broadening of the VOs’ distribution while keeping their number
constant, causing an increase of the barrier thickness and a decrease of the barrier height (d and e).
When the field is strong enough, VOs and O2−

is ions recombine (f) and the initial state is restored (g).
The intermediate state during the transition HRS→BRS is labeled hRS here.

in Fig. 3.36). Hereby both their spatial distribution and cVO
are changed leading to a modi-

fication of both barrier parameters and finally a change in R. The influence of the increasing

barrier thickness is stronger than that of the decreasing barrier height (see appendix F), i.e.

a broader distribution yields a higher R.

At this point of the discussion, the restoring force FR should be introduced. FR is originating

from the lattice distortion which, itself, is caused by the introduction of additional VOs [Li05].

Since the distortion has a lower energy at the LSMO layer’s surface, a wider distribution of

the VOs as present in the IRS and HRS is equivalent to a higher energy state. Thus, FR
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is the force restoring the configuration with minimal distortion energy. The strength and

direction of FR is indicated by the black arrows in the top of each panel. It is also worth

noting that, regarding the IRS’s and HRS’s stability at 4.2K, obviously at low temperatures

FR is too weak (and the VOs’ mobility too low) to move the VOs.

Turning back to the RS trace, at sufficiently high Upulse (strong EEE) in the positive range the

VO - and O2−
is - distribution are approaching each other (Figs. 3.36e and f). This is because,

on the one hand, the O2−
is ions start to move and, on the other hand, dbarrier is sufficiently

increased. At this point, the aforementioned creation mechanism can take place reversely,

i.e. effectively VOs are removed and a decrease of R is observed in the RS trace (HRS→BRS,

Figs. 3.36f and g).

In the next chapter it will be demonstrated that this approach does not only phenomeno-

logically explain the typical RS loop but also allows, to a certain extent, for a quantitative

analysis of minor-loop results and explicitly includes particular features of the effect, namely

those revealed by the heating-cooling experiments.

3.7.3 Application of the Model to Experimental Results

First, the results of RS-MLs acquired with increasing Ustop should be considered now. It

becomes clear from the respective data (see Fig. 3.32b) that the minor loops’ height ∆RML

is related to Ustop non-linearly. On the basis of the proposed model and a further simplifying

assumption this relation can be analysed. In the scenario outlined above the increase of R

during the minor-loop switching LRS→IRS is due to a motion of VOs in the applied EEE, which

changes the VO distribution and hereby, in the first instance, dbarrier. It is now assumed that

the VOs’ motion is only influenced by EEE and can be described as a uniformly accelerated

motion with the velocity vVO
and acceleration aVO

:

dbarrier = dbarrier,0 + vVO
tpulse = dbarrier,0 + aVO

t2pulse (3.9)

dbarrier,0 is the initial barrier thickness (barrier thickness in the LRS). With a VO’s charge

q and its mass m the acceleration can be transformed using

aVO
=

F

m
=

qE

m
(3.10)

and eventually, Equ. 3.9 can be written as:

dbarrier(Usingle) = dbarrier,0 +
q

m

Usingle

dbarrier(Usingle)
t2pulse (3.11)

Equ. 3.11 describes the influence of a single voltage pulse Usingle on dbarrier and can be

further simplified by combining all constants to α = qt2pulse/m. With this, the following

solution is obtained for ∆dbarrier = dbarrier(Usingle)− dbarrier,0:

∆dbarrier(Usingle) =
−dbarrier,0 +

(−)

√
d2barrier,0 + 4αUsingle

2
(3.12)
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During a measurement a number of pulses between 0V and Upulse is applied to the barrier

which leads to a total ∆dbarrier(Upulse) that can be calculated by integrating ∆dbarrier(Usingle).

This integration yields:

∆dbarrier(Upulse) =

∫ Upulse

0
∆dbarrier(Usingle)dUsingle

=
1

2

−dbarrier,0Upulse +

(
d2barrier,0 + 4αUpulse

)3/2

6α
−

d3barrier,0
6α

 (3.13)

Before the formula displayed in Equ. 3.13 is used to fit the experimental results, an-

other simplifying assumption has to be made. As mentioned earlier, Upulse seemingly needs

to overcome a certain threshold Uth until a significant change of R appears in an RS-ML

measurement. Therefore, it appears justified to replace Upulse by Upulse − Uth in Equ. 3.13

hereafter:

dbarrier(Upulse) = dbarrier,0 +∆dbarrier(Upulse − Uth)

=
1

2

−dbarrier,0 (Upulse − Uth) +

[
d2barrier,0 + 4α (Upulse − Uth)

]3/2
6α

−
d3barrier,0

6α

+ dbarrier,0

(3.14)

To a certain extent, this simplification also takes into account that the voltage drop on

the barrier is only a fraction of the total applied voltage (see also Fig. 3.30d). The expression

in Equ. 3.14 is now employed to fit the results that are gained by I/V characterisation and

Simmons analysis for dbarrier during an RS-ML loop (data points in Fig. 3.37a). dbarrier,0,

Uth and α are the fit parameters, whereby dbarrier,0 and Uth are limited to a certain interval

that is determined by the experimentally obtained values.

The best reproductions of the experimental dbarrier(Upulse) which can be calculated using Equ.

3.14 are shown in Fig. 3.37a (orange lines) for both minor-loop transitions. For the opposite

switching IRS→LRS, obviously, the fit function has to be modified slightly in order to obtain

a negative ∆dbarrier(Upulse). It can be seen that a rather good description of the results is

provided by the fit for LRS→IRS, whilst a larger aberration is present for the back-switching

process. A possible explanation for these differently pronounced discrepancies between fit

and experimental data lies in the simplifications made above. It is assumed that the VOs’

motion is only influenced by the electric field, and any other force or field, be it enhancing

or hampering the motion, is excluded.
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Figure 3.37: Analysis of RS-ML traces of different height and width using fitting procedures derived
from the proposed model. a: Change of dbarrier during a minor loop determined by Simmons fits (see
also Fig. 3.32d). The orange curves are the results of fits calculated using Equ. 3.14. b: Change
of Φ0 during the same RS-ML experiment. Here, the orange curves are calculated from the fit data
for dbarrier (see c). c: Plotting Φ0 against dbarrier taken from a and b, respectively, reveals a clear
correlation between the barrier parameters which is employed to calculate the Φ0 traces in b from the
dbarrier fit in a. d: From both computed barrier parameters the dependence of the minor loops’ height
∆RML on Ustop can be reproduced on the basis of the Simmons model (Equ. F.5). The data points
are taken from Fig. 3.32d. e: Knowing the relation between dbarrier and Upulse the RS-ML traces
with different Ustop (see also Fig. 3.32b) can likewise be plotted against the electric field strength E

resulting in nearly perfectly symmetric hysteresis loops.

One of these additional forces, the restoring force FR originating from the lattice distor-

tion when the VOs are widely distributed in the LSMO layer, has already been introduced

in chapter 3.7.2. Likewise, it has been insinuated and argued there that FR, which is forcing

the system back into the LRS and consequently retarding the transition LRS→IRS, can very

likely be neglected at low temperatures. Therefore, the simplified expression for dbarrier(Upulse)

yields a rather good description in this case.

During IRS→LRS, on the contrary, another force has to be taken into account. Here, the VO

distribution has to be compressed by EEE at the surface which, of course, is a process limited by

a certain maximum VO concentration that must not be overcome. Consequently, also during

the back-switching the VOs’ motion is hampered by an opposing force FO. Simplistically,

it is plausible to expect that the influence of FO can be regarded as not depending on the

temperature due to its origin. Thus, the larger deviations between fit and experimental data

for the transition back to the LRS might be originating from the missing integration of FO
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into the calculus.

The data describing dbarrier(Upulse) can be further used to find a fit to Φ0 as well (Fig.

3.37b). The Φ0 trace is calculated exploiting the fact that there is a clear correlation between

dbarrier and Φ0 which is illustrated in Fig. 3.37c. It should be mentioned here that this re-

lation agrees pretty well with the assumption made above concerning the dependence of Φ0

on the VO concentration, which suggests in the first instance Φ0 ∝ 1/dbarrier. Evidently, the

experimental and calculated values of Φ0(Upulse) in Fig. 3.37b exhibit a congruence that is

comparable to this of the respective dbarrier(Upulse) data in Fig. 3.37a.

In appendix F, furthermore, an equation is given that allows to calculate ∆RML from the bar-

rier parameters (Equ. F.5). Based on this equation and the fit results for dbarrier and Φ0, the

RS-ML height as a function of the maximum positive pulse voltage Ustop, i.e. ∆RML(Ustop),

can be computed as shown in Fig. 3.37d. Again, the calculated curve (orange line) nicely

reproduces the experimental results that are taken from Fig. 3.32d.

Moreover, the expression for dbarrier(Upulse) can be exploited to present the minor-loop

traces from Fig. 3.32d in another, and in certain aspects more conclusive manner, namely

as plots of R against the electric field E. In this representation, which can be found in Fig.

3.37e, the hysteresis loops are almost perfectly symmetric, i.e. the transitions LRS→IRS and

back again occur at the same |EEE| in the positive and negative range. Hence, the apparent in-

crease of the RS-MLs’ asymmetry with increasing Ustop, which has already been discussed in

chapter 3.7.1, is very likely stemming from the chosen representation only as presumed before.

The next logical step is a similar analysis of the pulse length’s influence on the RS dy-

namics. Therefore, tpulse has to be extracted from α = q/m · t2pulse = α⋆ · t2pulse in Equ.

3.12:

∆dbarrier(Usingle, tpulse) =
−dbarrier,0 +

(−)

√
d2barrier,0 + 4α⋆Usinglet

2
pulse

2
(3.15)

Subsequently, two integrations of Equ. 3.15, one over Usingle and one over tpulse, are

performed yielding a rather spacious expression for dbarrier(Upulse, tpulse) which then can be

employed to find a fit for the data already evaluated above (see Equ. G.1). Again, the fit

parameters are limited to a certain interval determined by the experimental results and mea-

surement parameters. Figs. 3.38a and b show the best fits for dbarrier and Φ0 which can be

obtained with tpulse = 50ms (actual pulse length employed in the experiments). The quality

of these reproductions is comparable to this of the ones presented above where only Upulse is

taken into account (Figs. 3.37a and b). A similar conclusion can be drawn with respect to

the RS-ML height’s dependence on Ustop calculated from the fit parameters (Fig. 3.38c).

However, when these fit parameters are used to describe the interaction between Ustop and

tpulse which is found experimentally (see Fig. 3.33), the limits of this theoretical framework

are clearly unveiled. This becomes obvious when comparing computed and experimental data

for the minor-loop height ∆RML as a function of tpulse which is summarised in Fig. 3.38d.

The experimentally determined ∆RML(tpulse) is plotted for three different fixed Ustop in the
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Figure 3.38: Application of the theoretical approach to minor-loop measurements recorded with
different tpulse. a: Dynamics of dbarrier determined during a minor loop and the respective fit calculated
using a function of Ustop and tpulse. Again the fit variables are limited to an interval specified by
experimental results and measurement parameters. b: A similarly good agreement between theory
and experiment is found for Φ0. c: From both computed barrier parameters the dependence of the
minor loops’ height on Ustop can be reproduced. tpulse is set to the value used in the experiments
(tpulse = 50ms) for the calculated traces in a-c. d and e: Two representations of the interaction
between Ustop and tpulse with respect to the RS-ML dynamics. The insets contain the experimental
results from Fig. 3.33. The data in the main panels are calculated using the parameters describing
the barrier dynamics determined by the fits in a and b. The lack of congruence between calculus and
experiment demonstrates the limits of the theoretical framework.

inset (taken from Fig. 3.33b), whilst the main panel contains the corresponding calculated

curves for the same tpulse range. Although the calculation yields different traces for different

Ustop, these cannot be considered even rudimentarily matching the experimental data. The

same conclusion has to be drawn for the alternative representation of ∆RML as a function of

Ustop for different fixed tpulse (Fig. 3.38e).

Consequently, at this point it has to be stated that obviously a more extensive approach is

necessary to fully describe the VOs’ motion. As discussed above, such a theoretical descrip-

tion would also take influences beyond the applied electric field into account. In addition to

the already mentioned retarding forces FO and FR, the fact that for high RS-MLs (equiva-

lent to high Ustop) hardly any influence of tpulse on ∆RML is measurable should be borne in

mind in this context. Considered cumulatively, these demands very likely result in a quite

high complexity of a potential theoretical framework, which therefore goes beyond the scope

of the present work.
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A similar reasoning has to be brought up with respect to a further analytical interpre-

tation of the major-loop transitions. For this purpose a deeper insight into the interface

LSMO-AlQ3 of a specific device, e.g. with respect to the energetic landscape and the exact

defect distribution, is mandatory, however, cannot be provided here. Furthermore, it was

equally helpful to know more about the exact reactions taking place during the RS major

loop or, in other words, the microscopic mechanisms leading to the creation and annihilation,

respectively, of pairs of VOs and O2−
is ions.

Another obstacle to a precise and complete theoretical framework has already been stated in

chapter 3.7.1. The loci of major-loop switching events on the Upulse scale are varying signifi-

cantly from device to device suggesting that local characteristics of the interface LSMO-AlQ3

are governing the RS effect here. Thus, the proposed model unfortunately cannot be trans-

lated into and sustained by concrete calculations. However, a short comparison with results

from the literature for RS in other materials can be undertaken yielding a good agreement

with respect to the strength of the electric field that has to be applied in order to initiate the

processes of VO creation and removal [Baikalov03,Dong07,Nian07,Sawa08,Yang09]. Usually,

values in the range of ∼ 107 − 109V/m are reported for E which is well comparable to the

situation in the present experiments (see Fig. 3.37e).

Turning back to the application of the proposed scenario, now the results of heating-

cooling experiments should be addressed. These experiments reveal that, on the one hand,

the BRS and LRS are obviously stable upon an interim temperature enhancement, whereas,

on the other hand, the IRS/HRS is substantially modified. The IRS’s/HRS’s modification is

observed as a decrease of R and dbarrier and an increase of Φ0.

This can be readily understood when taking the influence of FR into account. FR is the

restoring force that originates from the lattice distortion present in states with a spatially

extended VO distribution. At low temperatures, the VOs’ mobility is too low to allow for

any significant influence of the relatively weak FR. At elevated temperatures, however, FR

can drag the VOs back to the surface due to their enhanced mobility. Obviously, and as

observed experimentally, this only applies for states that depend on the VO distribution’s

width, i.e. the IRS and HRS. The LRS and BRS, on the contrary, already represent states

with a minimised distortion energy. This reasoning is similar to the one proposed by Nian

et al. [Nian07] who have also observed a temperature dependent relaxation of resistive states

which can be attributed to a strain enhanced diffusion of defects (VOs and oxygen ions in

Pr0.7Ca0.7MnO3).

This relaxation process can now be treated as a thermally activated diffusion process of which

the direction is determined by FR. The temperature dependence of the diffusion constant D

is given by:

D(T ) = D0 · exp
[
− Ea

kBT

]
(3.16)

Ea is the diffusion process’ activation energy. For a further, simplified interpretation the

thermally induced change of the barrier width ∆dbarrier(Theat) is assumed to be proportional

to D(Theat) (analogously to the Fick’s first law):
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∆dbarrier(Theat) ∝ exp

[
− Ea

kBTheat

]
(3.17)

The relation described by Equ. 3.17 can now be used to fit the experimental results (see

Fig. 3.35) in order to determine Ea. A convenient data representation for this procedure

is the so-called Arrhenius-plot, i.e. a logarithmic plot over 1/kBT . Fig. 3.37a contains the

Arrhenius-plot for ∆dbarrier(Theat). Ea can be readily extracted from this representation as

the slope of a linear fit to the data points. It can be seen from Fig. 3.37a that a good fit

(orange line) is only obtained when the data for Theat < 100K are not taken into account.

The activation energy that can be derived from the fit is Ea = (47± 5)meV.

Knowing an expression describing ∆dbarrier(Theat) further data can be calculated following

the protocol introduced before for the RS-MLs. First, the Theat dependent values of dbarrier
(Fig. 3.37b) are obtained by subtracting the fit function from the value for dbarrier deter-

mined at 4.2K before the heating-cooling cycles. Subsequently, again the correlation between

dbarrier and Φ0 can be exploited to compute Φ0(Theat) (not shown here). Eventually, hereby

the dependence of the thermally induced resistance change ∆RT on Theat can be reproduced

using Equ. F.5 as shown in Fig. 3.37c. Similarly as for the RS-ML results, the calculated

data are matching the experimental results quite well.
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Figure 3.39: Analysis of heating-cooling cycle experiments using the proposed model. a: Arrhenius
plot of the thermally induced change of dbarrier. For Theat > 100K a linear fit can be applied to the
data (orange line). The slope of this fit corresponds to the activation energy of the diffusion process
that is used to describe the relaxation of the VO distribution leading to a reduction of dbarrier. The
error bars for small |∆dbarrier| are partially hidden as they extend to the negative range which is not
available in this logarithmic representation. b: The calculated and experimentally determined values
of dbarrier(Theat) are matching well. c: Reproduction of ∆RT(Theat) based on the Simmons model
which can be computed exploiting Equ. F.5 and the correlation between Φ0 and dbarrier shown in Fig.
3.37c.

Thus, the model proposed in the previous chapter does not only provide a phenomenologi-

cal and qualitative description of the RS but also allows, to a certain extent, for a quantitative

analysis of specific features of the effect. To conclude this chapter, it should be emphasised

that this scenario can likewise be employed to explain the observations made in conventional

OSVs comprising an AlQ3 layer and an LSMO electrode [Prezioso11,Prezioso12]. As demon-

strated by Prezioso et al., the spin-valve signal in their devices is quenched when they are set
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to a highly resistive state. The results in [Prezioso11,Prezioso12] are interpreted as an MR

caused by GMR, i.e. by spin injection, diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection.

TAMR contributions are not considered, which seems rather justifiable as Prezioso et al. have

performed their experiments at T = 100K, i.e. in a temperature regime where TAMR can

very likely be neglected (see chapter 3.4.1). The relation between a thicker charge injection

barrier as it is proposed by the model under discussion for high R and a loss of spin-valve

functionality can be explained recalling the TMR in MTJs (chapter 2.1.2). In MTJs usually

an exponential decay of the spin-valve signal is observed with increasing barrier thickness

due to a loss of spin polarisation during the tunneling process [Moodera99]. Taking a tun-

nel barrier of variable thickness at the spin injecting interface of a conventional GMR-OSV

into account, the aforementioned suppression of the MR at elevated R becomes immediately

evident. This is because the spin polarisation of charge carriers that are injected through

a thick injection barrier is presumably rather low, even directly after the injection process,

and, as a result, cannot be detected at the counterelectrode after being further reduced dur-

ing the charge carriers’ transition through the OSC layer. In TAMR devices, by contrast,

spin injection is not necessary and consequently the inverse behaviour, an enhanced MR am-

plitude with increasing R, must not be regarded as contradiction to the work of Prezioso et al..

3.7.4 Summary

Summing up, the results presented above include several novel findings that might be further

exploited in organic spintronics devices. The voltage-pulse induced RS effect that is observed

in AlQ3-based TAMR structures is, generally speaking, more complex than the commonly

known bipolar RS and allows for changes of a device’s resistance in a range of approximately

two orders of magnitude.

Due to the device composition, TAMR can be used as a powerful tool to probe the injection

interface between the LSMO electrode and the AlQ3 layer, eventually yielding irrefutable

evidence for the presence of a tunnel barrier at this interface. Furthermore, TAMR analysis

as well as the analysis of I/V curves reveal that this barrier is modified by the applied voltage

pulses. As a consequence of this modification, an enhancement of the TAMR amplitude to

up to ∼ 20% at 4.2K can be achieved, which is a massive improvement regarding the typical

TAMR ratios reported so far in any other material system.

Based on the results of extensive investigations it is possible to draw a complete and con-

clusive phenomenological picture of the microscopic processes involved in the effect. In the

proposed model it is suggested that the RS is stemming from mechanisms taking place at the

surface of and inside the LSMO electrode, i.e. the effect is apparently related to the electrode

material. This is contrary to many other results where the origin of the RS is usually located

inside the insulating layer between the two electrodes. Since in the proposed scenario defects,

pairs of VOs and O2−
is ions, are the species governing the RS behaviour, it can be regarded

in agreement with many other models introduced for various oxide materials. Besides the

qualitative description, the presented approach also provides, to a certain extent, a basis for

a quantitative analysis of experimental results.

Nevertheless, an unambiguous experimental proof of parts of the model, namely the creation

and removal of pairs of VOs and O2−
is ions, cannot be provided here. A very promising ap-
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proach to gain this proof is a combination of transport and magnetometry (SQUID) measure-

ments in suitable devices with a larger active area. Assuming that the RS effect is distributed

and not localised (see chapter 2.3.1), this experiment can reveal whether the LSMO layer’s

magnetisation is changing with R in the course of an RS loop. The observation of such a

correlation could be considered explicitly supporting the proposed scenario.





Chapter 4

Lateral Spin-Valve Structures

4.1 Motivation

As discussed in chapters 2.2.2 and 3.5, the performance of vertical OSVs may be strongly

influenced by an ill-defined interface between the OSC layer and the top electrode. More-

over, it is indeed very likely that a spin-valve signal in these devices is only observable when

pinholes, i.e. sites where the OSC layer thickness is dramatically reduced, are present. A

straightforward interpretation of the respective results is therefore hampered by these side

effects that are mainly resulting from the vertical structure and thus should be suppressed

in the lateral device configuration. Besides the circumvention of these unwanted side ef-

fects there is also a more general motivation for the development and investigation of lateral

OSVs [Grünewald13a]. The realisation of working lateral OSVs would allow for the imple-

mentation of non-volatile switching elements into OFET-based electronic circuits and thus

give the possibility to enhance their functionality.

So far, there is a rather common lack of suitable fabrication methods for lateral OSVs for rea-

sons that will be discussed below. Hence, one can only find very few reports on such devices

in the literature although in one of the first publications in the field of organic spintronics

Dediu et al. have reported on MR in a lateral structure [Dediu02]. A major drawback of this

study, however, is the fact that the devices investigated therein are not actual spin valves in

which a distinct parallel/anti-parallel magnetisation state can be prepared.

A simplified scheme of a lateral spin-valve device is shown in Fig. 4.1. The two ferro-

magnetic electrodes FM1/2 are arranged in the sample plane separated by a short gap or

channel, respectively, (length lchannel, width wchannel) which is filled with an OSC material as

non-magnetic spacer (NM). Similarly as for the vertical OSVs, certain prerequisites have to

be met in order to obtain devices exhibiting spin-valve functionality. These are the need of

different coercive fields Hc for the two electrodes, clean interfaces and the demand concern-

ing lchannel that must not exceed the spin-diffusion length lsf of the OSC under investigation.

Based on the reported values for lsf in typical OSC materials the latter requisite is equivalent

to lchannel ≤ 100 nm. Eventually, the aforementioned prerequisites are rather challenging with

respect to the sample preparation as they, amongst other things, strongly limit the applicable

fabrication methods and technologies as will be outlined in the following.
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a b

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of two realisations of a lateral (organic) spin valve. a: Different
materials are employed in order to obtain different coercive fieldsHc for both electrodes. b: Exploiting
shape anisotropy different aspect ratios of the electrodes can yield different Hc as well.

Lateral spin-valve devices are very often employed to investigate the spin transport per-

formance of inorganic semiconductors or non-magnetic metals [Jedema01,Lou07,Tombros07].

In this case, the sample fabrication is rather straightforward. Usually, electron beam lithog-

raphy (EBL) and suitable deposition and patterning techniques like lift-off and/or etching are

used to realise the arrangement of the electrodes and the channel in between on the required

scale. Electrodes with different coercive fields are obtained by either using different materials

(see Fig. 4.1a) or by patterning stripe-shaped electrodes of different aspect ratios (see Fig.

4.1b). With the latter approach, the shape anisotropy is exploited as stripes of the same

material with different aspect ratios exhibit different coercive fields [Aharoni98, Jedema01].

This procedure has already been applied for the patterning of drain and source electrodes

of spin-valve-OFETs [Michelfeit08], however, not yielding promising results with respect to

possible spin-valve functionality.

It turns out that the main drawback of using any kind of lithography for the fabrication of

lateral OSVs is the massive contamination and possible oxidation of the electrode material

during sample fabrication [Michelfeit08,Golmar12]. An alternative approach based on solid

shadow masks as they typically are used for the fabrication of vertical OSVs is not feasible.

This is because these masks are not available on the required scale.

4.2 Development of Fabrication Process

As stated above, there is a need for a fabrication process that allows to pattern the required

electrodes in a suitable distance to each other and that equally provides clean and repro-

ducible interfaces between the electrodes and the OSC material. Since in-situ deposition is

the optimum way to obtain clean interfaces, the fabrication method presented in the present

chapter will involve as much in-situ steps as possible.

Fig. 4.2 shows the flow chart of the latest, so far final, version of the preparation process

and a schematic representation of a sample. Intermediate stages of the process development

will be shortly addressed in chapter 4.3.1. All samples are based on silicon substrates covered

with 1µm silicon dioxide (SiO2).
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For the patterning of the two electrodes two steps are necessary. The first step (Fig.

4.2a) is the deposition of a thick rectangularly shaped Ni or Co contact (lateral dimension

0.75mm × 4.00mm, thickness dNi/Co = 40− 80 nm) by optical or electron beam lithography,

electron beam evaporation and lift-off. For the lithography a bilayer resist is used in order

to obtain vertical contact sides and to avoid the formation of sidewalls which later would

impede the process’ functionality.

Subsequently, the sample is inserted into one of the UHV chambers where CoFe and the

OSC layer can be deposited in-situ. The next step (Fig. 4.2b) is the deposition of a thin

CoFe layer. During this step the sample is tilted by an angle Θevap so that in the shadow

of the thick Ni/Co contact no CoFe is deposited. Hence, two separate metal layers, i.e.

electrodes, which are separated by a short channel are fabricated. One electrode consists

of the thin CoFe layer only (single layer contact, SLC), the second one is a bilayer contact

(BLC) comprising the thick Ni/Co layer and the thin CoFe layer. Evidently, the length of

the channel is determined by Θevap and dNi/Co:

lchannel = dNi/Co · tan(Θevap) (4.1)

The final step (Fig. 4.2c) is the deposition of the OSC layer (thickness dOSC ≈ 100 nm).

Again, the sample is tilted but in the opposite direction in order to ensure a homogenous

filling of the channel.

During these in-situ steps the sample is covered by a solid shadow mask with rectangular

windows (150µm × 3.0mm) in order to obtain separate and uniform devices with a well-

defined wchannel as shown in Fig. 4.2d. Furthermore, Ti/Au contact pads for all electrodes are

patterned either prior to device fabrication by optical lithography and lift-off or afterwards

by the use of solid shadow masks. An optical micrograph of a sample showing all relevant

device components is displayed in Fig. 4.2f.

4.3 Results

In general, two types of devices are fabricated and investigated which are different concerning

the OSC material under investigation and the BLC’s composition and patterning. Lateral

OSVs comprising PDI have a Ni/CoFe BLC which is patterned by optical lithography, whilst

for devices with other OSC materials EBL is used for the fabrication of the Co/CoFe BLC.

These differences are mainly due to material and technology availability as well as to further

improvements of the fabrication process.

4.3.1 Preliminary Investigations

The first PDI-based samples (see Fig. 4.2e) are fabricated with a preliminary process not

including Ti/Au contact pads that would allow to contact single devices via ultrasonic bond-

ing. Additionally, instead of using a solid shadow mask, device separation is achieved by

cleaving the sample, which consists of extended areas of the SLC and BLC, into small stripes

after the actual preparation process. As the samples have to be mounted to a chip carrier for

measurements in setup #1, the contacting to the chip carrier is done using a gold bond-wire
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Figure 4.2: Fabrication process for lateral OSV devices employing shadow evaporation technique. a:
Patterning of a large-area thick Ni/Co layer by optical or electron beam lithography and lift-off using
a bilayer resist system. b: With the sample tilted a thin CoFe layer is evaporated. The shadow of
the thick Ni/Co layer provides an insulating gap between the bilayer and single layer contact. c: The
gap is filled with an OSC without breaking the UHV. d: The schematic representation of a sample
shows four uniform devices obtained by using a shadow mask during the two preceding steps. e,f : In
the optical micrographs of devices fabricated at two different stages of the process development the
gap is marked by red rectangles.
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and conductive silver-paint (see Fig. 4.2e).

Obviously, these simple solutions for device separation and contacting have crucial draw-

backs. For instance, it is not possible to reproducibly achieve uniform, or at least within

certain limits similar, device dimensions considering wchannel. Additionally, the silver-paint

contacts turn out to be not sufficiently reliable with respect to their mechanical and electrical

stability. Eventually, these drawbacks have motivated the modifications of the fabrication

method leading to the process presented above.
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Figure 4.3: Magnetometry data for extended layers of the lateral OSVs’ electrode materials and
for a fully processed sample. a,b: MOKE traces for extended layers of the SLC, BLC and the thick
ferromagnetic contact as they are used in lateral OSVs based on PDI (a) and other OSC materials
(b). c: Hysteresis loop of three lateral OSVs exhibiting a very pronounced double switching behaviour
as expected for a spin-valve device.

However, despite these drawbacks the samples with extended contact layers can be and

actually are used to check the suitability of the process for spin-valve fabrication employing

magnetometry measurements (magneto-optical Kerr effect, MOKE). Figs. 4.3a and b show

results from MOKE measurements (taken at room temperature) for all ferromagnetic layers

present in lateral OSVs fabricated with the shadow evaporation process. Fig. 4.3a includes

MOKE traces for a single 50 nm thick Ni layer, a single 10 nm thick CoFe layer and a bilayer

consisting of 50 nm Ni and 10 nm CoFe. The data in Fig. 4.3b are recorded for a sample

where Ni is replaced by Co (dCo = 40nm).

Both sets of results reveal that Hc of the BLC is closer to that of the thick single layer

made of the magnetically softer material, Ni or Co, than to that of the hard material, CoFe.

Hence, one can conclude that the magnetisation MCoFe of the thin CoFe layer’s fraction that

is part of the BLC is pinned to the magnetisation MNi/Co of the thick Ni/Co layer. This

pinning is achieved by choosing the layers’ thickness such that MNi/Co ≫ MCoFe. Thus,

the coercive fields of the BLC and SLC, respectively, which are relevant for the OSVs’ func-

tionality, actually are discernably different from each other as the summary in Tab. 4.1 shows.

This is sustained by SQUID measurements undertaken at 300K for a fully processed

sample, i.e. a sample fabricated using the solid shadow mask for single devices. Fig. 4.3c

contains a full hysteresis of three OSV structures (40 nm Co + 10 nm CoFe and 10 nm CoFe,

respectively, for the electrodes) with a sharp two step magnetisation reversal which is, in-
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material thickness [nm] µ0Hc,MOKE [mT] µ0Hc,SQUID[mT]

CoFe 10 nm 15− 20 15− 18

CoFe + Co 10 nm + 40nm 5.0 2.5

CoFe + Ni 10 nm + 50 nm 7.5 n.a.

Table 4.1: Coercive fields of electrode materials and combinations thereof employed in lateral OSV
devices. The data are collected by MOKE and SQUID measurements.

cidentally, more pronounced than for the vertical OSVs. Furthermore, a comparison of the

SQUID and MOKE results for the sample containing the Co/CoFe BLC yields a good agree-

ment concerning the Hc of both electrodes.

The next prerequisite to be checked with respect to spin-valve functionality is the elec-

trodes’ separation. For the PDI-based samples imaging methods like electron microscopy are

not available or feasible, respectively. Therefore, the separation of the electrodes is checked

indirectly by means of preliminary transport measurements. Two methods are deployed for

this purpose: OFET measurements and I/V characterisation in combination with additional

processing. All measurements are carried out at room temperature.
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Figure 4.4: Preliminary transport measurements in lateral OSV devices. a,b: Output (a) and
transfer (b) characteristics of a lateral OSV device operated as OFET as schematically shown in the
insert. Although short channel effects unambiguously can be identified, these data can be regarded
as proof for the electrodes’ separation. c: I/V response of a lateral device taken before (blue curve)
and after (orange curve) removing the PDI layer.

For the OFET characterisation the two electrodes, SLC and BLC, are used as drain and

source of the transistor. The gate-source voltage Ugs is applied between the substrate and the

respective electrode, i.e. the SiO2 layer is used as gate dielectric. The corresponding circuit

is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.4a in which the data for the output characteristics of a lateral

OSV device are plotted. Output characteristics are taken at constant Ugs while the drain-
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source voltage Uds is swept and the drain current Id is measured. The obtained characteristics

clearly exhibit deviations from the ideal OFET behaviour (see, for instance, [Horowitz98]),

so-called short channel effects [Tsividis99,Sze06,Pierret96,Haddock06]. For elevated Uds, i.e.

in the saturation regime, neither saturation of Id nor the typical quadratic dependence of

Id on Ugs is observed. Short channel effects are also reflected in the transfer characteristics

Id(Ugs) in Fig. 4.4b recorded at constant Uds.

Regarding the applied voltages and the dimensions of the devices under investigation these

deviations are to be expected. As lchannel (nominally ∼ 80 nm for this device) is much smaller

than the thickness of the gate dielectric (1µm), the strength of the electric field between

drain and source becomes comparable to that of the field between gate and source or even

larger. In consequence, the gradual channel approximation is violated and short channel

effects emerge.

As shown by Golmar et al. [Golmar12], another important factor influencing the OFET

performance of any lateral device is the combination of electrode and OSC material. This

combination may not be optimum in the present devices but cannot deliberately be modified

for reasons of material availability, prerequisites concerning material properties and techno-

logical limitations. Nevertheless, the results of OFET characterisation for the lateral OSVs

can be regarded as evidence that the charge transfer is through the OSC layer and the elec-

trodes are electrically separated from each other.

These findings are sustained by another experiment that is summarised in Fig. 4.4c.

After I/V characterisation (blue curve) the OSC layer is removed from the device using a

suitable solvent. Subsequently, another I/V curve is recorded yielding the orange trace in

Fig. 4.4c. Obviously, the latter shows that there is no current between the two electrodes.

Hence, the only current path in the present device before the OSC removal must be through

the OSC layer, and consequently, weak metallic links or even short circuits can be excluded.

As interim conclusion it can be stated that the separation of the electrodes can be proved

indirectly by means of transport measurements. At this point it should be additionally noted

that the devices’ resistance at room temperature is rather high, namely in the range of sev-

eral GΩ to several hundreds of GΩs. These values seem to be in contradiction to a device

consisting of a high-mobility OSC like PDI. However, the measured Id in the lateral OSVs

is in good agreement with data obtained in standard OFET structures, which have been

fabricated by optical lithography in order to preliminarily investigate this material [Stein-

bacher07]. Moreover, it is also important to keep in mind that the contact resistance at the

interface between the electrodes and the PDI layer is more prevailing in devices with short

channels (lchannel < 1µm) and small-area contacts, i.e. with a rather small wchannel.

For samples based on other OSC materials than PDI (Co/CoFe BLC), additionally en-

vironmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) is available for checking the electrodes’

separation. However, due to the similar atomic mass of Co and CoFe, the contrast for this

material combination is very likely rather poor. A sample structure for ESEM investigations

therefore is fabricated where Co is replaced by Au and CoFe by Ti. The thickness of the

Au layer is dAu = 80nm. During the deposition of the thin Ti layer the sample is tilted by
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Θevap = 45 ◦ leading to a nominal lchannel = 80nm according to Equ. 4.1.

ESEM results for this sample are shown in Fig. 4.5 for two different magnifications. The

ESEM micrographs reveal that the two metal layers corresponding to the SLC and BLC of

the lateral OSV are actually separated. Fig. 4.5a furthermore shows that the separation is

not only achieved locally but is also present along the complete edge of the thick contact.

Additionally, two more features visible in the ESEM micrographs have to be emphasised as

they are crucial for the understanding of the devices’ behaviour observed in MR measure-

ments. On the one hand, despite the use of a bilayer resist system, the sides of the thick

contact apparently are not perfectly vertical (not explicitly shown here). As a result, the

actual lchannel is substantially smaller than the nominal lchannel calculated from Equ. 4.1 (a

deviation by a factor of ∼ 0.5 can be extracted from Fig. 4.5b). This reduction of lchannel may

be additionally enhanced by material diffusion on the sample surface during the deposition of

the thin Ti layer. On the other hand, it can be seen in Fig. 4.5b that irregularities of the Au

layer are present although EBL is employed for the patterning. Even more importantly, these

alleged defects are transferred to the thin Ti layer due to the shadow evaporation leading to

local variations and hereby to a further reduction of lchannel at single spots of the gap.

a b

ESEM SE 500 nm ESEM SE 100 nm

Figure 4.5: ESEM secondary electron micrographs (SE) showing the fabrication process’ function-
ality. In this reference sample, the BLC on the left hand side consists of Au and Ti, the SLC on
the right hand side of Ti only. For both magnifications the long ranging separation of the electrodes
is visible. In b the effect of irregularities in the thick contact layer on the shape of the gap can be
discerned as small, randomly sized protrusions.

4.3.2 Magnetotransport Measurements

All devices for which the electrodes’ separation has been proved experimentally exhibit a

resistance in the GΩ regime. Therefore, and since R is expected to be further increased when

cooling the sample to cryogenic temperatures (see also chapter 2.2.1), all magnetotransport

measurements are conducted at room temperature only (setups #2 and #5).

Moreover, in this high-resistance regime a relatively high noise-level and fluctuations of R

have to be dealt with bringing forth the need for a more elaborate experimental approach

with respect to the measurement technique. This also gets evident considering the results of

first magnetotransport investigations undertaken for the PDI-based structures. Whereas in

MR measurements in vertical OSVs a sufficiently high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) of ∼ 100
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can be achieved by recording one data point per field step, the same procedure yields a SNR

of only 10 or less in the lateral devices. Such data obviously can hardly be interpreted with

respect to the presence of any MR effect with a magnitude of several % as it can be optimisti-

cally expected on the basis of results available in the literature. However, it turns out that

in the case of PDI-based lateral OSVs this impediment can be circumvented by averaging

several (usually 50 or more) single resistance measurements per magnetic field step in an MR

measurement, eventually leading to the results presented in the following.

Fig. 4.6a shows the MR trace of a device fabricated at an intermediate stage of the

preparation process’ development (no solid shadow mask). A clearly hysteretic effect with a

total MR ratio (Rmax −Rmin)/Rmin of ∼ +2% which is symmetric with respect to zero field

can be discerned for both sweep directions. However, as the signal does not exhibit sharp

switching features between two distinct resistance states and looks rather blurry, it is not

possible to refer to an anti-parallel/parallel spin-valve state here.

For rather new structures fabricated with a later version of the process (using a solid

shadow mask), on the contrary, a clear spin-valve behaviour can be identified in the respec-

tive MR results displayed in Figs. 4.6b-d for two selected devices. Both of them exhibit a

large MR at room temperature.

The MR trace of the first device (Fig. 4.6b) includes very pronounced switching events be-

tween the two resistive states of RAP ≈ 6.3GΩ and RP ≈ 6.7GΩ corresponding to an MR

amplitude of ∼ −8% (∆R/RAP). It is noteworthy that these results comprise significant

deviations from the conventional spin-valve behaviour as is presented in chapter 2.1 and ob-

served in the vertical OSVs.

On one side, the switching from RP to RAP occurs at negative fields (µ0H|| ≈ −25mT)

when sweeping from negative to positive magnetic fields and similarly at positive fields

(µ0H|| ≈ +50mT) for the opposite sweep direction. On the other side, the loci of this

first switching event obviously depend on the sweep direction, i.e. the MR signal is not

symmetric with respect to zero magnetic field. As the change of R between RP and RAP

has to be ascribed to a magnetisation reversal of one of the electrodes, these observations

are counterintuitive at first sight and will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.4. The second

switching event, by contrast, observed at µ0H|| ≈ ±100mT is symmetric in the mentioned

sense.

In the second device R is significantly higher compared to the previously presented data

although both structures have the same nominal lchannel and the same actual wchannel. The

magnetotransport behaviour is represented in Figs. 4.6c and d on the basis of results col-

lected for two different orientations φ of the in-plane magnetic field H ||. Again, a hysteretic

and negative MR effect of at least 50% (up to 100% when also taking into account the sharp

features) is observed with the corresponding resistance states of RAP ≈ 400 − 500GΩ and

RP ≈ 600− 700GΩ.

Contrary to the MR signal in Fig. 4.6b, the traces in Figs. 4.6c and d do not exhibit

pronounced switching events that can be assigned to a sharp reversal of the electrodes’ mag-

netisation but rather are suggesting a rotation thereof. Furthermore, when the traces of
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Figure 4.6: Large room-temperature MR in three lateral OSV devices employing PDI. a: Preliminary
results for a structure fabricated at an early stage of the experiments already exhibit a hysteretic MR
effect. b: Spin-valve signal with sharp switching events recorded in another OSV. c,d: The MR trace
of the device showing the largest MR ratio of ∼ −50% is reminiscent of a magnetisation rotation
rather than of a distinct magnetisation reversal. In all measurements significant deviations from the
ideal spin-valve behaviour become evident.

both sweep directions for a specific φ are considered together, a symmetric behaviour can be

discerned in this device. However, the symmetry is not with respect to µ0H|| = 0mT, but

rather a lateral shift of all switching/rotation events towards negative values of H|| is present.

Similarly to the discrepancies observed in the previously discussed device, neither can this

behaviour be understood in a straightforward manner. It will be addressed in the following

chapter as well as another issue that becomes evident from a juxtaposition of transport and

magnetometry data for both devices. According to spin-valve theory the Hc of both elec-

trodes specify the loci of the switching events observable in a magnetotransport measurement.

Obviously, this does not apply here considering the values for Hc given in Tab. 4.1 and the

MR signals in Fig. 4.6.

As already outlined above, lateral OSV structures employing other OSC and electrode

materials have likewise been fabricated and investigated. Fig. 4.7 shows the results of MR

measurements performed at Uds = 1V for devices on two samples comprising the quite es-

tablished OSC H2Pc (Figs. 4.7a and b) and the rather new material NDI, respectively (Figs.

4.7c and d). For each structure results of two subsequent measurements with different φ

are displayed. Similarly as in the MR traces of the PDI-based OSVs in Fig. 4.6, here ev-

ery data point is computed by averaging several single resistance measurements per field

step. As can be discerned from all plots of Fig. 4.7 (20 measurements per data point), in

these devices apparently this measurement technique does not lead to a sufficiently high SNR.
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Figure 4.7: Results of MR measurements for lateral OSV structures based on H2Pc (a and b) and
NDI (c and d). All data suffer from a rather high noise-level. Furthermore, the resistance is not stable
but drifting, even within the course of one measurement. Both observations are decisively hampering
the analysis of these results with respect to the existence of any MR effect.

In addition to the rather high noise-level, another obstacle to a reliable interpretation of

these results can be identified from the MR traces in Fig. 4.7. R is obviously not stable

but drifting towards higher or lower values in the course of the measurements. This drift

behaviour is most likely originating from side effects like, for instance, degradation caused

by a long-term voltage stress of the OSC layer [Libsch93,Salleo04,Steinbacher07]. The high

noise-level can be understood when the common charge transport mechanisms present in

amorphous or polycrystalline OSC layers are taken into account (see chapter 2.2.1). As for

the charge transfer via MTR or VRH trap states play an important role, slight changes of

the ambient conditions (temperature, lightness) may have considerable impact on the OSC

layer’s transport properties and thus on R.

Any attempts to avoid the observed resistance drift and to improve the SNR, e.g. by in-

creasing the number of measurements per magnetic field step, do not yield a significant

enhancement for the devices under discussion, virtually rendering impossible any conclusion

whether the data in Fig. 4.7 comprise an MR effect in the range of several % to tens of % or

not.

As a preliminary summary it can be stated that in the PDI-based devices a large MR

effect is measured which even exceeds all room-temperature MR values reported for vertical

OSV so far. A more extensive experimental analysis of the spin-valve behaviour is desirable

as it would be substantially easing the interpretation of the presented results. Unfortunately,
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due to the poor stability of the structures and the fact that the magnetotransport studies

have been very time- and herewith device-consuming, investigations comparable to those

presented for the vertical PDI-based OSVs have not been feasible. However, the available

data are sufficient to draw conclusion with respect to the MR effect’s underlying mechanisms,

which is the content of the following chapter.

4.4 Discussion of the Magnetoresistance Effect

Before presenting a device model that can explain the MR effect in lateral PDI-based OSVs

and its deviations from the normal spin-valve signal, the latter are summarised again.

• A switching between RP and RAP is observed at negative H|| when sweeping from

negative to positive fields and vice versa in one of the devices.

• The MR traces are equally shifted with respect to zero magnetic field for both sweep

directions of the magnetic field in another device.

• Magnetometry and transport data significantly differ with respect to coercive and

switching fields for all devices.

• There are large variations of R in nominally identically scaled structures.

Two ingredients are necessary to understand this rather unconventional MR behaviour.

The first is the existence of an exchange bias caused by antiferromagnetic coupling in the

BLC [Meiklejohn56]. Although the fabrication process involves as many in-situ steps as pos-

sible, one part of the BLC, namely the thick Ni/Co layer, has to be structured in ambient

conditions and therefore may undergo oxidation. As a result, it is very likely that a NiO

sublayer is present in the BLC. Since NiO is an antiferromagnet with a Néel temperature

well above room temperature [CRC96], this may lead to exchange bias and consequently to

the φ-dependent shift of the hysteresis observed in the spin-valve signal (see Figs. 4.6c and

d). However, exchange bias alone cannot explain the other aspects mentioned above.

For a further discussion the lateral OSV structures will be compared to the vertical

artificial-pinhole-OSVs presented by Barraud et al. [Barraud10]. As already mentioned in

chapter 3.5.1, these nm-scaled devices exhibit a large TMR/TAMR effect and a resistances

in the range of R ≈ 1MΩ − 100GΩ. Drawing analogies between these structures and the

lateral OSVs under discussion is suggested by two aspects. On the one hand, the resistance

of both kinds of devices is of the same order of magnitude, and, on the other hand, in both

cases rather complex MR traces seemingly inconsistent with the electrodes’ magnetisation

dynamics are observed.

Thus, if the charge transport mechanism in the present structures is reconsidered on the basis

of the findings of Barraud et al., the shape of the MR traces as well as other observations can

be readily understood. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5, lchannel of the lateral OSVs must not be

considered constant but may be varying rather strongly due to protrusions. Similarly to the

scenario of a reduced layer thickness in vertical OSVs, it is therefore appropriate to assume

that a lateral device exhibits spots where lchannel is decreased to such an extent that lateral
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tunneling becomes probable. Fig. 4.8a schematically shows a possible configuration in which

a protrusion dramatically decreases lchannel as indicated by the red arrows (potential tunnel-

ing paths) in the top view in Fig. 4.8b. As already stated before, these protrusions very

likely are stemming from irregularities in the thick Ni/Co contact and cannot be completely

avoided during sample fabrication. Based on the assumption that the conducting channel in

the lateral OSVs is a very small lateral tunnel junction, further answers to the issues raised

at the beginning of this chapter can be given.

The formation, shape and number of protrusions cannot be controlled during the fabrication

process. Instead, there are statistical variations from device to device which, for instance,

can be reflected in variations of R if the charge transfer is dominated by tunneling at these

sites. For non-shorted, nominally identical structures these variations apparently are in the

range of two orders of magnitude (see Fig. 4.6). If, on the contrary, the charge transfer was

taking place through a wide channel via mechanisms like VRH or MTR, one would expect

similar values of R for identically scaled devices.

b

M

current

path

M

a

Figure 4.8: Schematic, exaggerated representation of a protrusion’s influence on the channel length
in a lateral OSV device. Irregularities in the BLC (a) can lead to a dramatically reduced channel
length as well as to a different magnetic behaviour of the electrodes when lateral tunneling at sites
with nm-scaled tips is dominating the charge transfer as indicated in b.

Furthermore, the concept of lateral tunneling can also explain discrepancies between MR

measurements and the magnetisation dynamics, such as the deviation of the switching loci

from the Hc determined by MOKE. This is because in the small lateral tunnel junction

under consideration the magnetotransport behaviour is not necessarily determined by the

whole contact but only by the small fraction thereof which is forming the protrusion, e.g. a

nanoscale tip on one side of the channel. The response of a small structure’s magnetisation to

an external magnetic field can significantly differ from that of extended layers [L-Pelecky96]

for mainly two reasons.

On one side, the magnetisation of such a tip very likely is governed by the local domain struc-

ture within the protrusion as exemplary indicated by the small black arrows and dashed lines

in Fig.4.8b [Kittel46]. Therefore, it must be treated as independent from the magnetisation

of the bulk part of the electrodes (large black and blue arrows in Fig.4.8b). On the other side,

likewise the influence of fringe fields originating from the macroscopic ferromagnetic layers,

which are in direct vicinity of the tip, has to be considered.
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In summary, it is possible to understand the anomalies observed in the spin-valve signal

in lateral OSVs by taking the probability of lateral tunneling at nanoscale protrusions and

this assumption’s consequences into account. At this point it is also worth to get back to the

null results obtained in magnetotransport studies for H2Pc- and NDI-based devices. These

structures are fabricated using EBL for the patterning of the thick Co layer, whilst the Ni

contact of all devices exhibiting an MR effect is fabricated by optical lithography. EBL can

be assumed to yield more precise and reproducible results concerning the sharpness of the

crucial layer edge compared to patterning by optical lithography. Hence, one would expect

less and smaller protrusions for these devices, i.e. a more homogeneous lchannel and therefore

a charge transfer dominated by mechanisms like VRH or MTR instead of lateral tunneling.

The experimental results, e.g. the more pronounced occurrence of resistance drifting, the

relatively high noise-level and smaller variations of R indeed can be interpreted as sustaining

this assumption. In this sense these allegedly negative findings can sustain the model for the

charge transport in lateral OSVs that exhibit spin-valve functionality.

4.5 Summary

Lateral organic spintronic devices are very seldom reported due to the difficulties with re-

spect to the sample preparation already mentioned in the introduction to this section. Here,

lateral organic transport structures that clearly exhibit a typical hysteretic spin-valve signal

have been demonstrated for the first time. The most important key to their realisation is

the novel fabrication method that is based on an alternative technique, namely the presented

shadow evaporation process. As virtually no results of actual lateral OSVs are available in the

literature, the presented findings cannot be directly compared to other data. The observed

MR therefore is interpreted by employing suitable analogies to results and models existing

for particular vertical structures (artificial-pinhole-OSVs).

The main conclusion that has to be drawn with respect to the spin-valve behaviour in lateral

OSV devices is similar to the one found for the PDI-based vertical structures. Again, ex-

perimental results suggest that the observed spin-valve signal is very likely originating from

an MR effect based on tunneling. Lateral tunneling may become probable when the channel

length of a device is reduced at single spots due to the fabrication process. Such a spot

can be regarded as analogue to a pinhole in vertical OSVs. Consequently, one of the main

motivations for the characterisation of lateral devices, which is the prevention of detrimental

side effects, cannot yet be considered fulfilled here.

Looking ahead the observation of a spin-valve signal that is apparently caused by tunneling

clearly unveils distinguished features of the devices that can be further improved. Results

obtained from the first steps of improvement are likewise presented in the previous chapter.

For instance, structures in which the crucial lithographic patterning is done by electron beam

lithography apparently do not suffer from irregularities in the channel length, thus minimizing

the tunneling contribution to the charge transfer. Starting from this, additional promising

steps are a further reduction of lchannel and variations of the electrode/OSC-material combi-

nation under investigation.
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Summary and Outlook

At the beginning of the work for this thesis two main objectives have been specified. On

the one hand, experiments with vertical transport structures based on a new OSC material,

namely PDI, should be conducted in order to obtain, in the first instance, basic information

about this material’s suitability for organic spintronics applications. Furthermore, it has been

expected to gain an optimum understanding of the physics behind the spin-valve signal that

is observed in these devices by different transport characterisation techniques and the mod-

ification of device and measurement parameters. On the other hand, the lack of a suitable

fabrication process for lateral organic spin valves has been addressed as these structures are

a promising approach towards the acquisition of additional insight into the physics behind

spintronics-related effects in OSCs.

In the first part of chapter 3 it has been demonstrated that PDI indeed can successfully

be implemented into vertical OSV devices. A clear spin-valve signal is obtained reaching MR

ratios of up to 50% at low temperatures and low bias, a value that can be considered as

state of the art. A large series of structures has been studied by, in the first instance, mainly

standard magnetotransport measurements. These experiments aimed the investigation of the

spin-valve signal’s dependence on the thickness of the OSC layer, the applied bias voltage,

the temperature and the orientation of the applied in-plane magnetic field, thus covering

the variation of four device and measurement parameters. An overall examination of these

results in comparison to data from the literature [Xu07,Vinzelberg08,Shim08,Yoo09,Lin10]

is strongly suggesting that the observed spin-valve signal is originating from tunneling pro-

cesses.

In order to sustain this scenario, which in principle can be applied to many results in the

literature, further and more robust experimental insight was deemed mandatory. Therefore,

the feasibility and meaningfulness of measurements in the perpendicular geometry, i.e. the

investigation of spin precession and the so-called Hanle effect, was checked and subsequently

the corresponding experiments have been performed for selected devices. The results thereof,

which are summarised in chapter 3.3, do not show any sign of spin precession. Hence, they

clearly reveal that a GMR-like effect, i.e. a spin-valve signal due to spin injection, subsequent

diffusive spin transport and electrical spin detection, must be excluded in the present struc-

tures. As shown in the discussion associated with these findings, the only conclusion that is

not in contradiction to other results in the literature is that actually tunneling is governing
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the MR in the devices under investigation.

Starting from this and in order to fully exploit the whole range of data accessible by trans-

port measurements, in a last step alternative devices have been studied. These are dedicated

TAMR devices or so-called single-sided spin valves, i.e. devices with only one ferromag-

netic electrode. TAMR is an MR effect that can mimic spin-valve behaviour under certain

circumstances [Gould04] and, so far, virtually never has been taken into account for the in-

terpretation of MR results in the field of organic spintronics. This also is because apparently

there has been no particular interest in investigating this effect. In this work for both types

of structures, single-sided and conventional OSVs, a clear proof of TAMR and for a TAMR

contribution to the spin-valve signal, respectively, is provided. Moreover, the demonstration

of TAMR shows that a substantial part of the devices’ resistance is originating from an in-

jection tunnel barrier at the interface between the LSMO electrode and the OSC layer.

All results obtained for the PDI-based vertical transport structures finally can be condensed

into a model explaining the charge transfer and the origin of the spin-valve signal. The latter

is very likely a combination of TMR and TAMR. TMR is occurring at pinhole sites, where

the OSC layer thickness is significantly reduced, and, as already mentioned, TAMR can be

considered as interfacial effect.

In summary, on the one hand, the experiments with vertical transport structures employ-

ing a PDI layer clearly reveal that transport measurements can yield a remarkable amount

of evidence which is sufficient to draw reliable and concise conclusions with respect to the

physics behind the spin-valve functionality of a specific device. On the other hand, they

underline the importance of a careful interpretation taking into account the entirety of all

results. In this context especially the novelties presented in the scope of this work should be

emphasised.

On one side, experiments in the perpendicular geometry investigating the Hanle effect for

the remanent spin-valve states are mandatory in order to gain irrefutable and direct infor-

mation whether an MR effect is actually caused by diffusive spin-polarised transport and

electrical spin detection. Such measurements could also further enhance the validity of re-

sults strongly suggesting a GMR-like behaviour which have been found, for instance, by

Nguyen et al. (isotope effect on the MR in OSVs [Nguyen10] and spin-polarised light emit-

ting diodes [Nguyen12]). Here, likewise, an analogy to the field of inorganic spintronics should

be drawn where the observation of the Hanle effect has been established and acknowledged

as the most robust proof for the GMR effect’s underlying mechanisms [Johnson85, John-

son88,Lou07,Huang07,Tombros07].

On the other side, the demonstration of pure TAMR and a TAMR contribution to the spin-

valve signal is informative of the mechanisms involved in the charge transfer and particularly

of the role of tunneling processes. Even in conventional OSVs TAMR can be easily proved by

measurements at various in-plane orientations of the magnetic field, especially by so-called

phiscan measurements.

Furthermore, TAMR can likewise be employed as a tool to analyse the interface where

it is originating from, which necessarily is between the LSMO electrode and the OSC layer

in all devices under investigation. As a result, it has been possible to deeply investigate an-
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other effect which is not related to spintronics, the so-called resistive switching in AlQ3-based

TAMR structures presented in chapter 3.7.

Here, the resistive switching effect is observed as a reversible change of the devices’ resis-

tance R which is induced by the application of voltage pulses. It is found that not only R is

modified but also the TAMR amplitude is modulated, namely enhanced with increasing R.

These experiments have been motivated by similar, and yet substantially different, studies

by the group of Alek Dediu, who demonstrated a similar interaction of RS and the spin-valve

functionality in conventional OSVs [Hueso07,Prezioso11,Prezioso12].

It should be noted here that, in contrast to a common spin-valve signal, TAMR also yields

reliable and decisive information about the prevailing charge transfer mechanism. The in-

terpretation of the results concerning the interplay between RS and TAMR consequently is

significantly simplified and a robust basis for conclusions with respect to the origin of the RS

effect is ensured.

The results outlined in chapter 3.7 reveal that a tunnel barrier exists at the aforementioned

interface and that this barrier is modified during the RS cycle. Sustained by quantitative

analysis using I/V characterisation and appropriate fitting procedures and models, it has been

possible to develop a phenomenological model to describe the RS. At the interface between

the LSMO and the AlQ3 layer the strong electric field caused by the applied voltage pulses

can initiate a substantial change of the LSMO electrode’s composition, namely the creation,

motion or removal of pairs of oxygen vacancies and interstitial oxygen ions. Eventually, this

leads to a change of the material’s properties and hereby of the injection tunnel barrier at

the interface LSMO-AlQ3. In addition to the complete qualitative description, the proposed

theoretical approach allows, to a certain extent, for a quantitative analysis of experimental

results as well.

Hence, these experiments give an example how TAMR can be exploited as a powerful tool of

investigation. Moreover, the results comprise the demonstration of a novel RS effect which

goes beyond the typical bipolar/bistable behaviour usually reported in the literature. It has

been shown conclusively that the RS observed in the present structures is clearly related

to the specific interface LSMO-AlQ3, one of the archetypical material combinations in the

field of organic spintronics. Starting from the findings presented here, further and deeper

investigations of the RS and its interplay with any MR originating from tunneling processes

thus seems a very promising way towards multifunctional devices.

In the last part of this thesis the second main objective is addressed, namely the fabri-

cation and characterisation of lateral OSV structures. A fabrication process based on the

principle of shadow evaporation has been developed and improved which allows for the prepa-

ration of lateral devices that fulfill all prerequisites for spin-valve functionality (chapter 4).

Up to now, experiments with this device geometry have mainly been hampered by deterio-

rating contaminations associated with other patterning techniques [Michelfeit08,Golmar12].

As the positive magnetotransport results indicate, obviously such side effects can be excluded

for the structures fabricated with the shadow evaporation process. Although the amount of

experimental data is not as extensive as for the vertical OSVs due to the still rather unsat-

isfying device stability, an interpretation of the results has been feasible yielding a scenario

explaining the observed spin-valve signal. This scenario is based on the assumption that also
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in the lateral OSVs showing MR the charge transfer is dominated by tunneling, which is quite

non-obvious at first sight considering the nominal device dimensions. Nevertheless, on one

side, it is possible to explain all particular features of the MR traces with this model and,

on the other side, a good agreement with results obtained in vertical structures of allegedly

similar dimensions is found [Barraud10].

Considering these first positive results it can be expected that this fabrication technique

can be further improved, which may open the path to lateral structures where a potential

spin-valve signal is originating from true diffusive spin transport and to the actual integra-

tion of magnetoresistive switching into OFET circuits. Moreover, such devices would then

allow to deeply investigate an OSC material’s spintronics related properties, e.g. by perform-

ing spin precession experiments as likewise done in lateral structures employing inorganic

semiconductors or consisting of metals only.
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Appendix A

Organic Molecular Beam
Deposition - OMBD

For the preparation of thin (monolayers to a few hundreds of nm) OSC films several technolo-

gies have been established. Whereas polymers are usually applied to substrates by solution-

based processes (spin-coating, drop-casting, spraying), small molecules like those investigated

in the scope of this work are mostly sublimed under HV or UHV conditions. This technology

is named organic molecular beam deposition (OMBD) and is comparable to the well-known

molecular beam epitaxy for inorganic semiconductors.

For this work, two types of self-built effusion cells are used for OMBD, which are dif-

ferent concerning their design and crucible capacity. The small cells, which are installed in

the stand-alone OMBD chamber where the PDI is deposited, consist of a quartz crucible

(volume ∼ 0.5 cm3) containing the source material, which usually is available as a powder.

The crucible is mounted to a body made of tantalum which is heated by a tungsten wire.

The temperature is measured by a type-K thermocouple.

The OMBD chamber which is part of the UHV cluster and in which the AlQ3-based devices

are fabricated is equipped with a newly developed type of effusion cell shown in Fig. A.1.

This cell basically consists of a quartz crucible (volume ∼ 5 cm3) as well, which is surrounded

by a copper corpus heated by a dedicated heating wire. The temperature is measured by a

resistive thermometer (Pt100). Further components of this cell are a shutter, a stainless steel

shield and a water cooling unit that allows for counter cooling. The cell is capped with a

heated nozzle that is attached to the copper body.

All cells are designed for operation temperatures between ∼ 50 ◦C and ∼ 350 ◦C (∼
500 ◦C for the new ones), which is sufficient for the sublimation of the majority of small

molecule materials. Stable temperatures are achieved by the use of PID control units. In

both OMBD chambers the film thickness is monitored during deposition using a quartz crystal

microbalance.

Additionally, the substrate holders can be heated up to ∼ 450 ◦C. The possibility to heat

the substrate before and/or during the OMBD process is used for two purposes. On the one

hand, it allows for in-situ annealing steps before OMBD. On the other hand, the morphology
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of an OSC layer significantly depends on the substrate temperature during deposition and

can therefore be tuned by varying this parameter if wanted. Thus, for instance, the charge

transport performance can already be influenced during layer deposition.

shutter

heated nozzle

Cu body

heating wire

quartz crucible

OSC powder

shield

Pt100

water cooling
element

Figure A.1: Schematic representation of the newly developed effusion cell’s design.



Appendix B

Setups for Transport Measurements

For (magneto)transport characterisation several measurement setups equipped with different

instrumentation (see appendix C) are used. Most of the characterisation is performed in

cryostats (listed in Tab. B.1) in which the magnetic field is generated by either an inter-

nal superconducting magnet (SCM) or an external electromagnet (EM). Furthermore, these

setups differ concerning the maximum magnetic field Hmax, the feasibility of changing the

orientation of H with respect to the sample and the temperature range, within which a suf-

ficient temperature stability can be achieved.

type magnet µ0Hmax rotation of H T range location

#1 4He flow cryostat EM ∼ ±600mT in plane 4.2K and RT WÜ

#2 4He bath cryostat SCM ±300mT 3D 1.8− 200K WÜ

#3 4He bath cryostat SCM ±400mT 3D 1.8− 300K HAL

#4 probe station EM ∼ ±50mT in plane room temp. WÜ

#5 probe station EM ∼ ±380mT in plane room temp. HAL

Table B.1: List of all setups (cryostats and probe stations) for transport characterisation used in
the scope of this work. Characteristic features of each setup are the maximum magnetic field Hmax,
the possibility to change the orientation of H (rotation of H) and the temperature range (T range)
in which a stable operation is feasible.

Setup #2 and #3 are equipped with a so-called vector-magnet that consists of three

pairs of Helmholtz-coils arranged along the three axes of a cartesian coordinate system. The

magnetic field generated by each coil can be independently controlled. As the total magnetic

field is the superposition of three components, with such a magnet a magnetic field pointing

in any direction in space (3d) can be applied to the sample. The PDI-based samples are

mainly investigated in setup #1 and #2, only few of them in the (newer) setup #3.

For measurements in cryostats the samples have to be mounted to so-called chip-carriers

which also requires electrical connection via ultrasonic bonding. If samples are too large

for chip-carrier-mounting and/or too sensitive for bonding they are usually characterised

in a probe station. These setups are also used for preliminary measurements (e.g. I/V

characterisation, OFET characterisation) at room temperature. In the scope of this work
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two probe stations are used, both equipped with four probes attached to micromanipulators

and with an electromagnet. Setup #4 is available for the characterisation of PDI-based

samples (no MR measurements due to the weak magnetic field), whereas the (newer) AlQ3-

based devices and other lateral spin valves are investigated in a setup with a stronger magnet

also allowing for MR measurements (setup #5).



Appendix C

Transport Measurement Schematics

Fig. C.1 shows the schematic measurement circuit diagram using the example of an MR mea-

surement. The scheme also includes peripheral components like the computer from which all

measurement procedures are controlled by suitable programs (Labview virtual instruments).

The output of measurement parameters (e.g. the bias voltage and the magnetic field) is in-

dicated by blue connections in Fig. C.1 and are provided by digital-analog-converters (DAC,

self-built external equipment or input/output-controllers installed to the computer) that can

be addressed by the programm. The analog voltage then is either used as regulating variable

for a magnet’s power supply or applied to the actual measurement circuit, which is depicted

on the right hand side of the two panels in Fig. C.1.

The fundamental component of (magneto)transport studies is the determination of the de-

vice’s resistance, i.e. of the voltage drop Udevice on the device and of the current I through

the device. There are two possibilities how these values can be acquired. On one side (Fig.

C.1a), a reference resistor Rref (with a known resistance) can be placed in series to the device

and the circuit is closed by a grounding contact. Using differential amplifiers (diff. amp.)

both voltage drops, on the device and on Rref, can be extracted and measured. The voltage

drop on Rref is then used to calculate I using Ohm’s law.

On the other side (Fig. C.1b), likewise, a current amplifier (c. amp.) can be placed in series

to the device. The output of the current amplifier is an analog voltage which is proportional

to the current driven through the device. Udevice, i.e. the voltage drop on the device, can be

measured directly as the input connection of a current amplifier represents (virtual) electric

ground.

In both cases, two voltages have to be measured. The standard equipment for this measure-

ment is a highly sensitive and precise two-channel-voltmeter (Agilent 34420A) with which

voltages in the nV-range can be recorded. The output channel of the voltmeter is connected

to the measurement programm as well as indicated by the orange lines in Fig. C.1.

The diagram displayed in Fig. C.1 and the aforementioned equipment can only be used

for measurements with bias voltages in range of ±10V due to the limits of the DACs (±2.5V

when differential amplifiers are used). Whereas magnetotransport studies usually are carried

out in the low bias regime (|Ubias| ≪ 1V), OFET characterisation, on the contrary, often

requires the application and measurement of high voltages (up to ±100V). Therefore, for the

latter so-called semiconductor parameter analysers (Hewlett Packard HP4140b and HP4145b)
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Figure C.1: Schematic representation of the measurement circuit diagram including peripheral com-
ponents (PC, magnet, digital-analog-converters, Agilent voltmeter, differential amplifiers). The two
possible configurations with which the fundamental measurements, the determination of the device’s
resistance, can be realised are sketched. These are the serial connection of either a reference resistor
Rref (a) or a current amplifier (b).

are used which can provide and measure the necessary voltages and the resulting currents.

However, as a consequence of their relatively low precision, they are not well suited for

sensitive analysis like MR studies.



Appendix D

Resistive Switching Measurements
with Pulsed Bias Voltage

Rather frequently, the phenomenon of resistive switching in organic transport structures is

characterised by recording I/V curves, i.e. by the subsequent increase (decrease) of Ubias

and the simultaneous measurement of the current I [Mahapatro04, Hueso07, Prezioso11,

Prezioso12]. In the scope of this work another characterisation technique is used. The

basic element of this procedure is the application of a single voltage pulse (amplitude Upulse,

length tpulse) and the subsequent resistance measurement at another bias voltage Umeas. For

an RS experiment this elementary measurement sequentially is performed with increasing or

decreasing Upulse yielding the bias-voltage profile depicted in Fig. D.1.
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Figure D.1: Bias voltage profile of a resistive switching experiment with increasing Upulse.

The choice of this technique is motivated by two considerations. On one side, it obviously

provides a straightforward and simply feasible possibility to investigate the RS dynamics

more extensively than it can be done using conventional I/V sweeps, e.g. with respect to

the influence of tpulse. On the other side, the interpretation of the results is substantially

simplified. As R is measured at a fixed Ubias = Umeas, an eventual non-linearity of the
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I/V characteristics does not appear in the RS trace and any change of R is reflected in the

measured data immediately and unambiguously. Thus, the investigation of the RS effect by

applying voltage pulses yields more information, clearer results and, last but not least, an

enhanced controllability of the measurement.



Appendix E

Reference Samples Analysed in the
Context of Resistive Switching

The origin of the RS effect in AlQ3-based TAMR devices (layer sequence LSMO-AlQ3-Cu)

presented in chapter 3.7 is ascribed to processes occurring at the interface LSMO-AlQ3. In

order to exclude any misinterpretation of the obtained results, suitable control experiments

are carried out. These experiments comprise investigations in several reference samples of

the compositions listed below. The sample fabrication is realised by accordingly modifying

the process presented in chapter 3.1. None of the reference devices does exhibit any kind of

RS, which thus is underlining the governing role of the LSMO-AlQ3 interface.

• LSMO-AlOx-Cu: In the present sample layout pinholes through the AlQ3 film may end

at the thin insulating alumina layer eventually yielding this device composition (see

Fig. 3.3). This experiment is performed in order to exclude any RS effect caused in the

alumina layer.

• Pt-AlQ3-Cu: The importance of LSMO, the first component of the aforementioned

interface, is verified by replacing LSMO by the noble metal Platinum. Platinum is

chosen as it is available in the sputtering chamber.

• LSMO-Cu: Based on measurements in these devices the eminent role of the AlQ3 layer

and the interface LSMO-AlQ3, respectively, can be confirmed.





Appendix F

The Simmons Model - Analysing
I/V Curves of Tunnel Junctions

Several models have been established for the analysis of tunnel barriers based on suitable

fitting procedures applied to I/V curves. The model proposed by Simmons [Simmons63]

provides a good theoretical description for the rather simple case of a symmetric rectangular

tunnel barrier (thickness dbarrier, height Φ0). It can be applied when Ubias is small compared

to Φ0, which is obviously the case in the present experiments (for larger bias other mod-

els like Fowler Nordheim tunneling [Fowler1928] represent a better theoretical approach).

Furthermore, a low Ubias allows to average Φ0, i.e. to treat the barrier as basically rectangu-

lar [Simmons63], and to assume that any tilt of the barrier due to the bias is small compared

to Φ0, both other important prerequisites for the Simmons fit’s evaluation.

For this evaluation, first the tunnel current density j as a function of Ubias is described as

follows:
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j in Equ. F.1 is derived from more general formulas assuming eUbias < Φ0. The differential

tunnel conductance G = dj/dUbias can be calculated from Equ. F.1:
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Thus, from a quadratic fit to G(Ubias) the barrier parameters Φ0 and dbarrier can be deter-

mined. Fig. F.1 shows the exemplary I/V curve (Fig. F.1a, j plotted against Ubias) which has

already been presented in chapter 3.7 together with the calculated corresponding differential

conductance and the parabolic Simmons fit (Fig. F.1b). The data in Fig. F.1b reveal a sig-

nificant deviation from the quadratic behaviour for |Ubias| & 5mV. Therefore, the data input

for all I/V analysis performed in the scope of this work is limited to |Ubias| < 5mV, where

the fit yields a nearly perfect reproduction of the experimental data. The barrier parameters

that can be calculated from the exemplary fit in Fig. F.1b are Φ0 = (17.2 ± 2.4)meV and

dbarrier = (15.2± 0.5) nm.

Finally, it can be seen from Equs. F.2 and F.3 that G and hereby equally a device’s resistance

is mainly governed by dbarrier.
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Figure F.1: Example of an I/V curve’s analysis employing the Simmons fit. a: The result of the I/V
characterisation is represented as current density j. b: In the low bias regime (|Ubias| < 5mV) the
differential conductance calculated from the data in a can be fitted using a parabola (orange line).

In order to be able to reproduce resistive switching results by fitting procedures (see

chapter 3.7.3), an expression for the device resistance R can be derived from the Simmons

model as well. As in all RS measurements the bias voltage for the measurement of R is

Ubias = 1mV only, Equ. F.3 alone represents a sufficiently good basis here, whilst for higher

Ubias Equ. F.2 has to be taken into account, too. First, the differential resistance Rdiff can

be easily derived from Equ. F.3:

Rdiff =
1

GA
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A is the device active area. Using Equ. F.4 any ∆Rdiff can be calculated for given pairs

of dbarrier and Φ0.

However, when comparing a computed Rdiff with an actual experimental result Rexp, it must

be borne in mind that these two values may differ by a certain factor ccorr. The origin

of this difference is that Rdiff, on the one hand, is a differential value calculated from the

relation between Ubias and j (or the current, respectively), whereas Rexp, on the other hand,
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is determined measuring Ubias and the current and employing Ohm’s law. A demonstrative

example is the simplified relation j ∝ U3
bias which is often used for a very basic description of

the tunnel current density. In this case Rexp = 3 ·Rdiff, i.e. ccorr = 3, is obtained.

Finally, by introducing ccorr as a fitting parameter the following equation for the dependence

of ∆Rdiff on an arbitrary variable var, e.g. Upulse or Theat, is obtained:
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∆Rdiff is the difference between the resistances that can be calculated for two sets of barrier

parameters. One of these sets is variable, whereas the other one represents the reference state

and is denoted by a superscript ∗ in Equ. F.5.

Equ. F.5 is in agreement with the typical representation of ∆Rexp (var) and the barrier

dynamics dbarrier (var) and Φ0 (var), respectively, introduced in chapterf 3.7.1. Thus, Equ.

F.5 can be used to fit an experimentally determined ∆Rexp (var) by only adjusting ccorr when

dbarrier (var) and Φ0 (var) are known.
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Including the Pulse Length in Fit
Procedure for Barrier Dynamics

The twofold integration of Equ. 3.15, which has been mentioned in chapter 3.7.3 in the

context of a Upulse- and tpulse-dependent modeling of the barrier dynamics during RS-MLs,

yields the following expression:

dbarrier(Upulse, tpulse) = dbarrier,0 +

∫ Upulse

0

∫ tpulse

0
∆dbarrier(Usingle, t

⋆
pulse)dt

⋆
pulsedUsingle

≈ dbarrier,0 +
1

12α⋆tpulse

{
d3barrier,0 − d2barrier,0

√
d2barrier,0 + 4α⋆t2pulse (Upulse − Uth)

− 2α⋆t2pulse (Uth − Upulse)
[√

d2barrier,0 + 4α⋆t2pulse (Upulse − Uth)− 3dbarrier,0

]

− 3ı
√

α⋆ (Uth − Upulse)d
2
barrier,0tpulse

× log

[
2

(
−2ı

√
α⋆ (Uth − Upulse) +

√
d2barrier,0 + 4α⋆t2pulse (Upulse − Uth)

)]}

(G.1)

According to the reasoning outlined in chapter 3.7.3, Upulse is replaced by Upulse − Uth

after the integration in Equ. G.1 as well.
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